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AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into as ol 
December 14, 2002, by and between (lie Sail fliver 
Proiecl Agriculturah Improvement and Power District, 
an agricultural improvement district organized under 
the laws ol Ihe Stare ol Arizona.. "District," and Local 
Union 266 of tfiB International Brotherhood ol 
Electrical Workers, an affi' iale ol the American 
Federation of Labor-Congress ot Industrial 
Organizations "Union" 
Relerence is made in this Agreement to Ihe 
Association and to lh& Project WTierever the word 
"Association" is used, it shall mean the Sail River 
Valley Water Users' Association Wherever Ihe term 
"Proiect" is used, it shall include Ihe District and the 
Association. 
WITNESSETH 
The Union is recognized as the bargaining agenl 
for employees covered by Exhibit "A" attached 
To faci:itale the peacelul adiustment ol any 
differences (hat may arise from lime to time between 
the District and its empJoyees and to promote harmony 
and efficiency, ID the end I'lat ihe District, t ie Union 
and Ihe public generally snaM benefit, the parties agree 
as follows. 
DISTRICT DISTRICT 
ARTJCLE 1-1.3 
ARTICLE I 
DISTRICT—UNION flELATfONSHIP 
Section 1. Employees Covered 
The Oislricl recognizes the Union as NIB bargaining 
agent of arl employees wording m (fie classifications 
covered by Exhrbit "A" of this Agreement 'or the 
purpose QJ collective bargeinmg with respect ID wages, 
hours, workmg conditions, and other condiiions of 
employment as outlined in this Agreement- The Orstncl 
shall no( remove any of Ihe classifications jn Exhibit "A" 
into salaried positions 
Section z Mutual Objectives 
The Distficl is engageo in the generation snd 
distribution of power and energy to homes hospitals 
terms and businesses and is obfigated to rha public to 
maintain continuous operations. The obfrgation to 
provide conlinuous servpee during the term of this 
Agreement rests upon bolh 'he Distrrci and Us 
employees. Trie District and the Union agree rhat the 
primary objective of Ihe Dislnci Is ro provide superior 
service to Us customers at the lowest cost consrstent 
with j|a obligation to provide fair wages and working 
condiiions to all of its employees Tfl achieve thai 
objective requires the united efforts and teamwork of 
the Distort, us employees and ihe Union. The Union 
agrees for itsefl and on behalf of its members, who are 
employees of the DislrJct, trial they shall Indivpdua'ly 
and collectively perform royal and efficient work and 
servicer that (hey shall avoid an(J discourage waste a) 
materials and manpower: that they snail use I heir 
influence sn<! Qesl efforts fa protect Ihe property of the 
District and lis service to fire public, and, that at all 
rimes they shall cooperate In promoting the Districts 
ARTICLE I-2,3.4,5 
welfare and in assunng the uninterrupted continuance 
of the District's services. 
Section^. Mutual Cooperation 
The District and the Union shall mutually cooperate 
to promote harmony and efficiency among the District's 
employees Representatives of the District shall meat 
upon reasonable notice wfth airthon?ed represeniatives 
of the Union to discuss any grievances arising out of 
this Agreemanl in accordance with the provisions ol 
Article VIM These meetings normally shall be 
conducted outside of working hours 
Section 4. Separably of Contract 
(A) In the event that any provisions of this Agreement 
are adjudged lo be invalid for any reason, by any 
courl of compere nl (unsdiclion, the remaining 
provisions shall remain m full torce and effect 
(B) No provisions of this agreement shall limit or 
restrict management's ability to compfy with 
Federal, Stale or Local law 
Section 5. Bulletin Boards 
The District shall provide a space in each 
depariment/division on which the Union may post 
official bulletins The Union shall supply bulletin boards 
no larger than sn (6) square feet Official bulletins of 
the Union shall be on the felterheed of ihe Union or 
shaH be signed by an authorized representative of the 
Union. Only Union stewards or other authorised 
representatives at the Union may post or remove 
official Union notices. 
DISTRICT DISTRICT 
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ARTICLE I - 6,7.a,9 
Section S. Access To Plant by Un^fln Represent live 
The authonzed business manager ana/or assistants 
uf the Union, upon advance rat i f icat ion to The 
supervisor Jn cliarge, shalf have access to trie 0'strJCt's 
properties or other worK locations dunng working hours 
for the purpose ot observing working conditions. 
provided 'hat ffie employees are not rnlarferad with in 
thai r work 
Section 7. Union Solicitation 
|A) UD solicitation tor Union membership shall be 
conducted on District feme 
IS) The Distnct agrees to provide adequate time for 
the Union £t each New Employee Orientation to 
present information aDout Union membership. 
purpose and commitment to satety 
Section 8 Equal Application ot Contract Terms 
M cairyinQ out the provisions oi this A^reement. 
neither the District nor the Union shall discriminate 
against any individual because oJ race, color, religion. 
sex, national origin, age, handicap or status as a 
Vietnam era veteran or cflsa&led veteran in regard to 
any position tor which the individual is qualified. 
Suctions. Safely 
W Air employee* shall observe aN sately rules and 
regulations now or hereafter established tor iho 
Frojact by Ihfl Joint Accident Prevention Rules 
Committee. The satety rules and reguigt.'ons a/s 
sat torth Separately under the title ot "Accident 
Prevention Rules " The President of the Union 
and the General Manager o' the Salt Rivei Project 
must approve all satety rules and regulations 
ARTICLE I - 3 
Supervisors, shalf administer disciplinary action foi 
violation ot safety rules or regulations within the 
provisions of positive discipline The disciplinary 
aclfon may be grieved 
{8) The Project shall furnish such safety devices and 
first aid kits as ma/ be needed tar fhe safety ol 
employees 
<C> 
(D) 
rtiH Project shall provide one (1) pair ot safety 
prescription sunglasses and one (1) pair or 
regular prescription safety glasses per year 
for employees vrho require prescription 
glaasfltf under the terms of the Project's Vision 
Plan benefit. 
Ths PfOject shall sontfiOute up to iwomy-tive 
dollars ($35) every year, tor steel-toed footwear 
which complies with Amencan National Slandard 
Institute's standard number z41 (1983). for each 
employee, who is required to wear such footwear 
to perform (heir job To recede reimbursement. 
the employee must provide management with a 
receipt for the new footwear 
DISTRICT DISTRICT 
ARTICLE JJ - 1,2 ARTICLED- 2,3 
ARTICLE II 
DEFINITIONS, WORK RULES AND 
GENEflAL PROVISIONS 
Ssctlon 1, Management of District 
Except tor matters specifically agreed upon herein, 
the District, shalt have (he right to altar any procedure 
or custom or direct the manner ai the accompJislunent 
of any word, and to maKe any changes in Fts 
organization, method or plan of operations that it shall 
deem advisable The Union shall be notified or all 
major changes and such changes shall be discussed 
with the Union before they are put into effect. 
Section 2L No Strikes, No Lookouts 
(A) During the term of this Agreement, the District 
agrees that there shall be no lockout, and the 
Union agrees on behalf of itself and the 
employees represented by it, thai there shall be 
no authonzed, concerted failure 10 report la work, 
cessation or interruption of worfc, slowdown, 
str ike, fooycoll or any type of organized or 
concerted interference, express ui implied, direct. 
indirect, coercive or otherwise, with the District's 
business. The Union further agrees that should 
any such acts be committed by any employee or 
employees, Jt shall openly and pubiicly denounce 
and discourage said acts. 
(B) It JS mutually understood and agreed thai the -
District shall have the right to take disciplinary 
action including discharge, agamsl any empJoyas 
who may engage rn any unauthorized stoppage, 
stride. slowdown or who is negligent In the 
performance DF the woi* of the District, subject Ic 
6
 DISTRICT 
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the Union's right (o present a grievance with 
respect to such discipline in accordance with the 
terms of this Agreement in those cases m whrch 
an issue of fad exrgts as to whether or not any 
particular employee is engaged in partrftpating or 
encouraging any violation of the provisions herao!. 
In accordance wilh Hie District's righi to discipline, 
up to and including discharge, for violations of thrs 
section, the District shall have the option to retain 
employees guilty of such violations where it is in 
the best interests of the District to do so. provided. 
however, said employees may forfeit all seniority 
and become probationary employees. 'See Articfe 
VI Section?. 
Section 3. Employes Classes end Status 
The folfowrng definitions shall apply to the classes 
and status of persons employed by the Oistncl. 
I.A) Regular Full-Time Employee - Any omptoyee who 
has been employed to work lull-trme for an 
indefinite penod of time. 
(B) Regular Part-Time Employee - Ary employee 
who has been employed to work at (east four \A) 
hours per day or twenty <20) hours per week on a 
regular basis and Icran indefinite period ot'rrne. 
tC) Provisional Employee - Any employee who has 
been employed to work in agreed upon 
classifications, has limited benefits, and does 
not possess any layoff rights or seniority. A 
provisional employee doefl not have the benefit 
ol the grievance/arbitration procedure when 
terminated tram the employment of SRP for any 
reason. 
DISTHICT 7 
ARTICLt II -3.-1 
{D) Temporary Employee—Any employee who has 
been employed lo wo'k lull-lime lor a definite 
period no< to exceed Iwc hundred seventy (270) 
calendar days A temporary employee hired 
into the Company w h o comp le tes t h e 
Customer Service Representative training will 
bBGoma a provisional employee without a bid, 
f£^ Variable Employee—Any employee who has been 
crnoloyed tc work intermittent periods of time. 
depending upon the employee's voluntary 
availability and [JistTict word requirement?, for ar 
•ndefmite pcn'ad of lime 
(F) Student Employee—Any emcloyee •ATID has been 
hired to work not more man one |1) year who is a 
high school student enrolled in a cooperative 
education program or a high school or college 
student hired lo work between the spring and tall 
semesters Student employees shall be paid al 
the appropriate rate tor the classification worked 
Student employees shall not be eligible for 
beneltis or bidding rights 
Section 4. Wort Day and Wort* Ween 
fr) Except as hereinafter otherwise provided, eight 
(B) hours shall constitute a normal work day. and 
hue (5} consecutive days from Monday through 
Friday shall constitute a normal work week 
(B) The District shall establish the work day and wc-rK 
weed ol any and all employees who are engaged 
In We performance ct duties relating to operaiions 
of a continuous nature or whose duties are such 
that they cannot be performed m a normal work 
day or a normal work week 
B 
ARTICLE II -5,6 
Section 5. Shift Delmitions and Payine-ii of Shits 
Differential 
The amount of shift deferential pay. il any, whi$h 
shall be due an employee shall be determ-nea by ihe 
employee's shift starling time Starting times withm 
eaoh shift shall be governed as tolJows 
(A) Day Shift—all eight (S)-hour periods scheduled 
lo begin at 4:QD a m or thereafter but before 
12.00 Noon. 
(B) Swng Shift—all eight (a)-hour periods scheduled 
to begin at 12:00 Noon or therealler but before 
a:00 p rn (BBcmr.) 
((C) Graveyard Shift—at| eight (S)-houi penotis 
scheduled to begin at 8.00 p m or thereafter but 
before 4 00 a.m (95&'hr) 
Section B. Work Schedules 
(A) (A) Work schedules shall be established by ihe 
department heads to conform with work 
requirements Scheduled starting time is the lime 
employees are asl<ed to report (or worh by their 
supervisors. Management and the Union from 
lime to time may enter into agreements providing 
for alternate work schedules. 
(Bj Types ol work schedules as established by mo 
department head shall be: 
(1) formal work week—Monday through Fnday. 
eight (8) hour work days, with starting tirne 
as established by department head. 
{2) Continuous (shaman) coverage—seven (7) 
days per week and twenty-four (24) hours 
DISTRICT DISTRICT 
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ARTICLE u -e 
per day with scheduling and workmg 
conditions as stated inArticle If Section 16 
I3| Non-continuous muld-shift wher*1 work 
requirements are such that employee 
coverage is regularly needed on Saturdays 
and/or Sundays on one OI Tore scheduled1 
shifts. 
(C) All postfion vacancies shall be filled by bid arid the 
applicable type of work schedule or shift shall be 
stated on the bid sheels. 
(D) If Jt is necessary to change the permanent work 
Schedule of hours worked or days off f c any 
group of employees, Ilia District shalf first meet 
wlh Union representatives and explain the basis 
pf need Tor ihe change and the new schedule The 
new working schedule assignments shall frrst be 
bid within me group of ernpfoyees affected and an 
attempt shall be made to fifl the schedule by this 
bidding r j ' by rnulual agreement If the 
assignments to the new work schedule are not 
volunlanly filled by this procedure, the positions 
shall be filled1 on the basis of department seniority 
(E) Wheje work coverage is required on Saturaays 
and/or Sundays, a schedule of days off snaU be 
established whenever possible so that no 
employee has a work schedule (hat does not 
provide for some Salurdays and Sundays off 
(F) When a schedule of rotating days off is not 
ppssible in providing work coverage for Saturdays 
and Sundays, the job shall be filled by the normal 
bid procedure when a vacancy' occurs u" a i 
assignment to this schedule 
ARTICLE: II - 7.B.& 
Section?. Change of Wort Weak 
fl is understood and agreed that if, during the t&rm 
of this Ag'eemei i . fne current f<j;ty (40) hour work 
week is changed by Federal legislation, either party 
may reopen the Agreemeni with reference to wages or 
such oiher matters as n-ay be affected, by serving sixty 
(60} days wntten notice to the Dinar parry withun ten 
(tQ? days from (he date the work weok is Changed. 
Section fl. Commencement of Worlt for Scheduled 
Work 
No lime GhaM be allowed to any employee tor 
report ing to or returning from tneir established 
headquarters AH authorized time spent in travelog 
from the employee's headquarters to and ''Om the |Ob 
shall be considered Time worked 
Section 9. Assignmenl of Work 
(A) Work assignmems tor all employees in each 
classical ion ere outlined in The approved job 
descriptions now in effect The District reserves 
the right to add to delete from or amend these job 
descriptions as necessitated by future changes m 
operations in accordance wilh the established job 
evaluation procedure, with advance notification of 
such changes to the Union The phrase "as 
necessitated by fulure changes in operation" used 
in this paragraph -s agreed to mean such changes 
as the use or new equipment, or where the 
character of the>obhas materially changed due io 
a change in circumstances not eyistmg when the 
job was evaluated However, where there is no 
change in circumstances and the District adds to 
deletes from or amends a job description the 
' 0 DISTRICT DISTRICT 11 
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ARTJCLE | | - 9 
District ah air negotiate the wage rale lor the 
revised job prior to putting the job Into effect 
Questions concerning the evaluation or re-
evaluation of |obs covered by this Agreement 
which cannot be resolved by means of this 
procedure are subject to further reviaw in 
accordance with the gnBvance procedure as sel 
forth in Article VIII of this Agreement. If no 
agreement is reached, Then the issue of the wage 
rate shaJt be submitted to binding arbHration as 
provided for in Article VlU The District rnay assign 
a temporary rate lo a new job for a penod of up to 
one hundred twenly (1ZQ) working days pending 
the establishment • ! a formal rate by the 
established joh evalualion procedure In t ie event 
Die formal rate results in a lower grade than that 
temporarily assigned by the District, the employee 
shall receive trie rate appropriate to the job 
beginning the pay period immediately following 
the format rating. In the event the formal rate 
results in a higher tabor grade than that 
temporar i ly assigned by the District, rates 
applicable to the proper grade shall be paid 
retroactive to the date of the employee's 
assignment to the new job. When the District 
establishes a formal rale tor a new or changed 
classification, the District shall. 
{1) Prepare a new or revised job descriptrcn. 
(2) Present to the Union m writ ing fhe job 
description, the formal rate of pay, and its 
effective date. If the formal rate of pay for a 
new or changed job is not satisfactory, the 
grievance procedure shall herein be followed 
and only the formal rale of pay far such new 
ARTICLE K - 9 
or changed job assfgnmenls shall Pe subject 
to the grievance and arbitration proviaons of 
this Agreement 
(B) The composition of the vanous crews required by 
the District's operations shall be determined by 
the character of the woifc normally performed in 
the division concerned, excepi that In the line 
divisions crews shall consist of at 1ea£t two (2) 
journeymen when working on 60Q volts and 
above. 
(C) Provided there is no olher supervisor m effective 
charge, supervision and work direction on one (1) 
piece of work shall be provided by temporary 
upgrading or assignment ol hourly personnel in 
accordance with the following table1" 
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ARTICLE 11-9 ARTICLE I I - 10.11 
The person selected Jo he m charge shall he 
responsible for work performance 
(D| Effective superv i se is defined as. Supervision 
that is either in the- immediate area d^ecli.ng The 
work or is available at al/ times vie radio, mobile 
pnone. pagers 01 other means of comnunicat'on 
With Jhe crewfsf. When requested, Supervision 
shall be at 'he work site within a reasonabfe 
length at tirne. 
(E) E'cepl as hereinafter otherwise provided, salaried 
personnel shall not handle tools of da thai class or 
work required af hourly waikers except as 
requrred in case of emergency, for tra.ni.ig, for 
instructional purposes or for (echnicar wort, 
Technical work consists of work involving (esring. 
installation and removal o' specialised equipment 
and other work requiring specialized framing, 
education and/or skids beyond lhat normally 
required of a Journeyman classification anfl the 
interpretation. extrapolation and app'icafion ol the 
re&ulis ol such tesling and/or equipment 
(F) TradesJieJper&, Groundmen or Laborers shall nut do 
(he work of a Journeyman, wort on oi ad,acenl to 
unguarded energized conductors, work :n abated 
areas requiring special climbing skill or Irainmg, ai 
shall not work alone on elechical installations frrjm a 
bucket o" platform truck unless assisting a 
Journeyman wrio is in the buckalorpnthe platform. 
(G) There shall be a Journeyman Lineman or 
Electrician present for any underground work 
involving laying cable or connecting paefmount 
transformers cfher lhan work dealmg with, rurviing 
secondary services (roin oxisnng underground 
14 DISTRICT 
Section 10. Headquarter 
(A) •'Established Headquarters" —Any headquarters 
designated by the District with proper advance 
nolice for 'ho purpose of engaging in wck where 
such worti shall continue -ndefiniier/ 
(BJ Temporary Headquarters' — Any headquarters 
dasjgnaied &y Ihe Dislrjct for the purpose ol 
engaging in work where such work, shall continue 
for a temporary period Since 'he requirement to 
work at out-of-town temporary headquarters is 
inherent in the u'l.ity industry, ine District al ns 
option may establish tempo;ary headquarters at 
any location 
\C) As a general rjTe, out-oHown work shall br? 
distributed as tairly as possible among employees 
in |0fj classifications required to perform such work 
Section 11. Determinations and Notices 
(A) The determination as to whether any headquarter 
assjgnment is established or •ernp-oraty shall be 
made by the Distncl and proper advance notice 
Ihereof shall be given lo the employees affected 
(BJ The Distncl shall notify al1 employees at least 
twenty-four {2.1) hours in advance ol going to 
temporary headquarters tor one t1) 'light o,- more 
for out-ol-town wo'k or sha.l notify (he emoloyces 
eo effected prior to the close cl the prcoedmg shift 
worked In the event that less riot'ce than thai 
speeded above >s given, except in edse of 
emergency and except for me relief of employees 
unable lo complete out-o ' -^ 'n work wh.ch (hey 
have been assiorEd d u ^ 'o i-'lness er other 
personal reasons outside the responsiu.l ly of the 
DISTRICT 
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District, the employee affected shafl recede one 
h^lt (-si iJrna m addition to in.e applicable rate tor 
the first eight \%) hours Employees assigned to 
aut-ol-lown work during an emergency rjr to 
rel.eve employees unable (o complete an 
assignment due to illness cr personal reasons 
outside the responsibility of the District shaH be 
said ih-eir sffaighl time or regular rate during such 
assignment. "Emergency work" as used m this 
section is ireant to be that work necessitated by 
f lood. Fire, disasier, or other such urusLiar 
conditions. 
Section 12. Notice ot Return to Work 
Employees returning lo work after any iFmess 
accident or unscheduted absence sh^ir give !o their 
supervisor at least e'ghr {&) hours notice before 
returning la worn 
Section 13 Change in Established Work Schedules 
(For provisions relating to shiftmen, see Article II, 
Section 16) 
(A) Definitions 
(1) Wd'k day - eight (8) hflurs pej day 
regardless ot start time. 
(2) Start time - the time ot oay the supervrsor 
designates that an employee beojn Ihe work 
day. 
(3) Start Time Change - when the employee's 
start time is changed withm [he confines of 
the current shift's time range. 
(4) Shift - day, swing and graveyard smfts as 
delmed in Article If, Section 5 (A). (B) and 
[C], each having th-eir specific time ranges. 
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ARTICLE I I - 1 3 
|5) Current slnft - Ihe shift within which t i e 
employee's start lime kes 
(6| Shifl Change - when ihe employee's starl 
time Is changed trom tho cor'mes of llieir 
currenl shiti's lime rango lo that of anotheJ 
shifls time range 
(7) Shift Change Notice - lony (^01 UOUJS notice 
must be given prior 10 the start time for any 
shift charvge 
(B) Start Time Change Nclice - twelve (12) 
hours notice must be given prior to any 
change in siart time. 
(B) When an employee's shift is changed tor a period 
ol three (3) work days or less, or more man one 
hundred Wly (150) calendar days, the employee 
shall be paid one and one-half ( l ' " i times BHR for 
that time worked during (he changed period. 
(C) Except in the shift change ckcurnstances 
desenbeo" above and a shift change notice is not 
given, the employee shall be paid one and one-
hall {1'^J times BHR for their first wora day. On the 
second (2nd) and subsequent eight (6) hour work 
days on. the new shj(t. slraJghi time rates shall 
prevail. When shilt change notice has been given 
straight time rates shall prevail 
The empJayee must have at leas! fifteen and one-
half (15>) hours off between work tfays, when 
resuming their prio< established shi!t or shall 
receive one and one-half (1'v) times BHR for the 
first worti day. lithe employee ;s required to report 
lo work after fifteen and one-half (15'*) hours off. 
the straight time rale shall oreyail 
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iD) When an employee's slarffime is changed, proper 
slar! limp change notice shall be given. When 
start t i^e notice is not given. !he Employee shall 
he paid one and one hall (!'-) times BUR tor the 
first two heirs of that work day. When start Vine 
notice 15 given ine straiqht lime rate shall pravajl. 
(E) Devia'.ons from established ahifls or atan t.me>s, 
with or without use of noiice provisions. and 
'wlhoul premium pay can. be made when sucli 
danger are rnuiualty agreed1 upon 
Section 14. Inclement Weather 
I.A1 II i5 management's, mtenl la unhze Ihe worn icrce 
product'veiy However, if wealhEr cDndibans or 
weather-'elated conditions are such ttial no 
scheduled work or t'airMrig can be undertaken. 
employees reporting to- work shall be granted ai 
least two t2) hours pay. unless notified belcre Ihe 
close or their work day lhal no work shair be 
psrtormed Ihe lallowing day II being understood. 
however that such employees rn^y be he'd al 
headquarters tor trouble cal's Employees who 
repon lei scheduled overtime work on their sixth 
(6th) or seventh (7th| day cut are sent nemo 
because of movement weather shall receive iwo 
(2) houra show-up pay or pay lor aclual lime 
worhed whichever JS grea'er Employees shell r.ol 
receive any oay if they cad then Supervisors or 
their supervisory call them before reporlirg for 
scheduled overtime work and are told nol to come 
m thai aay because of inderpenl "/ea'hei If they 
are urable 10 contact rheir Supervisors 
ernp'oyees are advised to report lo work &n,way 
13 DiSTRCT 
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(B) Employee? wurkng on t ie |ob when inclement 
weather occurs and. work cannot continue will be 
paid a minimum of four {*) hours 
Section 15. Journeymen and Apprenlices 
The following definition ana: regulations govern the 
employmaiM ol Journeymen and Apprentices in tiie 
various trades of the District-
.•A) The lerrn Journeyman shall apply to a waiter who 
lias served a formal app'eniice program or the 
equ.valent thereol >n one M) of ihe recognizect 
crafts established by the District 
B) Apprentices^ alter serving their iuli Apprenticeship 
years, shall be relamed al the rale ne»t below a 
Journeyman's rale until an oo-emng occurs lor a 
journeyman DI for a period nol to exceed an 
accumulated period of one <V) year, alter whicn 
time ine employee shall be progressed to the 
stalus ol a Graduaie Apprentice, Thereafter and 
paid at l l ie Journeyman rale on a special 
cLassification numbei 
(C) The ratio of Apprentices to Journeymen shall be 
determined by the tifture requirements for 
Journeymen but shail not e*ceea, one { U 
Apprentice lo every one (1) Journeyman m each 
classification 
ID) An Apprentice, o'her lhan a Graduate or 
Thereafter, shall work under the guidance ot & 
Journeyman or supervisor who ,s a Journeyman in 
ihe trade and under no circumstances shall sucn 
Apprentice be enliVed to temporary lipgrades 
DISTRICT 
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(E> The Diatnct and its Apprentices siiall abide by (he 
mJes and r&giflatiO'ts of the Apprenticeship 
Standards and Affirmance Action Plai lor the 
recruilfng. selection and training at Apprentices as 
established in the District by ihe JomJ 
Apprenticeship Comrni'tea and approved by 'he 
Jomi Union-Management Negodating Committee, 
including those which have been approved of may 
he.'eafter be approved by Ihe Arizona Department 
of Economic Secunty. These rules and regulations 
area pa" of this Agreement-
Section 16. Shiftman 
(A) Shiftmen are those employees WJIO are engaged 
in ihe performance of duties relating) to operations 
of a continuous nature requiring ihai work be 
schedule twen'yfour i.24j hours a day, seven (7) 
days a wee*, on a scheduled relating shift bas/s 
At presenl. those employees who are considered 
to be slu'lmen are. 
(1) Operating employees of aJI power plants 
(2) Maintenance employees in power piants 
where |obs are so bid and full shift coverage 
oJ geven [?) days per week and twenty-four 
(24) hours psr day is needed 
(Bf "Shift schsduJe" as used lierem shall mean any 
work schedule established for sHrflmen. The 
District Shall establish a schedule providing lor 
rotation (if shifts and days of 
(C) Changes in regular shift schedules shall be 
posled a minimum of forty (40) hours in advance. 
(D) Except on emergency work, no shiftman shall be 
required to work any split shift or split work week 
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(E) Emergency relief of shiftmen shali be defined as 
being caused by iHness or other inability of trie 
regularly scheduled employee <o work thai; shift 
due to no lauftor action of tha Disfrict. In providing 
for emergency relfef of shiftmen, orher employees 
from eilher rolalmg shift DJ reJief shift (and not 
necessarily working the same schedule or hours 
as the empJoyee relieved) jnay be Iransferred to 
the relief duty A minimum of iLfteen and one-half 
{15/?) hours off duty shall be allowed when 
transferring other employees from eilher rotating 
or relief shirts, provided however iT less lhari 
fifteen and one-half (15"?] hau:s off duty is 
allowed; the employee shaN be paid at the 
overtime rate lor the first shift The notice and 
sleep time provisions do not apply for emergency 
relief afa shiftman 
(F) When relieving shiftmen for a reason other than 
emergency, as defined m paragraph (E) above, or 
wlien changing a regular shift schedule, relieving 
employees shell have at ieast fifteen and one-half 
{15/0 hours off duty and forty [40) hours nonce 
pnor ID commencement of Ihe first shift on a new 
schedule. Failure to give such time off between 
shifts or such notice snail CBUSE employees lo oo 
paid for Ihe llrst shift on the new schedule at the 
overtime rale. When a shiftman woifcs his/her 
regularly scheduled days aft, the employee shah 
be paid at the overtime rate, provided, however 
when the employee relums to the regularly 
scheduled shift after working his/her days off no 
premium pay for a short change shall result. 
(G) Sleep time Por shiftman is the period of time 
beginning twelve (12) hours prior to the start of 
the IT scheduled shift and ending lour (4f hours 
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prior to the start of iheir scheduled sniff All 
worked sleep time Will be paid ai two and una hall 
(3-*) times BHR. 
(H) Rest lime is (be period at time (he employee shall 
ba aNowad off during trie next regular shift 
equivalent to Iheir sleep time hours walked 
Shiftmen exr^ ept when providing emergency re.iaj 
e& descnbed in paragraph (E) above are eligible 
for reef time Rest time shall not extend past the 
end of Ihe employee's regular shift and shaN be 
scliedLJled at the and of the regular shift except 
when by mutual agreement, time oil may be 
scheduled at the beginning of the regular shit 
(I) When a shiftman qualifies under Article I), Section 
16 (G) lof and is required lo work their rest Time, 
the smployee shall be paid |wo \2) trrnes BHR. 
f l ] A shiftman who is scheduled to work on 
lilsyher first (1st) regular day off and is also 
required to work his/her rest time shall be 
paid aJ one and one half times (1V2) BHR 
except tor jest trme worked wtilch shall be 
paid at two (2) times BHR 
[2} A shiftman wfifl is scheduled to work or. 
hJS/her sacond (£ndj raguJ&r day off shall ba 
paid (wo (2}timesBHR 
f3) The words "regular" and 'scheduled" for 
purposes of applicators in paragraphs (G). 
(H) ana {\} above are Jo be consicered 
synonymous. 
(J) Shiftmen shall be granted sleep time if it is earned 
prior >.n a scheduled vacation day 
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(KJ Nothing in this Agreement shal.1 proven! the Site 
Supervisor at Stewart Mountain Power Plant from 
working one operating shift per week and working 
up to one ]1) week relief for a sick or vacation 
absence. 
Section 17. Contracted Work 
(A) It shall be the Project's policy thar an its usual and 
customary work shal' be done by its regular 
forces and so to manage, control and aHocaie its 
work, seasonal and climate conditions permitting, 
as to reduce to a minimum layoffs and reductions 
of job opportuoilies of its forces To that end The 
Projecl shall endeavor In good faith not to contract 
out work usually and customarily performed by its 
regular employees at a time when such work can 
be partomied by Ihern It is mutually lecogmzed, 
however, that from t,me ro time circumstances 
shall require the Project re contract oul certajn 
work Labor and management will periodically 
review the projected workload forecast for the 
arfacled area. 
{B) In the event it becomes necessary to award 
conslructlon. maintenance or service work of the 
lypa usually and customarily done by its field, 
shop or clerical forces <Q a private contractor, the 
District shall noNly the Union of such contract 
work and the name and address of the contractor 
Such notification shall be made by the Lacor 
Relations Department before or concurrent wjth 
riotilicalion of successful bidder and pnof to 
starting t ie contracted worir 
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ARTICLE hi 
WAGES, DEDUCTIONS AND PAV PRACTICES 
Section 1. Wages 
(AJ The wages la be paid to employees covered by 
Ibis Agreement shall se sal forth in Exh'bit JA," 
altachpd hereio and made a perl hereol 
(E) An employee shall be notified when bis/ lw rime 
record has been changed and lha change shalf 
atlecl Uie amouril ol pay "a be received 
Sections Payroll Deductions 
Upon Hie individual and voluntary writlen 
authoNzaiiori ol any employee to assign a portion ol 
lha employee's wages to the Union, the Dislr'Ct shall 
deduct from the wages ol such employees such 
amounts as are so assigned and refnrl same to the 
Union until such lime as the assignment may be 
revoked by the employee. Such deductions wilJ be 
made the first two pay periods ol each month 
Section 3 Overtime 
(A) Except as hereinalter otherwise provided, lha 
following work shall be paid al the rale of tima and 
one-halP (lv() BHR. 
(1) Wo'ii performed before or afier eight (8) 
siraigtit time hours in any one (1) work day or 
forty (40) siraighl lime hours in any one ( i ; 
work week. 
(2) Work performed on a regularly scheduled 
day off e>cepi in ca&es whe^e Ihe employee 
voluntarily absenis lum/hersell Irom Ihc |cJj 
during the week withoul notice and exceplas 
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otherwise provrded m Article In. Section 4 
paragraph (A}. 
(3) Work performed after six [6> hours bul before 
a msal break 
<B) EMERGENCY 
Emergency overtime occurs when employees are 
required to work overtime and have been given twelve 
{i2) hours or less nolice to reporl lo wor* It is Ihe 
Project's policy thai dunng emergencies employees are 
required to fulfill the District's obligation to mamiain 
and/or lestore servrce lo its customers The District 
shall be exempt from Hie obligation ID distribute 
emergencyovertimeasfairty as possible 
(C) SCHEDULED 
Scheduled overtime occurs when employees are 
required to wort overtime and have been given more 
than Iwelve (12) hours nonce When scheduled 
overtime is required, il is the poNcy and mlenl of tha 
District lo require Ihose employees in ihe classificalion 
needed to accomplish said work function to worl< 
overtime. Further, when overtime is required, (he 
Dislricl shall make reasonable efforts to provide a lair 
cjiairitmlion ol overtime work among employees in The 
same classificalion, based on thefr sk.lls and expertise, 
wllhin Ihe cos! center and shift involved, in accordance 
with the following procedures 
0 ) A bi-weekly record of scheduled and 
emergency overtime hours worked shall be 
maintained by ihe cost center. The schedule 
shall lis) the employees by name and! shall 
show Ihe day(s) and cslimated hours of 
overtime scheduled When an employea is 
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ARTfCLE III - 3 ARTICLEII I -34 
asked to work scheduled overtime and Ihe 
employee does noi make h im'hersei ' 
avairable, rhe employee shafl ba charged, lor 
distribution QI overtime purposes, with 'he 
same number of hours which the employee 
who accepls Ihe worfc is credited with 
converted fo sliaighl time hours. Accepiable 
excuses lor not responding end not charg>ng 
as refused overtime shall include death in Ihe 
employee's immedrate lamily J^mother, father, 
biolher, sister, spouse or qualif ied 
dependents) |ury duly, aulhoriied vacation, 
recognised Union duties. irnl'tary obligations 
and vQiilied illnesses 
(2) When an employee's name is added to en 
occupational gjoup in which (he empJoyee's 
name has nol previously been included, Ihe 
employee shall assume me highest number 
ol hours posled tor an employee in Ihe same 
cJassification and Ihe overtime hours Ihe 
employee hao previously been credited wiln, 
shall bo canceled. 
(3) Overtime work shall be distributed as fairly 
as possible on a payroll year basis, among 
Ihe employees in tile job classifications 
lequired to perform such overtime work 
(4) When an employee has nol been given the 
opportunity IQ work overtime as provided 
herein, thai employee shall be afforded the 
next overtime available (or which the 
employee is qualified, within Ihe same payroll 
year. 
(5) Except for emergency overt ime, those 
employees who work Monday through Friday 
Lhal are requested lo work overtime on 
Salufday, shall be notified by the end of their 
shift on the preceding Thursday, and Ihose 
employees requested to work Sunday shall 
be nolrffed by the end of their shift on the 
preceding Friday. Those employees 
requested to work a holiday overtime shall oe 
noised two {2} days pnor lo Ihe holiday {For 
provisions relating lo shiftmen, see Article III 
Section 7 {B)) 
(6) Crews or personnel may not be changed for 
overtime dislnbuiion purposes when. m the 
District's |udgmenl such changes shall 
adversely aflect job contmuily, schedules, 
qualily or cosls 
(D) The maximum rate lhat can be earned under mis 
Agreemenl for any reason or combinaiion ol 
reasons Is 'our (4) times the basic hourly rale 
Each overtime factor shall ba additive arid not 
compounded. 
Section A. Miscellaneous Pay Provisions 
(A> Sunday and Holiday Work 
Work performed on Sundays and Holidays shall be 
paid at Ihe rale o( two (2) limes BHR It is understood 
that "Sunday" for shifi workers ^half be the second 
(2nd) of h"rf> (2) consecutive days off, and the fourth 
(jfth)offour [A) consecutive days off 
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(B) Calf-out Time 
(1) Except as hereinafter otherwise provided, ; 
minimum of two (2) hours al Hie rate of timj 
and one-half (1'A) shall be paid anj 
employee who is caNed out Ay duly 
authorized person or persons lor Hie purposi 
ol working outside the employee^ 
established hours of walk. II the call-ou 
period overlaps Jnlo the established hours a 
work other than for emergency work, th* 
employee who has been called out shall bf 
pard at the overtime rate onty lor that tuns 
worked outside the employee's eslabhshed 
hours of work. 
(2) When called out to report tor an immediate 
call-out, Jemptoyee must report within two {3) 
hours ot call) trie employee's compensation 
shall be calculated Irom the time the 
employee accepts the call-out from his/her 
supervisor, or other duly authorized parson. 
Employees accepting immediate call-outs ivdi 
bo paid an addrtronal one hall (A) tima tor trie 
first two hours. 
(3) Except as otherwise provided, empfoyeej 
who are required to perform wort; due to ca l 
oul during other than their regular working 
hours shalf oe paid at the rale of tima ana 
one-half (1!*) until the employee is released 
or he enters his regular work shift. When 
such call-out extends Into the employee's 
regular wofk shift, he shall revert to @HR 
unless: meal or other premium penalties ars 
involved 
ARTICLE l f l - 4 
(4) If an employee has worked more than eight 
(8} hours ol call-out overtime work, and said 
work continues into the employee's regular 
shift, the employee shall continue lo receive 
a minimum of one and one-hall (I1/.) times 
BHR until released. 
fCl Sleep Time (For provisions relating to shiftmen, 
see Article ||F Secfon 16) 
(1) Sleep time is me period of time beginning ten 
(1Q) hours prior lo the start ol their scheduled 
shift and ending two (2) hours prior to the 
start of their scheduled shifi, AH worked sleep 
lime will be paid at two and one-half (2V2) 
limes BHfi 
(2) Heal time JS lime tne employee shall be 
allowed off during the next regular shift 
equivalent to their sleep lime hours worked 
Rest time shall not extend past the end of the 
employee's regular shift. Time ofl shall be 
scheduled al the end of the regular shift 
except when by murual agreement, time olf 
may be scheduled al the beginning of the 
regular shift 
0) Except as otherwise provided, when an 
employee qualifies under Article III, Section 4 
(C) (1) and Is required lo wort rest lime, the 
employee shall be paid two {2} times BHR. 
(4( Employees schedufed lo work their sixth 
{6lh) day (1st regular day off) and are also 
required to work their rest time shall be paid 
one and one half (11?) times QHP except for 
rest time worked wtifcti shall be paid al two 
(2) times BHR. 
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(5) Employees scheduled to work on than 
seventh (7th) day (2nd regular day off) shaj? 
be paid two (2) times QHP. * 
(D) Employees scheduled lo work on their regularfj 
scheduled days off shall not bo entitled to sic* 
leave il they become ill and are not able to reporf 
lor work. i 
Section^. Pay lor Tomporefy Claasif icadpns f 
(A) 
(B) 
QuaJiliod employees temporarily assigned to if 
different hourly fob that has higher pay rate[sj 
shall receive the prevailing rate ot pay for sun 
higher hourly |obs during the period of sucl 
assignment. provided however. Ihat lo qualify fi 
temporary upgrading, an employee must be abl( 
to assume the full duties and responsibilities 
such higher hourly classification. For temporal 
upgrading purposes the prevailing rate ol pay 
fobs wllh progressianary stops is defined lo mei 
the beginning rate for the fob. However, in nj 
event shall the amount for a temporary upgrai 
as described above be less than three peicei 
(3%) above the employee's current base hour 
rate noi more than Ihe highest rale per hour f i 
the hourly classification of temporary asslgnmenl 
Employees in hourly classifications listed 
Exhibit "A", {except summer students), who sstisfi 
Ihe qualif ications af a higher saTaned non* 
supervisory classification and are able lo assumj 
ihe foil duties and responsibilities of a highg| 
salaried classification, shall be paid three percerf 
(3%) above the employee's regular hourly rate d 
pay lor the duration of such assignment. A highef 
ARTICLE J l l - 5 
salaried non-supervisory classification is defined 
as the 'Salary flange Minrnium* specified by the 
prevailing salary slrucfure thai exceeds the 
regular rate ot the hourly employee. 
{Q Employees upgraded temporarily to a salaried 
supervisory position shall be paid three percent 
[3%) per hour above the appropriate Working 
Foreman. Thereafter rale when the line of 
progression includes the classification of Working 
Foreman. First (1st) Year and Thereafigr, and (or 
alher salaried supervisory jobs the employee shall 
be paid at a rate of three percent (3%} above the 
highest classification supervised. 
(D) Travel, in conjunction with a temporary upgrade 
assignment, does not in itself qualify the 
employee for temporary upgrading; therefore, 
travel time BhaN be paid at the employee's base 
rate, not at a temporary upgrade rate. Permissible 
exceptions are temporary upgrades to working 
supervisory type classifications, etc., which 
involve performing productive type work duties of 
the higher classification during travel time. As 
such, travel \s incidental to the work tiding 
performed by the employee during the travel 
period. Under such circumstances, the employee 
shall ba paid that portion of the travel time during 
which the employee discharged the productive 
type work duties of the higher classification. In no 
event shall traveling in itself be construed to be 
the as sump linn of the duties of a higher 
classification. 
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ARTICLE III - 6 
Section G, Pay and Status for Provisional employees 
(A) An employee hired to fulfill a provisional 
assignment shall ba paid at the rate 
established for til* claudication In which ihe 
employee shall work. 
{&) Such employees shall become a regular 
employee before any seniority la estafil+shed. 
Such employees must submit bkte for regular 
Joba in hlsrtier dassttication and are slrongly 
encouraged to bid on jobs Iri other 
classifications In accordance with 
Article V, Section 1, a l any time after the 
employee's original hire date, (The six (6) 
month In classification requirements for 
bidding shall not apply to provisional 
employees bidding on Apprenticeship 
positions.) 
(C) Provisional employees shall accrue no 
seniority, Department seniority for provisional 
employees will ba credited to them from theif 
last hire date at the time they receive a regular 
job, if that job is In the same department. If 
hired into another department, the 
departmental seniority starts at the time the 
bid la awarded. 
(D) Provisional employees, are eligible far limited 
health and holiday benefits as well as those 
banafits required by law. 
ARTICLE Fll - 7 
Section?. Pay and Status for Temporary Employee* 
(A? An employee hired lor temporary employment 
such as seasonal and/or special assignments 
shall be designated temporary employee" and 
shall be paid at the rale established for me 
classification in wtuch the employee shall work 
(G) Such employee shall serve two hundred seventy 
(270) calendar days before any seniority and 
ben el its are established except lo the extent 
required by lam Such employee may submit bids 
for regular classifications m accordance with 
Article V, Section 1, at any time after the original 
date of hire. Al the beginning of me two hundred1 
seventy-flrsi (271st] day of employment, seniority 
and benefits shall be reinstated to Ihe original 
dale ol hire. 
(C) Temporary employees shall accrue no seniority or 
benefits. However, upon change to regular status, 
through bidding or after serving nine (9) months 
as a temporary employee, seniority and benefits, 
except group and hospitalization insurance, shall 
be effective as ol the original dale ol employment 
Insurance benefits shall become elective after 
enroNrnenl as 3 regular employee and paymeni of 
the first monthly insurance premium. 
(D) A regular employee ma/ bid and be accepted on a 
temporary assignment without loss ol benefits. 
provided Ihe employee's regular |ob is filled by a 
temporary assignment or unless such bid is EO 
prevent the regular empJoyee from being laid oft. 
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Sections. HoJiday Pay 
(A) On those holidays speciffcaf/y enumerated in 
Article IV, Section 1. all employees, accept as 
herein otherwise provided, shall be grven the day 
off from work and pad hcbday allowance of e^ght 
JS) hours pay al Ihsrr regular straighl time hourly 
rates. 
{BJ Shiftman, and those employees on nrjn-
oonUnuoiis rnirJEf^ shrrt work may, by the dgclsron ol 
Hie supervisor and with forty \4Q) hours norrtfe, be 
given fhe day off if (he holiday falls on one of itieir 
regularty scheduled days to work or another day 
of] In lieu thereof if tha holiday falls on the sitfh 
(6ih) or seventh f?th> day of their work weak; if 
Ihey are required Jo work they shall he paid the 
holiday allowance in addition ro Jhe pay ihsy 
receive for rhe hours actually worked during that 
weak. Jf given less Than forty (40) hours nolicg, 
Jhe employee shall have the option of wonting the 
regularly scheduled shift or railing the holiday off. 
im 
AJf employees required fa work on a holiday shall 
be paid two {2} irmas BHR lor Ihe hours actually 
warKed in addlNon lo the holiday allowance. 
accept as otherwise mutually agreed io In witting. 
In order to quality for holiday pay allowance, 
except as hereinafter provided, every employee 
shall have worked a minimum ot thirly-two 02 ) 
regular lime nouns m Ihe WOnV week In which are 
(I) paid holiday shali occur, or twenty-four {24) 
hours in a work week In which two {2} paid 
holidays shall occur, unless excused from work by 
the District as a result of earned srck leave, 
earoed vacatio/i, unfavorable weather conditions 
/ 
ARTICLEIII-B 
or excused leaves ol absence Holidays shall be 
paid far the first si . (6) months of excused reave. 
Provisional employees shall receive pay for 
fixed holidays even in Ihe event they are III, on 
excused leave, or vacation during the week of 
the holiday. 
(E) Exchange of holidays shall be restricted to crews 
wo'king out-of-town on a holiday which falls in rhe 
middle of rhe week, al Ihe straighl-lime rate. In 
exchange ol another day off and shall be by 
mutual agreement. Mutual agree men! for this 
clause implies written consent of ths maroirty ot 
the employees involved; shop s lewa id . 
department superintendent, and department 
manager. 
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ARTICLE IV ^ j 
ARTICLE IV 
EMPLOYEES' BEWEFfTS ATO PAID EXPENSES 
Section t. Holidays 
(A) The following days shaJI he recogmzed as 
r.olrday5 under the terms of this Agreement" 
New Year's Cay 
" Martin Luther King Jr s Birthday 
third Monday In January 
' Washington's Birthday. fhird Monday in February 
Memorial Day, Jasl Monday in May 
Jury Fourth 
Labor Day, first Monday in September 
" Veteran's Day, November 11 or each y a a r 
Thanksgiving Day, recognized national holiday 
Trtan^sglving Friday, Frjday 
following TViartksgfwng 
Christmas Eve 
Chnslmas Day 
* Tne above three f3 ) holidays preceded by 
iTiK t m ** CcH1&ldflr^ -fl^ibJ* holidays" 
and sh^f Be treated for administrate punpo/es 
as vacation days, • e„ ^ e s f0r use a n d a a C ol 
^cation under Articte jv, Section 2. shail apply 
ARTICLE I V - 1 
iC) The Drstntf shall select frrday if the holiday fells 
on Saturday and Monday if rhe holiday falls on 
Sunday or elect to pay the holiday allowance in 
lieu of a day off by giving ten (10( days notice of 
the alternate seletl ion II Friday is already a 
holiday, than the Saturday holiday shall be laden 
on Thursday Likewise, <l Monday is already a 
holiday Ihen the Sunday holiday shall be (aken on 
Tuesday. These provisions do ro t apply to 
employees on work ol a continuous nature or 
multi-shift work as defined in Article II. Section 
6(B) who shall recognize the holidays as shown 
above as (hey lalf. 
(D) Holiday allowance eligibility lor regular part-time. 
temporary and vanable employees shall be as 
Follows: 
{I) Regular part-time emproyees [as defined In 
Article II- Section 3(B)] shall be eligible lor 
paid holiday allowance based on the number 
ol hours worked per week An employee 
worfcing: twenly (20) but less than thirty (30) 
regular hours per week shall be enlitled to 
lour {4} hours ol paid holiday allowances an 
employes working thirty (30) but less Iban 
forty (40) hours per week shall ee envied to 
six 16) Hours ol paid holiday allowance In the 
evenl an employee is working less than 
twenty (20) regular hours per week, no paid 
holiday allowance shall be Allowed II the 
regular part-lime employee is required [o 
work an the day recognized as a holiday, the 
employee shall receive the appropriate rate 
ol pay lor time worked on the recoijnued 
holiday, jusl as a regular full-time employee 
working the same schedule would receive 
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ARTICLE I V - 1,2 
(2} Prov is ional employees [as def ined in 
Art ic le I I , Section 3 (C)] are el igible to 
receive holiday pay fur all fixed holidays. 
After ona year three (3) accrued floating 
holidays (Sdhoura) can be used with pap 
(3) Temporary employees fas defined in Article 
II, Section 3(C)] are n-or eligible to recerve 
paid holiday allowance. If the temporary 
employee is required to work on the day 
recognized as a holiday, the employee shall 
ba paid two (£) times BHR tor the houre 
actually worked 
(4) Variable employees fas defined in Article H, 
Section 3(0)] are not eligible to receive paid 
holiday allowance. If ttie variable employee is 
required to waik on the day recognized as a 
holiday, the employee shall be paid two (2) 
limes BHPIorlhe hours actually worked. 
Section 2. Vacations 
(A) Each employee, except those classified as regular 
part-time, temporary and variable, as covered in 
paragraph (B) who shall have been regularly 
employed by the Project for six (E) months or 
more shall be given a vacation with pay equal to 
their regular classification (ale of pay for each 
period of continuous employment with the District 
in accordance with Uie following scheduler 
ARTICLE I V - 2 
After completion 
oi 6 monlhs 
Aller 6 months 
to completion ol 5 years 
40 his. 5 days' 
30 hrs. ID flays 
After 5 years 
to completion of 13 years 
After 13 years 
to completion ol 22 years 
Aller 23 years 
:o comp'elion cl 27 years 
120 hrs 15 days 
160 his 20 days 
200 hrs 25 day 
Over 2? years 240 hrs 30 days 
'Male Thflrt&KJd3V m^n*anei^il (BUlOurday 
(B) Paid vacation eligibility for regular parl-llme, 
temporary and variable employees shall be as 
follows 
(1} Regular oart-time employees [as defined in 
Article II. Section 3(B)] after working one 
thousand forty (1040) regular time hours 
shall be given a vacation wili> pay equal to 
their regular classification rate ol pay for 
each period of continuous employment in 
accordance w<th the above schedule, except 
lhat the number ol vacalion hours earned per 
pay period shall be determined by dividing 
tha number of straight time hours worked by 
jlD Depending upon the employee's length 
<?l service, the percentage derived above 
Shall be applied to the full-time vacation 
accrual rate to determine the actual number 
of vacation hours per pay period 
(2) p rov is iona l empkoyaaa fas def ined In 
Article II, Section 3 (C)J are not eligible to 
receive paid vacation. Upon becoming a 
tegular employee they shall ba credited 
with their accrued vacation not to exceed 
one (1) years accrual. 
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ARTICLE IV - 2 
13} Temporary Employees—[as defined in Article 
II, Section 3(C)] are not eligible to receive 
paid vacation. 
(4) Variable Employees—[as defined in Article II 
Section 3(D)] are not eligible to receive paid 
vacation. A vanable employee, however, who 
bids [bidding reslrictions, Article V, Section 
1{B}] and is accepted in a regular lull-time 
classification shall have all tegular time hours 
worked as a variable employee credited to 
earned vacation on the basis of dividing total 
regular time hows worked by one hundred 
seventy-three and Inree tenlhs (173.3) hours 
to dalermine the number of months foi 
vacation eligibility. 
(C) After becoming eligible for paid vacation an 
employee may request accrued and allocated 
vacation lime, provided however, stiat in the event 
one (1f day's vacation is requested a minimum of 
one (tf week's advance notice shall be required, 
and the employee shall be notified on the second 
(2nd) day after such request wh&thsr the same is 
approved os denied in the event two (2) days or 
more vacation *s requested, a minimum of two (2) 
weeks advance notice shall be required, and the 
employee shall he notified within seven {?) days 
thereafter whether the same Is approved or 
dented The Profect reserves the nght to cancel or 
postpone vacations to meet operational 
requirements. Any used vacation time that was 
allocated hot not earned will be withheld from a 
terminating employee's final paycheck. 
ARTICLE I V - 2 
(D) An employee, at higher option, may requesl pay 
in advance with rhe employee's vacation 
application If the vacation time is accrued. The 
request ior advance vacation pay shaJl require the 
same notice provisions carried in Article IV. 
Section 3(C). 
(E) All vacation time, except as provided iri paragraph 
(F) below, shall be used not laler than Hie close of 
the second (2nd) calendar year succeeding the 
calendar year In which such vacalion time is 
earned, unless otherwise authorised by The 
DiebicI 
(F) No vacation postponed or canceled pursuanl lo 
paragraph (C) above shall be forfeited and, except 
by mutual agreemenl, such vacation must be 
used within the next calendar year. 
(G) When it is necessary to cancel a vacalion 
approved under notice requirement hsled in 
Article IV, Section 2, the Pro|ect shall reimburae 
Ihe employee lor any reasonable IDSS incurred as 
ilia result ol vacation cancellation, such as pre-
paid lodging, provided Ihe loss is reported al Ihe 
time of vacation cancellation 
(H) In ihe event of an extreme emergency, by mutual 
agreement, Ihe District may pay an employee for 
any vacation rime accrued in lieu thereof. 
(I) Employees regularly assigned lo work roialmg 
shifts o l ten (10) consecutive work days followed 
by four (4) consecutive days ofl may request 
vacauon pay for ths first {1ST) scheduled day off 
when a schedule change would result in only nine 
(9) daye'pay during a pay period 
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ARTICLE IV-3,4 
Section! Vacation for Terminating Employees 
An employee leaving the employ of the Project for 
any reason shall be paid accrued vacation pay 
alFowance. 
Sections Sick Leave 
(A) Each employes, except those classified as regular 
part-lime, temporary and variable, as covered in 
paragraph (B), who shall have been regularly 
employed tor six (6) months, shall be eligible for 
SFA (6) work days approved sick leave with pay at 
their regular classification rale. Each employee 
who shall have been regularly employed (or 
twelve (12) months shall be eligible 'or twelve (12) 
work days approved sick leave with pay at their 
regular classification rale and shair be ellgibte for 
a like amount of sick leave for each lull year of 
employment thereafter 
(B) Paid sick leave eligibility tor regular part-lime, 
temporary and variable employees shall be as 
follows: 
(1) Regular part-time employees shall earn sick 
leave each pay period based upon Hie actual 
numberof straight time hours worked divided 
by BO The percentage derived above shall 
be applied to the sick leave accrual rale lo 
determine the actual number of sick leave 
hours earned per pay period. Part-time 
employees become eligible lo utilize accrued 
sfck leave upon the completion of 1040 hours 
of continuous employment. 
ARTICLE I V - 4 
(2) Provisional employees—defined In Article 
II, Section 3 (C)] are not eligible la receive 
paid sick leave. Upon becoming a Regular 
employee they shaFI be credited with their 
accrued sick leave not to excnri one {*) 
year's accrual. After one year, Two (2) 
accrued personal business days 
(16 hours) per year can be used with pay. 
f3) Temporary Employees—are nol eligible 
receive paid Bktt leave. 
to 
(4) Variable Employees—are not eligible to 
receive paid sick Leave, except however, 
should such employee be accepted im a 
regular lull-lime classification, all regular time 
hours as a Variable Employee shall be 
credited lo earned sick leave Dn Ihe basis of 
dividing regular time hours worked by one 
hundred seventy-three and three tenths 
(173.3) hours to determine the number of 
months lor sick leave eligibility 
(C) To be credited with sick leave, an employee, 
regardless oE the shift worked, must see that 
notification '5 given to their supervisor prior to the 
beginning of their regular stult on each day of their 
absence from work because of il lness. Any 
deviation from this rule must be justified to the 
supervisor. It for any reason an employee Is 
required to obtain a certificate from a doctor, the 
Project shall refmburse the employee any normal 
expense incurred in As procurement 
(D> An employee returning Lo work, after an illness 
necessitating the care o l a doctor (when Ihe 
nature ol the illness is such thai risk to the 
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employee or fellow employees may be incurred 
by trie employee resuming his/her duties) shall 
furnish a doctor's statement that he/she is 
physlcalfy employable, aiUi the date the1 employee 
Is abfe to return \o their regular duties Without 
said statement, (he supervisor may deny the 
employee's return to work until a sralemem is 
provided 
(E) Employees may use up ro tlieir total sick reave 
accrued 'or the cars Q< family members Family 
members include employee's children, spouse, 
parents or any relative living with mem To be 
credited with sick leave, an employee, regardless 
ol Ihe shift worked, must see that notification is 
given to their supervisor prior lo the beginning of 
their regular shift on each day of Ihair absence 
horn work because of illness Any deviation from 
this rule must be justified to The supervisor 
(F) Upon completion of one ( I I year of service, 
employees may use up to twenty-four {34} hours 
of sick leave for personal business providing: 
(1) The employee schedules the tfme off al feast 
one (1) day in advance, 
{2) The District approves based on workload 
requirements end the District's assessment 
of the employee's heads. 
(3) Pergonal business hours may not be 
accumuialed from one year lo another. 
NOTE: Employees are nol required to provide the 
District Wilfi reasons for Personal Business Leave, 
however, failure lo do so shall necessitate mat the 
District a d solely on ihe information at Its disposer 
ARTICLE f V - 4 
(G) Unused sick leave shall be accumufafed from year 
to year up to a maximum of ninety (90) days, at 
Hie close of any calendar year to be used only for 
l ime off due to employee's i l lness, except 
however, Uiat in case of a death in the employee's 
immediate family, including father and mother of 
spouse, up to a maximum oi five (5) days shaft Do 
granted and may be chargeable to sick leave. 
(H> After an employee accumulates Ihe maxrmum of 
seveh hundred twenty (720) siclt leave hours, 
(nmely (90}, eight (B) hour days) unused sick 
leave subject to forfeiture because Of maximum 
accumulation shall be converted to cash on a fifty 
percent {50%) basis except upon termination, 
discharge or retirement. Tha perrod o ' 
accumulation for the purpose of determining 
eligibility for conversion to cash shall be from 
January 1 through December 31 of each year. 
£1) An employes meeting pension el igibi l i ty 
requirements may apply in writing on a form 
prescribed by Human Resources Services 
Department lor retirement between sixty (60) ia 
ninety (90} days in advance of the anticipated 
retirement date and shall subsequently receive 
payment of one hundred percent 1100%} of 
earned and unused sick leave accumulated to the 
employee's date of retiremenl. 
(J) If an employee dies, the Company shall pay all 
unused and accrued sic* leave compensation to 
the employee's spouse, if married, otherwise to 
the employee's estate, 
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ARTICLE IV-4 ,5 ARTICLE IV - 5 
(K) Hydro System employees living at dam sites and 
CGS employees may use sick leave only lor Bie 
transportation el dependents residing with them in 
such cases where 'he nature ol the iflness 
requires out-oi'tewn travel lor necessary medical 
treatment. Upon (lie prior express approval ol the 
Employee's supervisor, vacation Of peisonal 
business may be used in conjunction with rtie 
allowed transportation time lor neatment, wailing. 
testing or overnight slays 
Section 5. Leaves ol Absence 
(A) The District may, at lis discretion, grant leaves of 
absence without pay lor a period not to exceed 
one {1} year Alter completing six (6) months leave 
in any one (1) year, an employee shall not 
accumulate any additional srch leave, vacation, or 
seniority rights but Shalt retain any seniority righls 
accumulated up to thai time during the balance ol 
Ihe employee's leave Union representatives may 
be granted excused leaves ol absence without pay 
when grievances, Iabor-management meetings, 
labor-negotiations, or Union conventions reguire 
absence Irom Iheir jobs instead of using 
accumulated vacation time 
(B) An employee an a leave ol absence In excess of 
si" (6) months lor any reason other than industrial 
accidents occurring while in the employ ol the 
District shall make arrangements with the District 
to pay in advance any premium costs necessary 
on group insurance and hospitalization 
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{C) Under the following condrtions, no leaves ol 
absence shall be allowed' 
(1) To saek employment 
(2) To be employed elsewhere 
(D) Upon becoming available to return to work after a 
leave ol absence in excess of six {6} months lor 
any reason olher lhan industrial injury the 
employee shall be reassigned to his/her former 
position providing the position has not li^en filled 
wuh a regular assignment. In the evenl the 
position is so filled, Ihe employee returning Irom 
leave ol absence shall be placed in. a position ol 
like, or similar work, if a vacancy exists lor which 
the employee is qualified; provided however, if no 
such vacancy exists, the employee shall be 
granled an addJIional sixty (60) days leave ol 
absence dunng which time bidding privileges may 
be exercised. 
(E) Position vacancies created due to illness or an on-
the-job accident to employees shall be posted as 
temporary and filled an a temporary basis lor a 
period ol up to six (6) months Such employees 
returning to work during this period shall be 
reassigned lo theu termer classification providing 
they are capable ol performing the duties ol their 
termer classification. In the event the employee is 
not able to ralum. to work within the six (S> month 
period or is unable to perform Ine duties o l the 
former classification, the position shall be bid as a 
regular vacancy. In such case, the employee 
returning Irom leave due to off-lfie-job accident or 
illness shall be granted an additional sixty {60) 
days leave at absence to exercise bidding 
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S, privileges. Any make-up pay due Ihe injured 
employee shall al all times be calculated on the 
[t basis ot ihe 'ate ot pay rn effect on the dale of 
leave 
(F) During ihe period an employee receives Wooer's 
CompensaNon, ihe employee shall not 
( accumulale sick leave Qi vacation lime after Ihirty 
(#0) days but seniority shall condnufc to 
accumulate |h rough the period ol disability. 
(G) Industrial ca&es shall he considered on leave for a 
period not To exceed one (T) year or until stalus 
changes by ruling ol trie Industrial Commission, 
provided, that the employee shaJf be entitled to 
use sick feave where no compensation is paid to 
the employee lor the firsH 1st) week of injury. 
(H) When a regular employee is being paid Worker's 
Compensation, the employee shall ba paid an 
amounl equal to eighty percent (B0%) of ihe 
employee's gross straight lime base «ml r tg& 
Such addltionar payment shall not be charged 
againsl sick leave and shall continue lo be 
reduced by payments under SRP's Group Long 
Term Disability Insurance and/or Social Secunty 
or applicable taxes 
(I) w ren an employee has been absent for two &) 
working days and cannot justify cause ot absence. 
the Dislrlct may terminate said empJoyee 
Section 6, Commercial Driver's Licenses 
Each employee who is employed by Ihe District for 
the principal purpose ot driving a motor vehicle shall be 
reimbursed up to a maximum of twenty-five dollars 
(£25) ot the cosf of a commercial driver's license (GPL) 
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ARTICLE IV-e.7,8 
obtained by such employee at the request of the 
District. In case ot necessity, and wilh proper advance 
applicalion to supervision, employees shall be aNowed 
one (1) hour prior to the end of their shrfl to renew an 
expiring commercial driver's l»cense or driver's license, 
rl required in Iheir job classification 
Sect ion/. Benefits 
Nothing in Miis Agreement shail De construed as 
cause tor the District to abrogate or reduce the scope 
of benefits, lo the employees, existing at the time of Ihe 
adoption QI this Agreement Such benelits Include: 
health care benefits {Denlai, Hearing Aid. Medical, 
Mental, Vr&ion), 40l(k) Plan, Life Insurance. LTD & 
STD, Pension Plan, Tuition Reimbursement and other 
negotiated benefits Changes in employes benefit 
earners shall be reviewed with the Union prior lo 
inception. 
Section fl. Furnished Tools and Equipment 
(A) The Project shalJ furnish tradesman and Iherr 
helpers aJI tools necessary lo do the class ot work 
prevpously done by these tradesmen and which 
cannot be done with their regular loo Is. The 
Project shail pay the cost of replacing safety 
straps (no! body Dells) and gaffs when 
replacement is required-
IB) All employees required to wort outside in rainy 
weather shall be furnished ramcoals, rubber boots 
and hats. 
{C) Employees required to work rn areas and under 
conditions that are deslruclrve of clothing shall be 
furnished on-the-job protective or substitute 
clothing al District expehse 
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(0) Employees furnished lools, equipment, safely 
devices, foul weather gear or clothing In 
accordance with (A), (B) and (C> above shaJl be 
held responsible for its care In the even! such 
lools. equipmenl, devices, gear or clothing are lost 
or destroyed due to negligence of the employee, 
the employee shall be required to pay for same 
and deductions therefoie may be made from the 
employee's pay. Nothing herein shall b£ 
construed lo mean that the employee shall be 
charged lor such lools, equipment, deuces, gear 
or clolhmg damaged, broken or worn out in the 
performance ol the empJoyee's duties. 
(E) II an employee wishes to purchase tools 
necessary to perform the employee'5 regular 
duties, the Project shall assjsl trre employee to 
secure the lools a! a discount. The District may 
pejmlt the employee to purchase these tools 
through Ihe tool room(s) by paymenl QI a certified 
check or money order and/or Ft may make 
arrangements far the employee lo purchase the 
lools directly from a supplier oulside the Project 
(F) The District shall furnish gloves required by field 
personnel as replacement for gloves worn out in 
the performance of duties and returned. 
Section 9. Travel Expense 
{A) Employees being dispatched from established 
headquarters to temporary headquarters shall be 
paid the regular rate lor l ime consumed in 
traveling and transportation shall be furnished by 
the District. 
(6) In Ihe event thai an employee is assigned lo a 
temporary headquarters and it is mutually 
advantageous for the employee to report directly 
to such temporary headquarters and/or work 
location, the department head may, ai his/her 
opllon, permit the employee to use personal 
I ran spo rtalion to travel to and from home and 
such temporary headquarters and/or work 
locations. Mileage shall be paid for the tolal miles 
driven as the result ol such work assignment 
which are over and above that which Ihe 
employee normally drives to and from established 
headquarters and home. Addit ional time 
consumed in sirch travel shall be paid at Ihe rate 
of Iime-and one-half (1 :••). Jn cases where the 
temporary headquarters assignments result in 
less mileage and travel time roc the employee, no 
mileage expense zone rare or travel time shalt be 
paid. 
(C) Any employee who is authorized lo use a 
personal vehicle on District business shalE be paid 
for the total number of mjles driven m the vehicle 
for such use. The rate paid shall be Ihe allowable 
|HS maximum 
(D} The District may require employees to use zone 
rales. Zone rates shall be the following1 
Zone 1 
Zone 2 
Zone3 
Zone 4 
Zone 5 
Zone 6 
Oto 14.3 Miles 
15 to 29.9 Miles 
30 ro 44.9 Miles 
45 to 59-9 Miles 
60to749Miles 
75 MUes and above 
$ 7.50/day 
$ 12 5D/day 
$ 42.0Q/day 
S 57.00/day 
5 71 50/day 
Si DO 00/day 
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(E) If, in order to reach the job sue, an employea must 
travel in a further zone than where the job site is 
localed (the District to pre-apprqve the route) the 
rate lor that day shall be Ihe rate af the tog her 
zone. In all other cases Ihe distance shaU be the 
radial mile distance lo the job site from the 
employee's rflgular headquarters except for hydro 
syslern worh where the appropriate zone rate 
shall be the aclual road mites to Ihe joo site from 
an emprcyee's headquarters 
(F) Tha zone rate in zones 3 and above shall be in 
lieu of all meal allowances The zone rata for all 
zones shall fie in lieu of all travel lime and per 
diem Alt missed meal breaks will be paid as 
outlined in Article IV, Section 10 {A) "meals" lor all 
zones Working on zone aver 90 miles shalf be by 
mutual agreemanl 
ARTICLE I V -
Section 10. Meal and Lodging Expense 
(A) 
ID 
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ARTICLE I V - 1 0 ARTICLEIV-IO.IT,12 
(B) Shauld an employee be required la be away 
ham established headquarters lor more than one 
(1) day on District business, Hie District shall pay 
the actual costs of all meals beginning with Ihe 
noon meal ot Ihe first {1s»> day until after the noon 
maal on Ihe dale of return Meal cosls must be 
substantiated by presentation of an itemized 
receipt. 
(C) When i l becomes necessary beginning with Ihe 
noon meal ol Ihe First {1st} day al temporary 
headquarters ID go elsewhere to obtain meals, Ihe 
employee, after work hours and when no 
emergency exists, shall be paid al the overtime 
rale for all Time spent In travel lo and from Ihe 
meal location, except the lime actually eallng. 
Ealing Time shall be paid only if employees are 
required to resume work upon return to lemporary 
headquarters. 
(•} The Dislricl shall pay for actual lodging expenses 
with one {I) employee per room in public facilities. 
{E5 There shall be no mixing of actual ar per diem 
dunng any one {1) week period {Monday through 
Sunday) unless The lemporary headquarters 
change during thai week An employee who 
qualifies for (B) above shall have the following 
• prions, except where lacll it les tia^e been 
provided for by the Dislrict-
{1) Per Diem—A per diem of fifty dollars ($50) 
per day shall he paid to The employee in lieu 
o| meals and lodging being provided tor by 
Ihe District 
(2) When lodging is provided lor by Ihe District, 
Ihe employee shall be pajd an amount not to 
exceed twenty-six dollars {$26} per day and 
the employee shall provide his/her own 
meals. 
(3) When utilizing per diem, the employee shall 
be granted five dollars (15} tor breakfast, six 
dollars (S6) lor lunch, and fifteen dollars 
($15} for dinner. 
Section 11. Expenses at Established Headquarters 
The District may hire an employee lor any 
established headquarters, and under such 
circumstances, there shall be no allowance lor free 
board and lodging as provided herein. 
Section 12, Vofunlary Training 
(A) Training as agreed lo by both the District and 
employees is a mutually benelioal objective 
Training assures the Project of Its continued ability 
to serve its customers with highly skilled manpower, 
familial with Ihe latest technological developments, 
while at Ihe same lime strengthening or improving 
the employees value to the Pro|ect. 
(B) Tothieend, it is agreed thaT: 
(1) Training, which Invokes out-of-town and/or 
•ut 'Of-s late travel, away from Project 
facilities, shall be compensated tor at eight 
(B} hours straight-time pay per day (Monday 
through Friday), plue expenses. 
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ARTICLE IV - 12.13 
[2) Training a! out-of-town Project facilities, but 
not at an employee's assigned headquarters, 
shall be performed under the terms Q| the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement 
{3) Employees being trained at in-town Project 
facil i t ies which are not their assigned 
headquarters shall travel on their own lime 
to and Irom work and lime and mileage 
provisions of Ihe Contract shall not apply 
{4} Fonn-iown non-SRP training (at or through a 
vendor) an employee shall be paid slraio,h( 
eight (6) houis pay, but shall travel on his.'her 
own lime wiihout pay, mileage or meal 
reimbursement Facilities which are not (heir 
assigned headquarters, will travel on liieir 
own time to and from work and time and 
mileage provisions ot ihe Contract will noi 
apply. 
(5) Employee requested training tot upward 
mobility or job skiH enhancemenl shall not be 
compensated tor by the Company 
(6) Appreniices are exempt trom this bargaining 
table agreement and shall be compensated 
tDras in the pasl. 
Section 13r Mandatory Training 
Training alter regular working hours shall be 
compensated under 'he terms ol the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement provided the District requires 
that the employee attend such training. 
ARTICLE V - 1 
AHTICLE V 
PROMOTION, BIDDING AND 
POSTING OFVACANCIES 
Section"!. Promotion and Bidding 
(A) Bidding and promotions shall be on the basis of 
qualifications, abjhly and seniority. Oualillcalians 
and ability of the bidders being substantially 
equal, seniority shall prevail Whenever the senior 
bidder is not selected to fi l l a posit ion. Ihe 
approval of the department head shall be oblained 
before the decision on selection is announced. 
(B) When a vacancy occurs or a new position or 
employment is created, except in those casos 
where a position is reevaluated Inlo a lower or 
higher labor grade and is currently ti l led, or 
promotion from a lower to a higher grade or 
classification is made possible in any department, 
notice of such vacancy, new position, employmenl 
or promotion shall be posted by the District lor a 
period of not less lhan five (5) working days, 
during which time written bids may be submilled 
by employees in the department concerned as 
weir as employees ot all other deparlmenls at the 
Project, provided however, thai the need to fill 
such vacancy, new position or employment shall 
be determined by the Dislncl. Departmental 
bidders normally shall be given prior 
consideration Depart rnental/Dislrit l-wide or 
Projecl-wide bidders shall be considered in 
accordance with the above procedures, provided 
they have served six (6) months in their current 
job classification and provided further that the 
supervisor ot the section m which the vacancy 
exists may warve the sn (6) months classification 
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service requirement for a bidder when tha 
vacancy is a job which i£ ihe normal progression 
from ihe job lhe bidoer currently hotds or when 
no bids are received from ouafified applicants 
Work assignments for all employees m each 
Classification are autfmed in ihe approved job 
description m affect 
IC) Notifrcstion of bidders and appoinlmenls shall ha 
made ffom ?ucb bidders possessing adequate 
clarifications w/thm forty-five (45) days fallowing 
llie closing data of bid notice In the event of 
failure of the employees of the Project w.ho 
possess adequate qualif icaliona to submit any bid 
the District sJiall mate such appointments trom 
non-empfoyees of tha PiojacL provided however. 
that ff such appointments are not made within a 
period o l ninety (90) days, (he bid shall be 
considered closed ana a new bid notice shall be 
required. 
(D) An employee's qualifications obtained while on 
lempojary assignment shall not give him/her 
preference over an employee with more 
departmental seniority. 
(EJ n. m Bidding promotions and temporary 
assignments the queshon anses as to 
qualifications and ability in a choice between an 
employee wltb more seniority and one With 
le&s seniority, (he District's, judgment as to winch 
employee has the greater qualifications and ability 
shall control. 
{R In cases of sickness or industrial accidents, and 
the rob classification is unassigned. a temporary 
Did notice may be posted with the understanding 
ARTICLE V - 1 
thai when the sick or injured employee returns to 
work, the temperajy bidder shall revert to his/her 
previous dessificalion. 
{G} Should any eligible employee be prevented from 
submitting a bid through ilfness, vacation or oilier 
excusable cause al the time such bids are caJfed 
for. a bid may be submitted for such employee by 
the Shop Sleward or olnar parson Failure of an 
eligible employee lo submit $ bid shall no! impair 
senionly rating or right to future bidding. 
(H) When employees bid on olner jobs in their 
dassificalron within tnoir department where only a 
change in location or shift is involved and no 
breaK-in is required, the senior bidder shall be 
selected Work assignments for all employees in 
each classification are autJmod m the approved 
|ob descnplions m erfed If a break-in Is required 
or when a change in cla&sificadon is involved, the 
vacancy shall be frlled in accordance wiin Articfe 
V, Section 1(A}, 
(I) The selection of a Graduate Appreniice to fifl $. 
Journeyman vacancy shall be made by grouping 
the Graduate Apprentices into ' ime periods of 
graduation. All those witb the oldest graduation 
dale sbafl be considered equal and seleclion shall 
be made on' of tha' graduating ciaSs based on 
departmental semonty 
(J) A regular employee may not t>ld on provisional 
Jobs except I D prevailt a regular employee 
from being lata off. 
(Kf When vacancies for a Journeyman occur m any 
trade, Graduate Apprentices on Ihe liofd rale and 
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in such- Hade shall bid on openings which develop 
as a result of the normal bidding procedure 
Failure ol the Graduate Apprentice to bid or 
accept such vacancies shall result in 
reclassification as a Tradeshelper. Appointments 
to fill Ihe vacancies shall be made on Ihe basis of 
seniority. However, Apprentices a' NGS and CGS 
will not be required to bid on vacancies outside ol 
theh respective locations, nor wilt Valley 
apprentices be required lo bid on vacancies at 
NGS, CGS 01 Hydro sites. 
(I) Employees shall not be reacted on a bid for the 
sole reason of distance from work headquarters. 
(M) The use of a temporary occupational rate shall be 
limited to the |ob assignment which are not 
anticipated to continue on a regular or sustained 
basis tor more lhan ninety (90) calender days-
Assign menla requiring an occupational rate in 
excess ol ninety (90) calendar days shall be 
posted as temporary* and handled in accordance 
wilh the principles of bidding outlined in Article V. 
The term Ltemporary assignment* is defined as 
job assignments not processed Ihrough the 
bidding procedure. 
Section 2. Break-rn Period 
In Ihe even! that any employee is transferred la any 
position in which there is no previous experience, the 
employee shall normally be given a thirty (3D) day 
break-in period, which in no event shall exceed sixty 
(SO) continuous work days, under the direction of an 
employee experienced in such a position, and during 
such break-in period the employee shall receive no 
increase in pa/ 
ARTICLE V - 3 , 4 
Section 3. Posting ot Vacancies 
A singfe bid notice snail be pasted for eacn 
"classification" vacancy The period ol posting shall be 
for five (S) working days dunng which time regular bids 
shall be received irom departmental as well as Projecr-
wide employees. Position vacancies which normally 
result Drtly in a change in shift or location shall be 
made known to all department employees by 
appropriate notices on bulletin boards tor three (3) 
work days Interested employees shall notily the 
supervise' involved If the position is awarded to an in-
classilication {as outlined in the job description) 
employee, the senior <n-classification employee shall 
get the opening. Any opening to be titled by other Than 
an In-classification employee or any/ opening for wtnch 
the award of the position lo an <n-classlllcalion 
employee is contested by another departmental 
applicant shall be filled if\ accordance with Article V. 
Section 1 . For the convenience of the District, 
temporary assignments may be made for a period or 
forty-five 145) days until the bids are received and 
regular assignments are made. 
Section 4- Employee DevelapmgmVAppraisaJs 
(A) Employees shall receive copies of the employee 
development/appraisals which are conducted 
annually after the first full year of employment. In 
the first y/ear ol employment, appraisals shall be 
conducted at the completion ol three (3) and live 
[5) months' service 
(B) In addition to Iheir annual employee 
development/appraisals. Ihe employee's 
developmenuappraisal shall be brought current 
upon receiving a bid changing classification or 
work location 
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(C) If an #mpioyee disagrees with their employee 
developmenVappraisal, the employee may file a 
written statement enumerating the areas of 
disagreement^) and elaborate on the basis of the 
disagreement^} This statement shall be attached 
to the employee developmeritfappraisal to which it 
relates. Employee development/ appraisals are 
not grlevable under the lerms and conditions of 
tins Agreement. 
ARTICLE VI 
SENIORITY 
Section 1. Principles of Seniority 
(A) The ba&ic principle ot departmental seniority is 
herein recognized. Department is intended to 
mean the individual organizations- reporting to the 
General Manager's statf. Large, remote 
organizations, such as Coronado Generating 
Station, are exceplionsh and will be considered 
departments. Example? of sucfi departments are: 
Coronado Generating Station, Operations 
Support Services. Customer Services, Power 
Generat ion, Electric Systems Design and 
Construction, and Electric System Operations and 
Maintenance 
(B) Each emptoyee, except one on a temporary slatus 
(see Article i l l . Section 6) shall have a separate 
seniority standing Fn ihe department in which the 
employee is working. Departmental seniority shall 
equal [he continuous length of service in that 
department. 
(C) Any employee promoted lo a salaried position by 
the District prior to January 1, 1995, shall not lose 
department or District seniority and shafl continue 
lo accumulate departmental senroriiy up to a 
maximum of 7 years additional seniority or the 
amount ot seniority accumulated as ot January 1, 
1996, whichever is greater, and maintain bidding 
privileges while holding a salaried position. Any 
employee promoted to a salaried position by iJie 
District after January ' , 1995, shall continue to 
accumulate departmental seniority and maintain 
bidding privileges while holding a salaried position 
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In the department up to a maximum of 7 years 
additronal seniority. Employees bidding lo salaried 
lobs in other departments after January 1, 1995 
shall retain but no! accumulate any additional 
seniority 
Section 2. Probationary Period 
(A) No seniority shall accrue lo an employee until 
he/site has worked for the District fot six (6) 
months, hut altar serving such probationary 
period, seniority shall be computed from the dale 
on which the employee was hired (except 
temporary employees covered by Article III, 
Section 6). During this period, however, the 
employee shall have bidding privileges The 
retention of employees during Ihe probationary 
penod is at the sole discretion of the District and 
the termination of such employees shall not be 
subject lo review through Ihe grievance 
procedure. See Article II. Section 2. 
(S) The six (6) month probationary period will be 
wa ived It the employae has worked as a 
provisional employes for at leaf t six months 
and they receive a regular Job In the asms 
department and classif ication. If hired into 
another department or c lass i f i ca t ion , the 
p r o b a t i o n a r y t lms s ta r ts at the t ime the 
raguEar Wd Is awarded. 
{C) The probationary period for temporary employees 
begins at the time the employee is accepted on a 
regular bid. 
ARTICLE VI - 3,4,5 
Sections. Seniority lor Variable Employees 
Variable employees shall accrue seniority for 
bidding purposes after having completed one thousand 
lofty (1,040) hours of work or twelve (12) months from 
date of employment, whichever occurs first. 
Section A. EHoct of Transfer on SeniDnty 
(A) For alt regular employees of the District, Company 
seniority is all continuous service with Ihe District 
(B> Any employee transferring from the Association to 
the District shall not lose hisfoer accumulation o( 
Association seniority, vacation or sick leave. 
(C) Those employees involuntarily transferred from 
the Association to the District or from one 
department la another either as a result ol 
reorganization or lor the convenience of the 
Project shall not lose any seniority. Vears o ' 
service in the Association shall be treared as 
service In the Dislnci and departmental seniority 
in (heir former department Is retained for a period 
ol twenty-four (24) months following the date ol 
transfer for the purpose of bidding and. 
apprenticeship. The Union shall be notified of ail 
organizational changes and such changes shall 
be discussed with the Union before they are 
announced. 
Section S. Seniority Exceptions 
(A) Any employee elected or appointed [a maximum 
of lour (4)] to ortice in Ihe Union which requires a 
part or all of his/her time shall not lose department 
or District seniority, and shall continue to accrue 
seniority in the last department in which he/she 
m 
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ARTICLE VI - 5 6 ARTICLE VII - 1 
was employed by the District, as wall as District 
seniority, while hol ing said1 office in the Union 
(B) When an employed has bean placed OJI a special 
assignment, mutually agreed to by the Distnct and 
the employee concerned, the employee shafl not 
lose departmenl oi District seniority and shall 
continue tp accumulate SBmojity m the last 
department to which the employee mas assigned 
Section & Loss ot Seniority Status 
Employees shell lose thejr seniority status under 
the following circumstances. 
{A.) When an employee quits or is discharged for 
cause 
{B} When an employee is laid alt far more than 
thirteen (13} monthfi-
(C) When an employes violates Article IV. Section 
5(C), Excused Leaves of Absence, and is 
discharged. 
(D) When an employee faiJs. except for conditions 
beyond the employee's control, to return te work 
after a layoff within ten (10) days from me date of 
mailing notice by the District to the employee at 
the last known address as shown by the records 
of the District, a copy of said notice shall be 
mailed simultaneously to the Union. 
DISTRICT 
ARTICLE VII 
LAYOFFS, TERMINATIONS, POSITIVE DISCIPLINE 
AND DISCHARGES 
Section 1. Layofls 
(A) Layoffs shalr apply to regular e m p t o r s only after 
all temporaries in tnat same job classification. 
focation and department have been terminated. 
Layoffs would result from lack of work, curtailment 
ol funds, or reduction of foice due to changes in 
operations or reorganizations. Wntten notification 
shaJI be given to £ach employee aJfocfed fourteen 
{14) calendar days prior lo the effective date of 
layoff. Senienty shall not be accumulated during 
layoff. 
(B) When rayoffs m ar'y departmenl or departments 
are necessiialert 0 ' deemed advisable, such 
layoffs shall be made m accordance Wnth the 
following procedure: 
(1) Select employees m each classification la be 
transferred, demoted, or laid off, giving 
proper regaid lo departmental seniority and 
Qualifjcations-
(2) The employment record ol each employee so 
selected shall be examined to determine 
whether or not the emptoyee can quality for 
an equal |ob (temporary or regular) in 
another division or a job in Ihe ne*t lower 
grade, and whether or not Ihe employee 
wishes lo be transferred or demoted lo such 
a job for which he/she might qualify in order 
to qualify, the employee must have greater 
departmental seniority than Ihe least senior 
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person in (he other |ob, must be physically 
qualified to perform tfie duties and must have 
experience in the olher classification gained 
in the employment of Ihe District or trie 
Association 
(3) Employees who are given a l t e rna tes of 
accepting transfer or downgrading as 
outlined in item (2) above shall be required fo 
make I heir decision as le such transfer or 
downgrading within two (3) working days 
from the dale on which they are notified ll 
the employee accepts, suoh transfer or 
downgrading shall become effective as soon 
as practicable after notice is given tnjl in no 
event longer lhan one (I) week after initial 
nonce. 
(4) When exercising bumping r ights, an 
employee normally shall bump into positions 
rri the reverse order in which the employee 
held them. In elher words, the employee 
•shall first exercise bumping rights into the 
last position held prior to the posit ion 
presently held Journeymen may bump into 
positions below them in their departmental 
|ob lamily fas defined by Ihe District) even 
though they have not held Unose positions at 
the Project provided that they have had the 
necessary Apprenticeship training even 
though if may no! have been while wllh Sail 
River Project, and that they have greater 
departmental seniority tfian the incumbent In 
that position. 
ARTICLE VIJ - I 
{$) Each individual transferred, demoted, or 
bumped according lo the procedure outlined 
in Ihe steps above, shaJl receive tfie pay for 
the classification fnlo which he/she is moved, 
provided, however, thai where an employee 
is assigned or accepted in a classification 
with more than one pay step, the employee 
shall receive the rate of the highest pay step 
the employee previously held 
(6) In Ihe evenl DI layoff, Graduate Apprentices 
and Graduate Apprentices Thereafter, shall 
be considered as Journeyman and shalf be 
laid o l m accordance with their departmental 
seniority within The Journeyman classification. 
(7) Apprentices selecled for transfer, demotion 
or layoffs shall be given the alternative of 
reverting to TratJesfietper until such time as 
an opening occurs in the ApprenJice 
classification. When such an opening occurs, 
qualif ications and ability being equal, 
promotion shall be on Ihe basis of previous 
Apprentice seniority 
(0) Salaried employees may bump back into 
hourly positions they have previously held by 
loJIowmg the same procedure as outlined for 
hourly employees. 
(C) Employees placed on layoff states as the result of 
following tne procedure outlined above shall not 
be expected to work during ihe fourteen (14) 
calendar days after dale of layoff notification bui 
such employees shall be required to notify the 
Proiect each work tJsf during this period regarding 
employment availability During this fourteen (14) 
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ARTICLE VIF-1 
day period, each employee laid off shall be paid 
fen (10) workdays, plus any severance pay due in 
accordance with length of service as outlined 
below 
Lpjigih ojSarvice Severance Pay 
, . . twenty (20) days' 
twenty-five (25) days 
, . . . thirty (30) days 
.. .ttHrty-fiva (35) days 
forty (40) days 
(D) 
Mora than two (?) years, 
less tiffin five (5) yeais . . , . 
More than five (5) years, 
tessthan1en(1Q)year5 . . 
Moravian ten (ID) years, 
less than Ulteen (15) years , 
More Irian mteer(l 5) yaais, 
less than 20 years . . . . . 
More Own twenty (20) years 
'Hols ThswnmdaymraraMHigMjSlhnurday. 
Payment of the ten (10) working days, plus any 
accrued vacation, snail be made at the "QUI 
processing" dale fourteen (14) calendar days after 
layoff notification is received. Employees 'eceivmg 
pay for tan (10) work days following receipt of 
layoff notice shall not bo paid Unemployment 
Compensation during this ten (10) day period 
Severance pay shall be paid at the classification 
rate lasl held, up to The number of working days 
indicated In the Severance Pay Schedule above 
•r until the effective date of recall, whichever 
cnmes first. Payment for severance pay shaN 
begin the first regular day after "out processing' 
and shall be paid on regular pl-weekly pay days 
until the number o" severance days due tiave 
been paid or until ine effective date of recall. 
whichever cornea flrsl. In addition to severance 
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pay. employees placed on layoff status shall be 
paid one-half {«•> their accrued sick leave balance 
on the out processing date. Employees who are 
still on layoff status at the end of thirteen (13) 
months shall bo paJd the remaining one-half {%) of 
IbHir sick leave balance. Payment of sick leave 
shaN be made at the classification rate lasl held, 
(E) Employees on layoff status shafl conlinue to 
receive medical and life Insurance coverage 
(employee and employee dependants) in effect s\ 
the dale Of layoff notification up la the maximum 
of four (4) months following ihe ou| processing 
date. All costs shall be fully paid lor by One Project 
Upon remstalemenl of employment, the payment 
of premiums shall revert to the arrangement m 
effect pnor to the date of layoff. Medical and life 
insurance coverage shall be terminated upon 
acceptance of a position outside the Project or 
may be converted to personal policies jn the even! 
of employment oulside the Project or ihe 
expiration of the four £4) monlh period. 
(F) An eligible lisl ol such laid off employees shall be 
maintained by Ihe D&lrlcl and Ihe names of such 
(aid off employees shall be lisied thereon for a 
period of thirteen {13) months following such 
layoff. and such laid of l employees shall be 
rehired or re-employed during said period on a bid 
vacancy, qualifications and ability being equal. In 
the reverse order of their layoff, piior lo the hinng 
or employ men I of persons who had not bean 
previously employed by the District. Thin District 
Shall Bring to the attention of laid off employees, 
eligible for re-employment in positions lor which 
they are qualified any opportunity for 
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ARTICLE v r r - i , 2 
re-einploymefil Ibal may exist dunng said thirteen 
(13) months period by a bid notice directed to 
such employees at Ihelr lasl known place al 
residence. 
(G) Employees on layoff stains who are regularly re-
employed during the thirteen (13) months 
following layoff shall maintain continuous credited 
service under the Retirement Plan. Seniority 
accumulated prior to layoff shall Ce reinstated, any 
remaining eick ieaue not paid on Ihe out 
processing date shall be reinstated. The vacation 
accrual rate shall also be reinstated in accordance 
with total length of service 
(H) Should any unusual delay occur in making any 
appointment, promotion or rehiring, as provided 
by this section, or where the convenience at the 
District shall be served, a temporary appointment, 
promotion or re-employment may be made by the 
District tor a period not to exceed thirty (3D) days, 
provided that only one such temporary 
assignment shall be made prior to the regular 
appointment, promotion, or re-employment and 
that the employee, or employees, so temporarily 
assigned shaJl not thereby obtain any advantage. 
priority or preference over any other employee, or 
employees, to such regular appointment, 
promotion o' re-employmenL 
Section 2. Positive Discipline 
Records ol disciplinary action shaN he removed 
trom ihe tiles ol those employees who complete lour 
(A) consecutive years without receiving any discipline. 
Discipline will be for jusi cause 
S « l i o n 3 . Discharges 
(A) 
AHTfCLE VJJ - 3.4 
Discharge shall be for cause and effective-
immediately upon receipt of written notice except 
for terminations due to unaccused *io&ence which 
shall be effective on the dale of issue The notice 
shall be malted to the employee's last known 
address, with a copy mailed the same day to me 
Unfon. Discharge severs all relationship between 
the District and the employee. The term "for 
cause" shall be defined oy raw and shall include, 
but not jn any wise by way o( Nmitatfon, (he doing 
Individually or in concert with others ot any act 
forbidden by Article lr, Section 2, hereinabove, or 
participating in or encouraging the doing of any 
such act set forth herein 
Terminations and discharges, although severing 
all relationship between trie District and an 
employee, do not deny any employee hislicr right 
to seek recourse to such action through Article 
VIII. hereof, if filed within thirty {30} days alter 
termination. 
3«t1on 4. Terminations 
Terminations sever all relationship between the 
employee and the District. Employees laid off for a 
period of more than thirteen (13) months are 
automatically terminated. Temporary employees, when 
completing /ob assignments within a two hundred 
savenly (270] calendar day period, are automatically 
terminated. 
(B) 
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ARTICLE VIII - 1 
ARTICLE VIII 
GRIEVANCE AMD ARBITRATION PROCEDURE 
(NOTE: ACOMMON SENSE GUIDE 
TO PROBLEM SOLVING 
The intent of this guide is to encourage solving 
problems at lite lowest possible level In a timely 
manner, audio minimizB the number ofgnevances 
Both stewards and supervisors must be prempl in 
handling problems brought to them by employees It 
the steward and (he immediate supervisor are no| able 
lo resolve the problem, the next level ot supervision 
should be nolified tor farther discussions. Stewards are 
encouraged lo contact Union leadership lor guidance 
and information. 
In the event the problem is opt resolved (hen (he 
grievance procedure may be invoked.) 
Sec t i on ! Grievance Procedure 
(A) All employees through the representative ol the 
Union shall have the right to a hearing on any 
grievance other than terminations arising under 
(his Agreement provided a grievance is tiled in 
writing gn the designated grrevance torm lo the 
appropriate supervisor within thirty (30) days. 
(1) The first s(ep shall be an informal hearing 
before the supervisors), stewardls) ana (he 
grlevant(s). The supervisor shall schedule 
the meeting within Een {10} calendar days 
alter receipt ot Ihe grievance. The gnevant, 
steward and supervisor shall define interests 
and work (oward resolving Ihe issue In a 
manner satisfying these inlerests. II ths 
grievance is nol resolved at this step the 
Union must request a formal second s(ep 
ARTICLE VIII - 1 
hearing within twelve {12) carendar days 
from the date of the meeting by notifying 
SRP Labor Relations Jn wri t ing. (All 
resolutions reached at the first step are non-
precedent setting and do nol affect pas!, 
present oi future grievances). 
(2) The second step shall be a formal hearing 
before the heads ol the departments io 
whom Ihe employees Involved are 
responsive. 
{3) The ibird step shall he a formal meeting 
before the appropriate Associate General 
Manager or their designee to whom rhe 
employees involved are responsible, 
(4) In Ihe case of a complete failure to resolve 
the grievance, the issue shaH be presented 
to the Board of Arbrtration as provided in Ihis 
Art icle, provided that any individual 
employee, or group of employees, shall tiave 
the nghl al any lime to present grievances to 
Ihe District and to have such grievances 
adjusted without the intervention of the 
Union, as Jong as the adjustment is not 
inconsistent with in? terms of this conh/acl, 
and provided further tha i Ihe Union 
representative has been given opportunity to 
be present al such adjustment. Attorneys 
and persons other Than Ihe duly authorized 
business manager, assistants and/or 
stewards of the Union stialF not attend 
grievance meetings on behalf of, or 
represent any gnevant in a grievance hearing 
prior to arbitration, except when testifying as 
a witness, Grievanls may represent 
themselve^-
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ARTICLE VHI - 1 
(B) A grievance may be amended il the amendment: 
(1) is direcHy related lo the subject of Ihe original 
grievance, 
(2) is died between the time the grievance is 
filed and tt>e Step One meeting, and 
(3) is filed wrthin the tan {101 calendar day lime 
limit 
(Cl A separate grievance could be l l led i l ihe 
proposed; amendment is nal germane to Ihe 
subject of ihe original grievance or would 
significantly expand the scope of Ihe grievance. 
JD} A grievance Involving a question of |i>st cause for 
termination of an employee shall be Med within 
thirty (30) calendar days Irom Ihe dale of 
termination and processed through all steps within 
forly-five 145) calendar days of the fifing d the 
gnevance unless mutually waived 
(E) Grievances involving issues other than 
terminations shall be processed according to Ihe 
following schedule: Unless mutually waived, first 
and second slaps lo be compfeted within sixty 
(60) calendar days and final step within ninety 
(90) calendar days ol original data that the 
grievance is filed. 
(F) tn Ihe evenl the requirements of paragraphs {D) 
and (E) above are not met, the question shall be 
conceded by the party that has declined to meet 
on any mutually agreed to date. In the evfcnt the 
schedules ol paragraphs (D> and (E) above are 
mutually waived, such grievance shall be 
processed In accordance with a schedule lo be 
ARTICLE VI fI - 1,2,2.4 
mutually agreed to at the Nine such retirements 
are waived. 
(G) Records of grievance or investigatory meetings 
shall be taken and maintained by Court Reporters 
employed for ihat purpose by SEP 
Section 2. Bequest far Arbitration 
In ordej- for a grievance lo be considered lor 
arbitration. it must be tiled as such within thirty (30) 
days after receipt oi the third {3rcl) step minutes. 
SecUoP 3. Arbitration Board Op»on 
Any difference that may arise under this Agreement 
Between "he District and Ihe Union, as provided, which 
tfiey are unable to settle, may be referred to a Board of 
Arbitration. The Board of Arbitration shall be composed 
of one (1) person selected by the Un<on and one (If 
person selected by ihe District. 
Section 4, Third Member ol Arbmalion Board 
The District and Ihe Union shall submit a jcmt 
request to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service 'or a list of seven (7) arbitrators tram the' 
western Conhnenlaf United Stales, lour (4) ol whom 
shafl be non-residents of Hie Stale ot Arizona Tfte 
parties shall meet withjn fourteen (t4) calendar days of 
receipt af the list and alternately strike one arbitrator 
from the list until six (6) have been stricken The 
remammfl arbitrator shall be the third member and shall 
be immediate^ nuhfied of the selection. The 
proceedings shaN be under Ihe rfirectfon of Ihe third 
arbitrator Trie parties, however, may elecl to have ihe 
issue heard and decided by a srngle arbitrator as 
sefecled above 
it. 
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ARTICLE VIII - 5,6 
Section 5, Scope oi Arbitrator's Authority 
(A) The decision of such Arbitrators) shall be fmal 
and binding on bath Ihe District and the Union. 
The Arbitrators) shall have no authority lo change 
ar add to this Agreement 
(B) Thg parties shall jointly submit to tile Arbitrators) 
the specific issues to be considered and Ihe 
Atbllrator(s) shall nol ba empowered to decide 
any issues or questions not submitted as herein 
provided-
{C) Arbitrations are to have a decision rendered within 
si>Iy (60) days of the arbitrator receiving all briefs 
or documents. 
Section 6. Expenses of Arbitration 
Each party shall baar the expenses ol preparing 
and presenting its own case and the expense of its 
own arbitrator. The expense of Ine Ihird arbilrator and 
Incidental eipenses mutually agreed to in advance 
shall be borne equally by the parties 
ARTICLE JX- 1 2 
ARTICLE IX 
TERM 
Section 1 r RecrtaJ 
(A) To continue the Win-Win piocess during the life or 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement and to 
further the understanding and cooperation 
fostered m the 199J collective bargaining process: 
Nothing contained in Ehis Labor Agreement shall 
prohibit SRP and IBEW Local #266 from 
addressing and resolving issues of common 
Interesl during the term of the Agreement Said 
discussions and/or resolutions shall not operate lo 
open Ihe Collective Bargaining Agreement for 
negotiations AH terms of the Agreement shall 
remain In full farce and effect 
From time to time IBEW Local Uman #266 and 
SRP may enter mtP agreements to modify some 
work rules for spe£"ic business units or areas 
Only those Union members in the affected 
business umt or area wilt vote on those 
modifications. 
Section 2, Contract Term 
This Agreement shall become affective DflEBmber 
14, 2002 lo and including November 15, 2005 and for 
one (I) year periods thereafter, unless written notice, 
requesting that the Agreement ba amended or 
canceJed, is given by either party hereto to the othej at 
least ninety (90) days prior to any anniversary date 
(6) 
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SALT RIVER PROJECT AGRICULTURAL 
IMPROVEMENT AND POWER DISTRICT 
StGNED: 
Will lam P. Schrader 
•n 
12/14^002 
President 
Attest: 
Temll A. Lonon 
Dale 
12/14/2002 
Secrelary 
Richard H Silverman 
Dale 
12/14/2002 
General Manager 
Joseph A. Gehna£_ 
Date 
12/14/3002 
Manager, Employes and Labor Relations 
Chairman, Negotiating Committee 
Date 
LOCALUNION 2fi6 OFTHE INTERNATIONAL 
BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS 
SIGNED: 
Terry L Millar 
President 
Attest: 
Charlotte Lewis 
12/14/2002 
" ' D a l e 
12/14/2003 
Recording Secretary 
Ramon H. Nunez 
Business Manage/Financial Secretary 
Chairman, Negotiating Committee 
Date 
12/14/2002 
Date 
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Occ 
Code Clas&rffca&on 
B4O0 Pressman HeN»r, IstYBer 
72BQ GSM Specialist 1. Facilities 
9590 Trades Helpei,l9t Year 
977B UflilymBn. tight Vehicle, 1st Year 
9786 UliJitymHn, Auto, 1sl Year 
9871 Utilrtyman, Materials, 1st Yea* 
9959 Yardnieii, 1st Year 
4126 Laborer, Semdr 
4579 Records Handler 
4530 Matenal Handler, Warehouse, 1 
4583 Material Handler, Auto Parts \ 
4936 Meter Reader, tsl 6 Months 
6405 Pressman Helper 
7281 O&M Specialist 1, T'A, Facilllies 
12/14/03 
13.88 
13.88 
13.BB 
13.BB 
i3.se 
13.BS 
13.SB 
LABOR GRADE 3 
1513 
15.13 
15,13 
15.13 
15.13 
15 13 
15 13 
Hourly Rales 
1Q/T6/03 
14.30 
14,30 
14.30 
14.30 
14.30 
14.30 
14.30 
15.58 
15.58 
15.53 
15.58 
15.58 
1553 
1553 
11/16/04 
14.73 
14,73 
1473 
14-73 
14-73 
14-73 
1473 
16.05 
16.05 
16.05 
1605 
1 6 M 
1605 
16,05 
5/16/05 
T4.BD 
14. B0 
14.80 
1480 
1400 
14.80 
14.80 
16.13 
15.13 
16.13 
16.13 
IB 13 
16.T3 
16.13 
O K 
Coda Claselflcalion 
9601 Trades Helper, 2nd Year 
9779 Utilityrnani, Lig^il Vertcte, T/A 
9785 UdlHyman, AuTO, 2nd Year 
967? UHilymanh Materials, 2nd Year 
9947 Vartman 
Hourly Ra|e6 
12/14/OZ 10/16/O3 11/16/04 5/16/05 
15.13 
15.13 
1513 
1513 
15.13 
LABOR GRADE 4 
0970 Cameraman, Offser, IstYear 
45B1 Material Handler, Warehouse, 2 
4937 Meter Reader, 2nd 6 Months 
4936 Meier Reader 2nd Year 
5495 Operator. Hydro Assistant 
5B02 OSMSpecialJsM.T/A, Valley, CGS 
6250 Patrolman, Street Light 
6441 Piesaman, Offset. Jr. 
7282 O&M Specialist 2, Facilities 
9560 Trades Helper 
16.65 
16.85 
1665 
17.26 
16.65 
16.65 
16.65 
T8.65 
16.65 
16 65 
15.5B 
15.56 
1553 
15.58 
1558 
17.15 
17.15 
1715 
17.76 
17.15 
17,15 
17.15 
17.15 
17.15 
1605 
J6..D5 
16.05 
16.05 
16.05 
17.66 
17.66 
17,66 
19-31 
1766 
17.66 
1706 
17.66 
17.66 
17.66 
16.13 
16.13 
16.13 
1613 
16.13 
17.75 
17.75 
17.75 
18-40 
17 75 
17.75 
17 75 
17 75 
17.75 
17.75 
ffiz 
^ . . 
'iMik.'•*:< 
Dec. 
Cade Classification 12M4/02 
Hourly Ra»s 
10/16/03 11/16/04 5/16/05 
9721 TmckdJiver 1 
9784 UBlilyman, Auto 
9670 UtiLityman, Materials. T/A 
0971 Cameraman, OflseL 2ml Year 
3749 Handler, Material {Electric C&M} 
45B2 Material Handler. Warehouse 3 
4534 NtaterlalHaridler.AuloParTs.Sr. 
47?0 Mechanic, Meter, 1st Year 
4939 Meter Reader, 3rd Year 
4940 Meter Reader, T/A 
53S9 Operator, Equipment 1 
5578 Operator, Hydro, Valley 
5806 O&M Specialist 2, Valley 
5807 OflM Specialist 2, CGS 
5S6B Warehouse Specialist 1. Valley, CGS 
Occ. 
Catie Classification 
1065 
16-65 
1665 
LABOH GHAOE 5 
1673 
19-45 
2047 
2Q.47 
1873 
16-73 
19.45 
16.73 
18 73 
1373 
18.73 
 I * 7 3 
12/14/02 
17-15 
1715 
17.1 S 
19.29 
2003 
21.OB 
2108 
19 29 
1929 
20-03 
19.29 
19 29 
19-29 
19.23 
19.29 
1766 
17.66 
1766 
19.67 
20.63 
21.71 
2171 
19.87 
19.87 
20.63 
19.67 
1937 
19.67 
19.87 
19.87 
Hourly Rales 
10/16/03 11/16/04 
17 75 
17.75 
17J5 
19.97 
20.73 
21.82 
21.82 
19.97 
19.97 
2073 
19 97 
19.97 
19.97 
19 97 
19.97 
5/16/05 
5369 
6412 
6586 
6919 
7237 
7316 
7317 
7341 
7342 
7370 
7380 
9090 
9096 
9722 
097? 
0965 
Warehouse Specialist 1, T/A. Valley. COS 2047 
Pressman, Offset I8.73 
Hepairman. Tcol 2nd Class, 1st Year 16.73 
Sandrjlaster and Shot Blast Machine Operator 16.73 
Serviceman 1, Qperadcns 1B 73 
Serviceman. Equipment 19 45 
Serviceman, Equip. Fire Prev/Pro[eclionh 1st Year 13 73 
Serviceman, Radio i s 73 
Serviceman. General i s 73 
Serviceman, Transformer i s 73 
Hepairman, Distribution Equipment, 1 18 73 
Surveyor B, f 1945 
Technician, Meter 1, Trainee 18 73 
Truckdnver2 1945 
LABOH GRADE 6 
Cameraman, Offset, T/A 
Carpenter, 2nd Class 
21.50 
21 50 
21.00 
19.29 
19.29 
19 29 
19.29 
20.Q3 
19.29 
1929 
1929 
1929 
1929 
20.03 
19-29 
2003 
22.15 
22 15 
21.71 
19.B7 
19.37 
19.67 
19-67 
20-63 
19.67 
19.87 
19.87 
19.37 
19.87 
2063 
1987 
20.63 
22.31 
22.61 
2132 
1997 
19.97 
19.97 
19.97 
20.73 
19.97 
19.97 
19.97 
19.97 
13.97 
20-73 
19 97 
20 73 
22 92 
22.92 
-• 1 
.-•m-
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Occ 
Crjfle Classiiication _
 L 
1032 C!»miBl, Plaiil valley, 1st Vear 
2099 CW Man, 2nd Class 
3034 Fabricator Metal. 2nd Class 
3750 Handier, Malarial. Line. CJM 
4652 Mechanic, General 1 
4653 Mechanic, General 2 
47?1 Mechanic, Mater, T/A 
5001 Field Representative, Meier Reading Operalwn: 
5388 Operator, Equipment 2 
6395 Oparalor. Bujlpneril 3, Crane 
5809 O&MSpenatist 2, T/A, Valley 
5612 0 * M Specialist 2, T/A. CG5 
5818 0&M Specialist 3, Chemical Arialyst, Valley 
5322 O&M Specialist 3, Mecfianwal, Vafley 
5626 OSM Specialist 3, Mobile Equipment Vallev 
5^30 O&M Specialist 3. Operattons. Valley 
5B36 DAM Special^ 3, Painter, Valley 
5836 0*M Specialist 3. W&lder, Valley 
Qcc. 
Code Classification 
6190 Painter, 2nd Class 
6470 Pntssman, Offset Senior 
6565 Repairman, Plant, 1s|Year,CGS 
6585 Repairman, Pump 
6587 Repairman, Tool. 2rta CUes, 2nd Year 
7258 Serviceman 2. Operations 
7261 RepresentafaB, Field Service. T/A 
7263 OfiM Specialist, T/A. Facilities 
7316 Servicemen, Equip, Fire Prev/Prateciicm. T/A 
7381 Repairman, Distribution Equiftmenl, 2 
B095 Technician. Meter 1, Sr 
9099 Technician, Meter 1, T/A 
9109 TedHiKiaii, Meter 2, Trainee 
9418 Tender, Auxiliary 
9410 Tender,Auj<iliary,SaiTan, IstVear 
9562 Teslman, Meier 
9723 Tnjckdnvers 
Hourly Rates 
12/14/02 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
22.1 B 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
2216 
22.1 a 
22 ia 
22.13 
22.16 
22.10 
32. IS 
10/16/03 
22.15 
22.15 
32.15 
22.15 
32.15 
22.85 
23.15 
22.15 
23,15 
22.15 
22 15 
22.65 
22.85 
22.85 
22.85 
2295 
22.65 
22 B5 
11/16/04 
2281 
22.61 
2281 
22.61 
2281 
2354 
22.81 
2281 
22-81 
2281 
22.61 
23.54 
23,54 
23.54 
23.54 
23.54 
23.54 
23.54 
5/16J05 
22.92 
23.92 
22.92 
22.92 
23.92 
23.66 
23.92 
22.92 
22.92 
22.92 
22,92 
2366 
2366 
23.66 
2366 
23.66 
23.66 
23.66 
Hourly Balaa 
2/14/02 
2150 
2150 
21-50 
2150 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
22.18 
21.50 
2150 
21.50 
21.50 
21.50 
2150 
10/16/03 
22.15 
22.15 
22.15 
22.15 
22.15 
22.15 
2215 
22.15 
22.15 
22.15 
22.85 
22.15 
22.15 
22.15 
22.15 
33.15 
33.15 
11/18/04 
2251 
22.81 
2251 
22B1 
22.81 
22.61 
22 81 
22.81 
32.81 
22.81 
23.54 
23.81 
2281 
22,81 
22,81 
22.81 
22.61 
8/16/05 
22.92 
22.92 
22.92 
22.92 
22 92 
22 92 
22.92 
22.92 
22.92 
2292 
2366 
22.92 
22.92 
22,92 
22,92 
22.92 
22,92 
•? 
Lf-' 
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C I Hourly Rales 
10/16/03 IT/16/04 5/16/05 
• 
2 
i o 
O 
2 
5 
UJ 
0856 
1033 
4654 
5T15 
538/ 
5400 
5499 
5819 
5820 
5823 
5824 
532? 
s&28 
5831 
5833 
Occ. 
Code 
5834 
5*37 
5039 
5040 
5070 
6*70 
6566 
6588 
6591 
7105 
7239 
7284 
7Z85 
7286 
7555 
7369 
7362 
9091 
9092 
LABOR GRADE 7 
Working Foreman, Auto Paris 
Cbemisi. Plant, Valley, T/A 
Mechanic, General. Sr. 
Operate*. Auxiliary, CGS 
Operaloi, Equipment 3 
Operator, Equipment Trainee A 
Operator, Hydro A 
O&M Specialist 3, Chemical Analyst, T/A, Valley 
O&M Specialist 3, Chemical Analyst, CGS 
O&M Specialist 3, Mechanical, T/A, Valley 
OAM Specialist 3. Mechanical, CGS, Hydra 
OAM Specials 3, Mobile Equipment, T/A, Valley 
OftM Specialist 3, Mobile Equipment, CGS 
OfiM Specialist 3, Op&atians. T/A, Valley 
OSW Specialist 3. Operations, CGS, Hydro 
Classification 
O&M Specialist 3, Coat Operations, CGS 
OAM Specialist 3, Panler, T/A, Vajley 
O&M Specialist 3, Welder, T/A, Valley 
03M Specialist 3, Wefcfer, CGS 
Warehouse Specialist 2. CGS 
Pajntef, 1st Year 
Repairman. Planl, 2nd Year. CGS 
Repairman, TDDI, 1st Class 
Repairman, Pump, Sr 
Sprayer, Melal 
Serviceman, Senior Operations 
OfiM Specialist 3, Facilities, Electrical 
O&M Specialist 3. Facilities, Mechanical 
OAM Specialist 3, Facilities, l&C 
Serviceman, Office Equipment 
Serviceman, Meier 
Repairman, Dlslribulian Equipment Sr. 
Surveyor B, Sr. 
Surveyor A, 1 
24.25 
24.25 
2455 
2425 
24.25 
24.25 
24.25 
24.25 
24 25 
2-4.25 
24.25 
24.25 
24.25 
24.25 
2455 
12/14/02 
24.25 
24.25 
24.25 
2455 
2455 
2455 
24 25 
24 25 
24.25 
24.25 
24.25 
2425 
24.25 
24.25 
24,25 
24.25 
24.25 
2455 
24 47 
2498 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
24.93 
24.98 
24.98 
24 98 
24.99 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
25 73 
25 73 
25-73 
2573 
25.73 
25 73 
25.73 
25.73 
2573 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
Hourly Rates 
10/16/03 
24.98 
24.98 
24.96 
24 98 
24 96 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
24,93 
24.98 
24.98 
24.98 
24 96 
24.96 
24.98 
24.98 
25,20 
11/16/04 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25-73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
2573 
2573 
25.73 
25.73 
25.96 
25.86 
25.86 
25.S6 
25.66 
25 66 
25.86 
25.86 
25.86 
2556 
2556 
2566 
2566 
25.66 
2566 
25.86 
5/16/Q5 
2586 
2586 
25.86 
25.86 
25.86 
25-66 
25.86 
25.86 
25.86 
25.86 
25.66 
25.86 
25.88 
25.88 
25-66 
25.66 
25.86 
25.86 
26.09 
r' 
Occ 
Cade Classification 
9110 Technician Meler2,T/A 
9420 Tender, Auxiliary, San Tan, T/A 
9724 TinckTJnve'4 
9744 Truckdiivei 4. CGS 
9016 Working Foreman, Warehouse 
12/14/Q2 
24 2£ 
24 25 
24 25 
24 25 
24 25 
LABOR GRADE S 
0965 Carpenter 
4603 Mechanic, Light Vehicle 
4620 Mechanic. Plan!. Isf Year, CGS 
4710 Mechanic, Iralrument. 1st Year. CGS 
5193 Opaiata^CwHoLAsBtnlstYflaT.CGS 
5366 Operator, Equipment 4 
5397 Operator, Equipment 4, Crane 
5404 Operator, Equipment 4, CGS 
5500 Operalor, HydFO Sr. 
5821 OSU Specialist 3, Chemical Analyst, T/A, CGS 
Occ. 
Code Classification 
5B25 O&M Specialist 3, Mechanical, T/A. CGS, Hydro 
5629 OSM Specialist 3. Mobile Equtpmenl, T/A. CGS 
5333 OSM Specialist 3, Operations, T/A, CGS. Hydra 
5835 Q&MSpecialitf 3,CaalOperatkKtt,T/A,CGS 
5841 O&M Specialist 3, Welder. T/A, CGS 
5847 Instrument & Controls Specialisl Trainee, Valley 
5849 Operalions Specialist Trainee, Valley 
6171 Painler,T/A 
6200 Plan! C&M Man. 1st Year, CGS 
6296 Pkimber 
6589 Repairman, Elecuical 
7314 Speaalisi, Fuel Systems 
9093 Surveyor A. Sr 
9516 Tastrmm, Meter S'. 
9921 Welder 
26 42 
26.4? 
26 4? 
26 43 
26 4? 
26.42 
26.42 
26.4£ 
26 4? 
26.4? 
12/14/0? 
26 4? 
26.42 
26.42 
26.42 
26.42 
26.42 
26.42 
26.42 
26.42 
26.42 
2642 
2642 
26 57 
2642 
26 42 
Hourly 
10/16/03 
24 96 
24 96 
24.96 
24.96 
24.96 
27 21 
27 21 
27.21 
27.21 
27.21 
27 21 
27.21 
27.21 
27.21 
27 21 
Hourly 
10/16/03 
27.21 
27.21 
27.21 
27.21 
27 21 
27 21 
2721 
27 21 
27 21 
27 21 
27 21 
2751 
29 43 
27.21 
27.21 
tales 
11/16/04 
25.73 
2573 
25 73 
25.73 
25.73 
28.03 
26.03 
28.03 
28 03 
2803 
28.03 
26.03 
2603 
2603 
2603 
Rates 
11/16/04 
28.03 
29.03 
28.03 
28.03 
2B.D3 
26.03 
26.03 
26.03 
28 03 
28 03 
28 03 
28 03 
3031 
2603 
26.03 
5/16/05 
25.86 
25.86 
25.86 
25 86 
25.66 
28-17 
28-17 
28 17 
28.17 
28 17 
2817 
28.17 
28.17 
28.17 
28.17 
5/16/05 
2817 
2817 
28.17 
26.17 
28.17 
26.17 
26-'7 
26.17 
2617 
28.17 
28.17 
28.17 
30.46 
28.17 
28.17 
=3- * * 5 F * 
LABOR GRADE 9 
Oct 
Code Classiflcahon 
2074 CM Man 
2272 Coordinator, Maintenance 
2705 Electrician 
27)0 Electrician, Building Seivices 
2742 Electrician, Steam Plant Valley 
3032 Fabricator. Metal 
3035 Fabricator, Metal, Transportation 
12/14/02 
29,20 
2926 
2928 
29.28 
2928 
2928 
29.28 
3925 Inspector, Crane Inspection Quality Control, 1st Year £9.26 
3962 Installer, Customer Service 
3997 Insu&tor. Sh9nt Metal Worker, CGS 
4010 Operations Journeyman 
4221 Lineman 
4022 Lineman, Street Light 
43D0 Machinist. Tool 
4301 Machinist, CGS 
430? Machinist, General 
29.28 
29.2B 
29.2B 
29.28 
29,28 
29.28 
29.28 
29.28 
Hourly 
10/16/03 
30,16 
30.16 
30.16 
30. te 
30-16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
Rales 
11/16/04 
31.06 
31 06 
31 06 
31 06 
3106 
31.06 
3106 
31.06 
3106 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
5/16/05 
3122 
31 22 
31 22 
31 22 
31 22 
31 22 
3122 
3122 
3122 
3122 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
Occ. 
Code ClaEsdicafan 
4316 Maintenanceman, Building Operations 
4600 Mechanic, Air Conditioning 
4605 Mechanic, Auto, General 
4621 Mechanic, Plant, CGS 
4711 Mechanic, Instrument, 2nd Year, CGS 
4610 Mechanic. Plant 
4913 Melerman 
5194 Operator. CnlrLAsst, 2nd Year, CGS 
5195 Operator, Control Roam 
5766 Operator, Piimpback Storage 
5846 Instrument & Controls Specialist Trainee. CCS 
5850 Operations Specialist Trainee. CCS 
5851 Electrical Specialist Valley 
5353 Inslmment & ConlroJ Speciali&i, Valley 
5855 Main!. Specialist, Heavy Equip/Auto. Valley, CGS 
6656 Maintenance Specialist, CAM Man, Valley. CCS 
5057 Maintenance Specialist, Machinist, Valley, CGS 
12/14/02 
29_2B 
29-29 
29.33 
29.23 
29.23 
29.28 
29.28 
29.28 
2928 
29.26 
29.26 
29.26 
2926 
29.28 
29.28 
29.28 
29.28 
Hourly Hales 
10/16/03 
3016 
3016 
3016 
3016 
3016 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
11/16/04 
31.06 
3106 
31.06 
31 06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
5/16/05 
3122 
31-22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
3122 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
3152 
3T52 
31.22 
3121 
3122 
\-< 
* ' 
CD Occ. 
Code Claasificalron 
Hourly Rates 
12/1*03 10/16/03 11/16/04 5/16/05 
o 
^ 
71 
3 
• 
3 
5356 
5859 
5*360 
5871 
6201 
9240 
9265 
9299 
2713 
3311 
3321 
3331 
3398 
3465 
3472 
Occ. 
Code 
Maintenance Specialist, Melal Fab.. Valley, CGS 
Maintenance Specialist, Plarl Mech, Valley, CGS 
Operations Specialist, Hydro, VaNey 
HVAC Mechanic 
Plant C&M Man, T/A, CGS 
TBchmoan, [narfumenl. Building Systems 
"technician!, Instrument 
Technician, Calibration Laboratory 
295S 
29.26 
2826 
2928 
2956 
29.28 
29.28 
29.28 
LABOR GRADE 10 
Electrician, Plant. CGS 
Foreman, Con&[r Crew Waiting, 1st Year 
Foreman, Electrical Working, 1 si Year 
Foreman, Hydro Working, 1st Year 
Foreman, Lino Working, 1st Year 
Foreman, M e d i a n t Working, 1st Year 
Foreman, Meter Working, Isl Year 
Class rficallon 
30,43 
30.43 
30.43 
30.43 
30,43 
30.43 
30.43 
12M4/02 
30.1 B 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30 36 
30.16 
30.16 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
Hourly 
10/1&O3 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
3106 
3106 
3106 
31.06 
32.26 
32.28 
32.28 
32.26 
32.26 
32.28 
3556 
Rales 
11/16/04 
3153 
31.22 
31.22 
31.23 
31.22 
3122 
3122 
31.22 
32,44 
32.44 
32.44 
32,44 
32.44 
33.44 
32.44 
5/16/DS 
n 3926 
"* 4015 
5180 
5652 
5854 
5661 
9288 
9289 
9665 
3212 
3320 
3322 
3332 
3399 
fi 3456 
Inspector, Crane Inspection Quality Control, T/A 
Foreman, Operations Working, let Year 
Operator, Control, CGS 
Electoral Spec ia l , CGS 
Instrument & Conhol Spociallsl, CGS 
Operatirjns Specialist, CGS 
Technician, Instrument, CGS 
Tecrtntcian. Calibration Laboratory. Lead 
TfOLrMeman 
30.43 
3043 
3043 
30.43 
30.43 
30.43 
30.43 
3043 
30.43 
LABOR GRADE 11 
Foreman, Consl. Crew Working, T/A 
Foreman. Electrical Working, 1st Year, CGS 
Foreman, ElectncaJ Yiforktng, T/A 
Foreman, Hydro Working, T/A 
Foreman, Line Working, T/A 
Foreman, Mech Working, T/A 
31.29 
31.29 
31.29 
3129 
3129 
3129 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
31.34 
32 23 
32 23 
32.23 
3253 
3253 
32.23 
32.28 
32.26 
32.26 
32.38 
3228 
3223 
32.26 
32.28 
32.28 
3350 
3320 
33.20 
3350 
3350 
33.20 
32.44 
32-44 
32.44 
32 M 
3244 
3244 
32,44 
32.44 
32.44 
33,37 
33.37 
33.37 
33.37 
33.37 
33.37 
-• Mik -
Oct 
Cole Classiftcallon 
Hourly Rates 
12/14/02 10/16/03 11/16/04 5M6/05 
3473 foreman, Meter Working, T/A 
4016 Foreman, Operations Working, T/A 
96B7 Troubleman, S«. 
LABOR GRADE 13 
3323 Foreman,EfectricalWQilifng,T/A.CGS 30.09 
31.29 
3139 
31 29 
3253 
32.23 
32.23 
33 20 
33 20 
33.20 
33.37 
33.37 
33 37 
33.05 34.04 34 2? 
O 
Footnotes: 
1 Laborers may progress lo the classlflcalion of Laborer, Senior after the completion of one (1} 
year's service. 
2 Whan a Senior Laborer is accepted on tha position of Tradeshelper, Ihey will continue to be paid 
at Labov Grade three (3). 
- i 
o 
DISTRICT EXHIBIT A 
PART II 
CLERICAL CLASSIFICATfOMS 
The Exhibrt "A" provides for progiessiopiary increases witfiin designated classifications alter the 
specified time on the condition that the employee's work is of a satisfactory level aa defined by Hie 
supervisor. 
Codas or occupations delated since 19B6 for housekeeping purposes can be reactivated at any time, rf 
daemed necessary by management at the former labor grade bur. current rate of pay for that labor grade. 
Minimum 
Occ Time Hourly Rates 
Classification Code Step In Step 12H4/02 TO/16/03 11/16/04 5/16/05 
Clerk, Student 
Clartt, General--
LeveJ2 
1B20 
1465 
1466 
— 
1 
2 
LABOR GRADE t 
Thereafter 6,39 
LABOR GRADE 2 
1 year fl 09 
l year 8 63 
6.58 
S3? 
889 
6.7B 
3,57 
916 
6.B1 
8.61 
9.21 
I-
i — 
8 
- • 
'.* 
i - L 
r 
Minimum 
Classification 
Clerk, GeneraJ-
I_evel4 
Represenlarive, 
Customer Service, 
Temp / Provisional 
ClflSsihcation 
Clerk, Genera*--
Level 5 
Messenger 
Operator, Encoder 
Occ 
Code 
1467 
146S 
1473 
1474 
1475 
1476 
1207 
1330 
1331 
1335 
OK 
Code 
1477 
1478 
1479 
1480 
ma 
4090 
4091 
4892 
5316 
5317 
531 a 
5319 
Slep 
S 
1 
2 
3 
4 
• 
2 
3 
4 
StB0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Time 
In Slep 
1 year 
Thereafter 
12/14/02 
9.17 
9 53 
LABOR GRADE 3 
LABOR GRADE 4 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
Thereafter 
10.18 
I1-S7 
1213 
LABOR GRADE 5 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
Thereafter 
Minimum 
Time 
In Step 
1 year 
1 year 
l year 
Thereafter 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
Thereafter 
l year 
l year 
1 year 
Thereafter 
nee 
12. SB 
13.23 
13.09 
12/14/02 
1136 
12 &e 
13.29 
13.99 
11.ae 
ia.se 
13.29 
13 W 
11 86 
12 58 
13.29 
13 B9 
Hotiriy Rales 
10716/03 i-wlfiflM 
£45 
9.87 
10 49 
1123 
1192 
12.55 
12.22 
12 96 
1369 
14 31 
9.73 
10.17 
10-80 
11.57 
12.28 
12.93 
12 59 
13.35 
14.10 
14 74 
Hourly Rales 
W16/03 11/16/04 
12.22 
12.96 
13.69 
14.31 
12.22 
12 95 
1369 
14.31 
12.22 
12.96 
13.69 
143! 
12.59 
13.35 
1410 
14 74 
1259 
13.35 
1410 
14.74 
12 59 
1336 
14 10 
14.74 
9.78 
10.22 
TQ85 
11.83 
12.34 
12.99 
12 65 
13.42 
14 17 
14 81 
5/16/05 
12.65 
13 42 
1417 
14 81 
12.65 
13.42 
14.17 
T4 61 
1265 
13.42 
1417 
14 01 
g 
to 
H 
a 
Classificaiion 
Cashier 
Clerk. General -
Level & 
Occ 
Co<Fe 
Mflsseivaer. Lead 4900 
Operator, DSC 5140 
Processing Equipment 5141 
Office Specialisi i -- 5864 
Valley, CGS 5865 
Mini mil frl 
Tima 
St&|> In Sfep 
"011 1 
'0 '2 2 
1013 3 
1014 4 
14ST l 
14B2 2 
1483 3 
T4S4 4 
12/14/02 
LABOR GRADE S 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
Thereafter 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
Thereafter 
Thareafter 
l Year 
I Year 
13 37 
14 10 
14.93 
15ft> 
'3.37 
14.16 
14 93 
1560 
15 60 
13.37 
14 16 
13 37 
Thereafter 1560 
Hourly Rales 
«0'1&D3 11/1&04 
10 77 
"4.58 
1506 
16.07 
10.77 
14.5S 
1&.3B 
16 07 
16 07 
10 77 
1456 
13 77 
16.D7 
14.36 
16 02 
15.84 
16.55 
1416 
'5 02 
15 64 
"6 55 
1655 
14 18 
15 02 
1418 
16.55 
&'16/Q5 
U.25 
15.10 
35.92 
16 63 
14.25 
15.10 
15.92 
16.63 
16-63 
14 25 
T5 10 
14 25 
16 63 
g 
to 
- i 
31 Classification 
Occ 
Code 
Minimum 
Time 
Step in sieu 
CJerk.Adminj&rraiive-- m e i 
Levei? m g 2 
1120 3 
"21 1 
T 2/14/02 
LABOR GRADE 7 
i yea' 14 72 
1 year 15 54 
1 year 16 44 
Thereafter I7.f4 
Representative. 
Customer Serwce--
Level 7 
1283 
1269 
1290 
1291 
T 
2 
3 
4 
1 year 
1 VOfl' 
1 year 
1 year 
14 72 
15.54 
1644 
1714 
Cle^k Meter Readjng 4941 1 
Operations - Level 7 4942 2 
4943 3 
4944 4 
1 year 14 72 
1 year 15.54 
1 year 16 44 
Thereafter 1714 
Houily Rales 
10-flfrO3 11/16/04 
15 16 
16.01 
1&.93 
17 65 
1516 
16.01 
16 33 
17.65 
1516 
16.01 
16.93 
17 65 
1561 
16.49 
17 43 
is.rs 
15 61 
16 49 
17.44 
'3.13 
15.61 
16 49 
37.44 
16.18 
5/16/05 
15.69 
16 57 
17 53 
18 27 
15 69 
16 57 
17.53 
10 27 
15 m 
16.57 
17.53 
'3.27 
g 
• 
Ti l 
H 
I ] 
O 
H 
CFasstficafton 
Operator, DSC 
Dec 
Code 
5142 
Processir>g Equipment 5143 
Operator. Vender 6009 
6010 
Clsrk, Adrrunl5trarive— 1132 
Leveffl 1T23 
1124 
HZ5 
Representative. Cisf 1282 
Servrce-LenH & T2B3 
Qerk, Customer 5ev&- 1382 
Levei1 9 13&3 
Classification 
Creek. Siaiisiical 
Dispatcher, C I.C 
Clerk, Atfrnmistradve 
Level 9 
Qcc 
Code 
1384 
1385 
177? 
1770 
\m 
1780 
25D7 
250S 
2509 
2510 
1126 
1127 
1I2B 
Step 
2 
4 
3 
4 
t 
4 
3 
4 
1 
2 
step 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
T 
2 
3 
Time 
• Tn Step 
1 Year 
Thereafter 
1 year 
Thereafter 
12/T4/02 
15.54 
1714 
16.44 
1714 
iABOR GRADES 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
Thereafter 
•fyear 
Thereafter 
1 year 
1 year 
Minimum 
Time 
IriSlerj 
1 year 
Thereafter 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
Thereafter 
1 year 
1 year 
1 year 
ThereaHer 
15.91 
16.B0 
T769 
is.s i 
1769 
IS 51 
15.91 
1&.80 
1#14/02 
17.69 
18.S1 
15.9T 
16.&0 
17.69 
18.51 
15.91 
16-80 
1769 
IB 51 
LAB0flGRADE9 
1 year 
1 year 
tyear 
17,53 
18.20 
10.91 
Hourly Rales 
10/16/03 11/16/04 
16 OT 
1765 
16.93 
17.65 
16 39 
17.30 
18.22 
1907 
1822 
19.07. 
16.39 
T7.30 
16.49 
18.18 
17.44 
16.1B 
T6 8B 
17.62 
1B77 
19.64 
16-77 
1364 
T6BS 
1-82 
Hourly Hales 
10/16*3 i l i a " * 
18.2? 
T907 
16.39 
1730 
16 2? 
19 07 
16.39 
17.30 
16.22 
19 07 
1B06 
18.75 
19 j g 
1fl77 
19.64 
16,SB 
17.32 
18.77 
19.64 
16. BB 
17.62 
18-77 
1964 
18.60 
1931 
20.06 
5/16/05 
16.57 
13.27 
1753 
16.27 
16-96 
17.91 
18.B6 
19.74 
• 18.66 
19.74 
16.96 
17.91 
5/16/05 
ia.ee 
13 74 
16.96 
17.91 
1BB6 
19 74 
16.96 
i7 .g i 
1886 
19.74 
18.63 
19.41 
20.16 
i-<i.. 
l l , ' ' 
iS 
•a 
ra 
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a to 
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Footnotes: 
1. All vacancies will be posted at the Elep 1 rate. 
2. All clerical employees accepted by tod on a fob of a higher labor grade will be promoted lo the 
new job at the next higher rate of pay Hated for the new job, which is above the currant rale ol 
the employee. 
3. A clerical employee accepted by bid on a |ob of an equal or lowar Tabor grade Than his/her 
present job is to be iransfened lo the new |oO at the same step as The employee's current slep, 
however, In no cases will (he rate ol pay be above or below the rate(s) listed lor the new 
classification 
A. An employee lemptiranty assigned to a higher classification and who sat i res Article HI, Section 
5, paragraph (a) shall be paid the beginning fate o> pay Irsted for tha classification of temporary 
assignment. An employee will be paid 3% per hour above His/her regular hourly rate ot pay if ihe 
beginning rate ol pay Hated lor the higher dasdncalion of Temporary assignment is less than 3% 
per hour above his/her regular hourly rate. 
5. (a) PjogressionaiV Increases for full-trme employees in a pragressionsry cfassificalion shall be 
determined from date ol hire, trarisler or promotion Into Hie position. 
ffrtrin^—rin^^^iiWWt^HMiih-iM—Mir - m i n . P . I I M + « ^ ' I I , I . .TWu^ff ' - . t f i - . f r i t * 
(bj ProgresBtonary increases tor part-time employees in a progressionary classification Shall 
be determined based upon the number of straight time hours worked from date of hire, transfer 
•r promotion into the posrfipn. For purposes ot progression. I B M hours WPII equate lo one (1) 
year ot work. 
6, AH employees accepted by bid In a Drafter's classification which rs of a higher labor grade than 
his/her present Job shall be transferred to Ihe Draffei's job al entry level If his/her present rare is 
below entry lavef; if his/her present ;gre is above The entry level rate of Ihe new job, they shall be 
transferred to tha new |ob at the next higher rate which is above Hie current rate of employee but 
in no event shall the new rate ba more than The rate established for Step 2 of Ihe Drafter 
classification. 

^ 
ru 
=1 
2 
o 
CO 
H 
o 
H 
- i 
! l i i 
Occ 
Code Crassifcatron 
0666 2nd 1000 Hours, CGS 
0667 3rd 1000 Hours. CGS 
0663 4"h tODD Hours, CGS 
0669 stri 1000 Hours. CGS 
0670 eitl 1000 Hours, CGS 
0671 7lh 1000 Hours, CGS 
0672 Btti 1000 Hours. CGS 
0673 Graduate Apprentice, CGS 
0674 Graduate Apprentice, CGS, T/A 
077f Pra-AppreniiCB. CGS 
0773 1st 1000 Hours, CSS 
0774 2r*f l 000 Hours, CGS 
0775 3rd1000HQurs,CG5 
0776 41H1W0 Hours, CGS 
0777 5th 1000 Hours, CGS 
Occ. 
Code Classification 
0770 Glti "000 Hours, CGS 
0779 7|hl000HouiS,CGS 
0780 athi 1000 Hours. CGS 
0773 Graduate Apprentice, CGS 
0792 Graduate A p p r e n t i c e s , T/A 
Q800 Pre-Apprentice 
0801 1st 1Q00 Hours 
0B02 2nd 1000 Hours 
08Q3 3rd 100Q Hours 
0804 4!h 1000 Hours 
0805 5th JODDHuurs 
oeoe eih iooa Hours 
0&O7 7th 1000 Hours 
O803 8tfi lOOOHDura 
0809 Graduate Apprentice 
0810 Graduate Apprentice, T/A 
1ST 4/02 
16.76 
2027 
21.77 
23.27 
24.77 
2628 
27.78 
2928 
3043 
RELAVHAN 
16.65 
17.26 
18,76 
20.27 
21.77 
2327 
1^14/02 
24.77 
26.28 
27 78 
29.28 
30.43 
PLANT MECHANIC 
16.65 
17.26 
18.4T 
19.65 
20 70 
2184 
22 99 
2413 
2528 
26.42 
2928 
Hourly Rales 
1016/03 
10.33 
20.es 
22 42 
23 97 
25-52 
27 07 
26-61 
3016 
31.34 
17.15 
1778 
19.33 
20.88 
22.42 
23.117 
Houity 
TO/1G/03 
25 52 
27.07 
2861 
30.16 
3134 
17 15 
17.7S 
18.96 
20 T4 
21.32 
22.50 
23.67 
2485 
26 D3 
27.21 
30.16 
i i / te/0J 
19.90 
21.50 
2309 
34 69 
26.28 
27 87 
29 47 
31-06 
32.2B 
17 66 
1831 
19 90 
21-50 
23 09 
24-69 
Hates 
11/16/04 
26.28 
27.07 
29.47 
31.06 
3229 
17 66 
1831 
19.53 
20.74 
21.96 
23.17 
2439 
25.60 
26,82 
23.03 
3T.D6 
5ftG/05 
20 00 
21 61 
2321 
24 Bl 
26.41 
28 02 
29 62 
31.22 
3244 
f7 75 
18.40 
20 00 
21.6T 
23.21 
24.31 
5/16/05 
26.41 
28.02 
29.62 
31.22 
32.44 
17.75 
13.40 
19.62 
2D £4 
22 06 
23 29 
24 51 
25.73 
26 95 
2817 
31.22 
1
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1
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D/STfllCT CONVERSION TABLE—12/I4/D2 thru 5/t BOS 
(Monthly Rate Equals Hourfy Rate Time* 173-33 
Hours Per Monti) Rounded to Nearest Palter) 
DEC. 14 .2M2 
HOUR 
17,14 
17Z6 
17.53 
1769 
1B.19 
16.20 
16.41 
TB5f 
18,79 
13 76 
18.91 
19.45 
1B.SS 
MONTH 
£3,971 
12,99? 
$3,[J3S 
la.aee 
$3,153 
I3,T55 
$3,191 
$3,206 
$3,245 
$3,252 
$3,278 
$3,371 
£3.369 
OCT. 10, 2003 
HOUR 
1765 
17.7B 
1B06 
1S.22 
1S.74 
10.75 
10.96 
19-07 
1929 
19-33 
19-48 
20.03 
20,14 
MONTH 
$3,059 
$3,082 
$3,130 
£3.158 
$3,24B 
$3,250 
$3,280 
53,305 
$3,344 
$3,350 
$3,376 
$3,47£ 
£3,490 
NOV.16.20lM 
HOUR 
1S-TS 
ia.3i 
iseo 
ie.77 
19.30 
19.31 
19.53 
19.64 
19 37 
1990 
20.06 
20J3 
20.74 
MONTH 
13,151 
$3,174 
$3,224 
13,253 
$3,345 
$3,347 
$3,395 
13,404 
$3,444 
$3,449 
13.477 
$3,576 
$3,595 
MAY 16,2005 
HOUR 
10.27 
16-40 
16 69 
18-36 
19.40 
19.41 
T9.62 
iaL74 
19.97 
20.00 
2016 
20.73 
20.04 
MONTH 
$3,T67 
$3,169 
$3,240 
$3,269 
$3,363 
$3,364 
$3,401 
13,422 
$3,461 
$3,467 
$3,494 
$3,593 
13,013 
DISTRICT CON VERSION TABLE —12/1*02 thru 5/16/05 
{Monthly Hate Equals Hourly Rale Times 173.33 
Hours Per Month Rounded to Nearest Dollar) 
HOUR 
19.63 
10-60 
20.27 
20-32 
20 40 
20.47 
20 70 
21 T6 
2 1 5 0 
21.77 
21.64 
22.13 
22.99 
DEC. 14, 200? 
MONTH 
$3,402 
$3,40e 
$3,513 
$3,522 
$3,538 
£3,546 
$3,507 
$3,666 
$3,727 
S3.773 
$3,766 
13,644 
$3,964 
0 C T . 1 8 , 2 D Q 3 N O V . 1 6 , 2 0 0 4 
HOEffl 
2022 
20.25 
20.es 
20.93 
2101 
STOfl 
£1-32 
?T.7fl 
22.1$ 
22.42 
22.50 
22,85 
23.67 
MONTH 
$3,505 
$3,510 
$3,619 
$3,628 
13,642 
$3,654 
£3.695 
$3,777 
£3,B39 
*3,8B6 
£3,399 
$3,961 
$4,103 
mvft 
20.BB 
so.se 
31.50 
21.56 
21,64 
2TM 
21.96 
2 2 4 4 
22.81 
23.09 
2 3 1 7 
23-54 
2439 
MOUTH 
£3,610 
$3.616 
£3,727 
$3,737 
13.751 
$3,763 
$3,605 
$3,390 
$3,954 
&4.002 
$4,010 
$4,060 
$4,22/ 
WAV 16,3005 
HOUP 
20-93 
20.96 
21 61 
21-67 
2 1 7 5 
21-62 
22-06 
22.55 
22.92 
23.21 
2 3 2 9 
23.66 
24-51 
MONTH 
$3,626 
$3,633 
13,746 
$3,756 
$3,770 
13.762 
$3,624 
$3,909 
$3,973 
$4,023 
$4,036 
14,101 
$4,246 
•ti 
3 55 3 5 3 5 3 £ i S £ # £ 
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AGREEMENT 
BBtaraen 
Salt River Project 
Agricullural Improvsmant 
ind Power Qtetilct 
Phosnlx, Arizona 
and 
International Broth»rhood 
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This publication replaces 
an earner, incomplete prrnting 
and witl serve as the final, 
approved issue of the 
2002-2005 agreement 
between Salt River Project 
Agricultural and Improvement 
District and 
Unocal 266 of the International 
%rdtherhodd of Electrical 
VSfbrkers. 
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AGREEMENT 
between 
Saft River Project 
Agricultural fmprovement 
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and 
International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers 
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December 14,2002 
through 
November 15,2005 
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NAVAJO 
INDEX 
Absences . 
Access to Plan! by Union flepresenlatiue 
Agreerrtent 
Preamble 
Separability 
Term .. . . 
Alternate Work Schedules 
Apprentices 
Artnualion 
Authority . 
Board -
Expenses 
Request For 
Third Member of Board 
Assignment of Work 
AWOL 
Benefits 
Bidding - . . . 
Break-in Pejiod . . . . . 
Bulletin Boards . . . 
Call-out Time 
Change in Eslafchshed Work Schedules . 
Change ol Work Weak 
Commercial Driver's Licenses 
Commerrcemenl of Work 
Contracted Wo;k 
Day Shift . . . . 
Death in Ihe Famity 
Department DetinNron 
Determinations and Notices 
Discharges. . . . 
NAVAJO 
Discipline, Positive 
Disciplinary Records 
Effective Date of Seniority 
Emergency Relief of Shiftmen 
Emergency Work 
Employee Classes and Stalus 
Regular Full-Time Employees 
Regular Pan-Time Employees 
Proviaonal Employees 
Temporary Employees 
Variable Employees 
Student Employees - . . . . 
Employees Covered 
Employee Development/Appraisals 
Equal Application of Contract Terms 
Established Headquarters 
Established Hours of Wort; 
Expanses1 
Established Headquarters . 
Lodging 
Meal 
Mileage 
Travel 
Furnished Tools and Equ>pment 
Graveyard Shift 
Grievance Procedure 
Headquarters 
Established 
Temporary 
Holidays . . . 
Holiday Allowance Eligibility. 
Regular Pan-Tims Employees . . . 
Proviaonal Employee* 
Temporary Employees 
Variable Employees 
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. 71 
. .62 
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. 24 
. 7 
. - 7 
. 7 
. B 
B 
. ..B 
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.61 
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14 
9 
55 
.. 55 
. . .51 
.. .49 
43 
.47 
. .9 
. .73 
. 14 
.14 
.35 
-36 
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. -37 
ii NAVAJO 
Holiday Pay 
Hours of Work 
Day Shift 
Swing Shjfl 
Graveyard Shill . . . . 
Immediate Family Defined 
Inclement Weather 
Industrie! Accident Compensation 
Journeymen and Appreniices . 
Layoffs 
Leaves of Absence 
Lockouts 
Lodging Expense 
Loss ol Seniority Stalus . 
Management of District . . . . 
Meal Breaks 
Meal and Lodging Expense- . . 
Meal Time Premium Pay . . 
Mileage Expense 
Miller, Henry 
Mutual Cooperation 
Mulual Objectives 
No Stnkes, No Lockouls . 
Motlce of Return to Work 
Overtime: 
Emergency 
Scheduled 
Part-Time Employees: 
defined 
Eligibility for Holiday Allowance 
Eligibility for Paid Vacations 
Eligibility lor Sick Leave 
Pay 
Accumulated Sick Leave 
Holiday 
NAVAJO 
--z— -•r-i.a - - 1 , , - , 
f T . 
^ 
Industrial Accident Compertsaliori . 
Meal Time Premium 
Overtime 
Severan™ 
Shift Differential 
Sunday dud Holidays 
Temporary Upgrade 
Vacation 
Pay and Status for Provisional Employees 
Pay and Slatus far Temporary Employees . 
Pay 1ai Temporary Classifications 
Payment for Shift Differential 
Payroll Deduction . . . . . . 
Per Diem AHowar.ce . 
Performance Appraisals 
Personal Business Leave 
Positive Discipline 
Posting ol Vacancies 
Principles of Seniority 
Probationary Period 
Promotions a Bidding 
Provisional Employees: 
DeHne4 
Eligibility far Holiday Allowances . , . 
EliglbllrtyforPBldVacatlons . . . . 
EILglbilrtyforSlekUave .. . 
Pay and Status 
Recital .. . 
Regular Employees Defined. 
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AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into as of 
December 14, 2QQ2, h</ and berween the Salt Hiver 
Project Agricultural Improvement and Power District, 
'District," and Local Union 266 of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, an affiliate of The 
American Federation ol Labor-Congress of Industrial 
Organizations, "Union." 
The following terms, when used in the Agreement. 
shall have the meanings specified: 
1 "Navajo Generating Slation" means the three (3) 
coal Hred steam electric generating units and all 
facilities and structures used (herewith or lelated 
thereto, including the coal haul railroad, lake 
pumping station, 230 kV switchyard and ash 
disposal 
2 "Salt Rrver Project* or -project* means the Salt 
River Project AgricuHural Improvement and 
Power District and the Salt River Valley Water 
Users' Association collectively 
3r "Plan! Manager" means the Plant Manager ol Ihe 
Navajo Generating Station. 
WITNESSETH: 
The Union is rscognwed as Ihe bargaining agent for 
employees ol the Dislnct covered by E*hibil "A" 
attached 
To facilitate the peacelul adjustment of any 
differences that may ansa from lime lo time between 
the Distract and its employees at the Navajo Generating 
Slalion. and tp promote harmony and efficiency, to the 
end that the Distjici, the Union and the public generally 
shall penelit, the parties agree as follows. 
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ARTICLE 1-12 
ARTICLE I 
DISTRICT-UNION RELATIONSHIP 
Sact ion l . Employees Covered 
The District recognizes the Union as the bargaining 
agent of all employees working in the classifications 
covered by Extiibit "A" ol tins Agreement lor Ihe 
purpose ol collective bargaining with rasped to wages, 
hours, working conditions and other cond-lions ot 
employment as outlined in this Agreement. Tha District 
shall not remove ariy ot ihe classifications in Exhibit A" 
into salaned positions 
S*ction2. Mumal Objectives 
The Districl Is engaged in the generation a i d 
distribution ot power and energy To homes hospita's, 
farms and businesses and is obllgaled to Ihe public to 
maintain conlmuous operations The obligation to 
provide continuous service during Ihe term ot this 
Agreement rest? upon bolri The District and its 
employees. THe District and the Union agree that the 
primary objeclive ot the District is to provide superior 
service to its custome'5 at the lowest cost consistent 
with its obligation to provide laif wages and working 
conditions to all at its employees To achieve that 
objective requires the united efforts and leamwork of 
the District, its employees and the Union. The Union 
agrees for itself and on behalf of its members, who are 
employees of the District, thai they shall individually 
and collectively perform loyal and efficient work and 
service' that they shall avoid and discourage waste of 
materials and manpower, thai they shall use their 
influence and bast Efforts to protect the property of Ihe 
District and (Is service to the public; and. that al all 
times Ihey shall cooperate in promoting the District s 
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ARTICLEI-2.3,4,5 
welfare and in assunng Ihe uninterrupted continuance 
fifths District's services. 
Section 3. Mutual Cooperation 
The Dislncl and the Union shall mutually cooperate 
to promote harmony and efficiency among Ihe District's 
employees Representatives of the District shall meet 
upon reasonable notice with authorized representaliveg 
of the Union to discuss any grievances arming out or 
inis Agreement in accordance with the provisions or 
Article VIM. These meetings normally shall be 
conducted outside of working hours 
Section 4. Separability ofContract. 
(A) In the event lhat any provisions of this Agreement 
are adjudged to be invald for any reason by any 
court or competent jurisdiction, the remaining 
provisions shall remain in fuN force and effect 
(B) No provisions of this agreement shall limit or 
restrict management's ability to comply with 
Federal, Stale or Local law 
Section 5. Bulletin Boards 
The District shall provide a space in each 
department/division on which the Union may post 
Qlficiel bulletins- The Unrcn shall supply buJIetin boards 
no larger lhan six (6) square feet. Official bulletins of 
the Union shall be on the fette'head of the Union or 
shaU be signed by an authorized representative oJ the 
Union Onty Union stewards or other authorized 
representaliv&s of Ihe Union may post or remove 
official Union notices 
NAVAJO 3 
ARTICLE I - 6,?,a 
Section 6, Access to Plant by Uman Representative 
The authorized business manager and/or assistants 
of the Union, upon advance notif ication to tne 
supervisor lo charge, shall have access to the Daniel's 
properties or olhar work localions during working hours 
for the purpose of observing working conditions. 
provided thai the employees are not interfered with in 
their wont. 
Section?. Union Solicrtaiion 
(A) No sollcilalion ior Union membership sh£«S be 
conducted an District time 
(B) The District agrees lo provide adequate time for 
Ihe Union at each f^ Jew Employee Orientation to 
present Information about Union membership. 
purpose and commitment lo safety 
Section B. Equal Application of Contract Terms 
In carrying out trie provisions of this Agreement 
neither the District nor the Union shall discriminate 
against any Individual because of race, color, religion, 
Sex, national origin, age, handicap or status as a 
Vietnam era veteran or disabled veteran <n regard to 
any position for which the individual is qualified, 
provided, however, this Section shall not prohibit ths 
District's performance ot any obligations undertaken by 
the District to give preference to qualified Navajos for 
working Dn or near the Navajo Reservation in keeping 
with the provisions therefore conlain&ri m the Civil 
Rights Act af 1964, as amended, at Tills 42 U-SC. 
20nne-£{l). 
ARTICLE I - 9 
Section fc Safety 
(AJ All employees shall observe all safety rules and 
regulations now or hereafter established lor the 
Project by the Joint Accident Prevention Rules 
Committee. The safety rules and regulations are 
sel forth separately under the title of "Accident 
Prevention Rules." The President of the Union 
and the General Manager of the Salt River Project 
must approve all safety rules and regulations 
Supervisors shall administer disciplinary action tor 
violation ol safely rules or regulations within the 
provisions of positive discipline The disciplinary 
action may be gneved. 
(B) The Project shall furnish such salety devices and 
first aid kits as may be needed for the safety of 
employees. 
(C) The Project shall provide one (1) pair of safety 
prescription sung lasses and one ( I ) pair or 
regular prescription safety glasses per year 
fo r emp loyees who require p resc r ip t i on 
glasses under the terms ol Ihe Project's Vision 
Plan banef It. 
(D) The Project shall contribute up to Iwenty-five 
dollars {S25) every year, for sleel-loed footwear, 
which complies with American National Standard 
Instllute's standard number z4" (1963), ior each 
employee, who is required to wear such footwear 
lo perform their |ob- To receive reim#ursement, 
the employee must provide management with a 
receipt for the new lootwear. 
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ARTICLE 11-1,2 
ARTICLE fl 
. DEFINITIONS, WORK RULES AND 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Section 1. Management or District 
Except lor matters specifically agreed upon herein. 
The Dislrfcl, shall have the right to alter any procedure 
or custom or direct the manner of the accomplishment 
of any work, and la make any changes in its 
organization, method or plan of operations that it shall 
deem advisable The Union shall he notified ot all 
maioi changes and such changes shall be discussed 
with the Union before ihey are put Into effect 
Section 2. No Strikes No Lockouts 
(A) During Ilia term af this Agreement, the District 
agrees that there shall be no lockout, and the 
Union agrees on behalf of i tsell and the 
employees represented by it, that there shaJI be 
no authorized, concerted failure to report to work 
cessation or interruption of work, slowdown, 
slr ike, boycott or any type of organized or 
conceited interference, express ai implied direct, 
indirect, coercive or otherwise, with the District's 
business. The Union further agrees that should 
any such acts be committed by any employee or 
employees, it shall openly and publicly denounce 
and discourage said acts. 
IB) It is mutually understood and agreed that the 
District shall have the right to talie disciplinary 
action including discharge, against any employee 
who may engage in any unauthorized stoppage, 
strike, slowdown or who is negligent in Ihe 
performance of the work of the Disirict, subject to 
the Union's right to present a grievance with 
ARTICLE 11^ 2,3 
respect to such disciplfne in accordance wrth the 
terms of this Agreement, in those cases tn which 
an issue of fact exists as to whether or not any 
particular employee is engaged in participate Dr 
encouraging any violation of the provisions hereof 
In accordance with the DistndS right to disopflne, 
up to and including discharge, (or violations of thrs 
section, the District shall have the opffon to retain 
empfoyees fl nifty of such vjolalfons where ii 15 in 
the best Interests of the District to do so. provided. 
however, said employees may forfeit air seniority 
and become probationary employees 'See Article 
VI, Section 2. 
Section 3- Employee Clas&es and Status 
The following definitions shall apply lo the clas&es 
and status of peisc-ns employed by ttie District-
{A) Regular FuJI-Time Employee—any employee wn.D 
has been employed to work full-time for an 
indefinite period of time 
[&) Regular Part-Time Employee—any employee who 
has been employed to work at least four (4) hours 
per day or twenty (20) hours per week on a 
regular basis and lor an indefinite period of time. 
(C) Provisional Employees - Any employee who 
has baan employed to work in agreed upon 
classifications, has limited benefits, and dogs 
not possess any layoff rights or seniority. 
Provisional employee* do not have the benefit 
of the grievance/arbitration procedure when 
terminated from the employment of SRP tor 
any reason. 
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ARTICLE I I -3 ,4 
{0} Temporary Employee—any employee who has 
bean employed to work lull-lime for a definite 
penod not to exceed TWO hundred seventy (270) 
days. 
(E) Variable Employee—any employee who has been 
employed lo work intermittent periods ol time, 
depending upon the employee's voluntary 
availability and District work requirements, lor an 
indefinite penod ol time. 
(F) Sludenl Employee—any employee who has been 
hired lo work net more than one (1) year who is a 
high school student enrolled in a cooperative 
education program or a high school or college 
student hired to worK between the spring and fall 
semesters. Student employees shall be paid al 
trie appropriate rate lor the classification worked. 
Student employees shall not be eligible lor 
benefits or bidding rights. 
Section a. Wor* Day and Work Week 
{A) Except as hereinafter otherwise provided, eight 
(e) hours shall constitute a normal work day, and 
live (5) consecutive days Irom Monday through 
Friday shall constitute a normal wort week 
(B) The District shall establish the wort day and work 
weed of any and all employees who are engaged 
In the performance ol duties relating to operations 
of a continuous nature or whose duties are such 
that they cannot be performed in a normal work 
Oa.if or a normal wort week. 
ARTICLE 11-5.6 
Section S. Shift Definitions and Payment ol Shift 
Differential 
The amount of shrtf differential pay, If any, which 
shall be due an employee shall be determined by the 
employee's shift starting time. Starting times within 
each shift shall be governed as follows: 
{A) Day Shift—all eight {B)-hour periods scbeduied to 
begin at 4.00 a.m. or thereafter but before 12:00 
Noon. 
(B) IB) Swing Shi f l—al l eight {S)-rioLir periods 
scheduled to begin at 12 DO Noon or thereafter 
but before B:QO p m, (aSfrnr) 
(C) Graveyard Shift—all eight (B)-hour periods 
scheduled lo begin al 8:00 p.m or thereafter but 
before 4:00 a m. (95e/hr.> 
Section fi. Work Schedules 
(A) Work schedules shall be established by the 
department heads lo conform with work 
requirements. Scheduled slatting time is Ihe lime 
employees are asked to report for work by their 
supervisors. Management and the Union from 
time to time may enter into agreements providing 
for alternate work schedules 
(B) Types Of work schedules as established by the 
department head shall be: 
(1) Normal work week—Monday Ihrough Fnday, 
eight (BJ hour work days, with starting lime 
as established by department head 
(2) Contrnuous (shiftman) coverage—seven (7) 
days per week and twenty-four (24) hours 
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ARTICLE I t - 6 ARTICLE Fl - 6,7.3,9 
per day with scheduling and working 
conditions as stated in Article II Section 16. 
(3) Non-continuous multi-shift wheie work 
requirements are such that employee 
coverage is regularly needed on Saturdays 
and/or Sundays, on one or more scheduled 
shifts 
(4) The District may determine ft.necessary to 
schedule employees to work on their normal 
days olf When this occurs, employees may 
ha granted one (T) or two [2] days off other 
than their normal days off. These alternate 
days oil shall be designated only at lhe 
request of lhe employee, approval Of denial 
of one (1) or two (2) alternate days off shall 
be at the desecration ot the District. In the 
event only one (1) alternate day off is 
reauested and approved it is understood that 
day shall be designated the second (2nd) 
day of. 
(C) All position vacancies shall be filled by bid and me 
applicable type of work schedule or shift shall be 
staled on the bid sheets. 
[D] If it is nece5aary to change lhe permanent work 
schedule of hours worked or days off for any 
group of employees, the District shall first meet 
with Union representatives and explain the basis 
of need for the change and the new schedule. The 
new working schedule assignments shall first he 
bid within the group of employees affected and an 
attempt shall be made la fill the schedule by this 
bidding or by mutual agreement If the 
assignments to the new work schedule are not 
voluntarily filled by this procedure, the positions 
shall be filled on the basis af department seniority. 
(E) Where work coverage is required on Saturdays 
and/or Sundays, a schedule of days off snail be 
established whenever possible so that no 
employee has a work sehedure lhal does not 
provide for some Saturdays and Sundays oil. 
(F) When a schedule oi rolalrng days off is not 
possible in providing work coverage tor Saturdays 
and Sundays, the job shall be lilted by the normal 
hid procedure when a vacancy occurs jn an 
assignment to this schedule 
Section 7. Change of Work Week 
It is understood and agreed that if during the term 
of this Agreement, the current forly {40) hour work 
week is changed by Federal legislal-an, either party 
may reopen the Agreement with reference to wages or 
such other matters as may be allecled, by serving sitfy 
(60) days written notice to the other parly within ten 
(10) days Irom The date the work week is changed 
Saction 8. Commencement Dt Work for Scheduled 
Work 
Wo time shaft be allowed to any employee for 
reporting EQ or re luming f iom their established 
headquarters All authorized time spent in traveling 
from the employee's headquarters to and from the job 
stall be considered trine worked 
Sections. Assignment of Work 
(A) Work assignments lor all employees in each 
classification are outlined in the approved job 
aescnplions now in effect The Drstrict ;eseivos 
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ARTICLE I I - 9 
the right to add to, delete from or amend these job 
descriptions as necessitated by lutura changes In 
operations in accordance with the established job 
evaluation procedure, with advance notification of -
such changes lo the Union. The phrase "as 
necessitated by future changes in operation" used 
in this paragraph Is agreed to mean such changes 
as the use ol new equipment, or where the 
character of the job has materially changed due To 
a change m circumstances not existing when frie 
job was evaluated. However, where there >s no 
change in circumstances and the District adds to. 
deletes from or amends a job description, the 
District shall negotiate the wage rate lor the 
revised job prior to putting Ihe job Into effect 
Questions concerning Ihe evaluation or re-
evaluation of jabs covered by Ihis Agreement 
which cannot be resolved by means of this 
procedure are subject to further review In 
accordance with the grievance procedure as Bet' 
forth In Article VIII of this Agreement. If no. 
agreement is reached, then Ihe issue ol the wage' 
rate shall be submitted to binding arbitraliori as 
provided for m Article VI llr The District may assign j 
a temporary rate to a new job lor a period of up to 
one hundred twenty (120) working days pending 
the establishment ol a formal rate by the 
established job evaluation procedure. In the event 
the formal rate results in a lower grade than [hat 
temporarily assigned by the District, the employee^ 
Shall receive ihe rate appropriate to Ihe job, 
beginning, the pay period Immediately following' 
The formal rating. In the even! the formal rate 
results In a higher labor grade lhan that 
temporari ly assigned by the District, rates 
ARTICLE H - 9 
applicable to the proper grade shall be paid 
retroactive to the date ol the employee's 
assignment to the new job. When the District 
establishes a formal rale for a new or changed 
classification, the District shall: 
(1) Prepare a new or revised Job desert ion 
(?) Present to the Union in writ ing the job 
description, the formal rate of pay, and its 
effective dale. If the formal rale ol pay for a 
new or changed job Is not satisfactory, the 
grievance procedure shall herein be followed 
and only the formal rate ol pay for such new 
or changed job assignments shall be subject 
lo the gnevartce and arbitration provisions ol 
this Agreement. 
(B) The composition of the various crews required by 
the District's operations shall be determined by 
the character ol the work normally performed. 
(C) Except as hereinafter otherwise provided, salaried 
personnel shelf not handle tools or do that class ol 
work required ol hourly workers except as 
required In case of emergency, for technical work, 
for training, or lor instructional purposes. 
(D) Salaried employees may wor t with tools as 
required in doing technical work in the computer, 
environmental, electronic and chemical areas. 
(£) Tradeshelpers, Groundmen or Laborers shall not 
do. the work of a Journeyman, work on or adjacent 
to unguarded energized conductors, work In 
elevated areas requiring special climbing skill or 
training, or shall not work alone on electrical 
installations from a bucket ar platform truck unless 
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ARTICLE N-9,10.11 
assisting a Journeyman wflo is in the bucket or on 
Ihe platform. 
(F) Employees temporarily assigned to work th? 
Navajo Generating Station shall he paid the 
appropriate rate under Exhibit ^A" ol Ihe Navajo 
Contract where workers assume the full duties 
and responsibilities of Ihe job. 
Section 10- Headquarters. 
(A) "Established Headquarters"—any headquarters 
designated by the District with proper advance 
notice tor the purpose of engaging in work where 
such word shall continue indelmilely. 
IB) Temporary Headquarters"1 — any headquarters 
designated by the District lor the purpose of 
engaging in work where such work shall continue 
lor n temporary period. The District at its option 
may establish temporary headquarters at any 
location 
Section 11. Determinations and Notices 
(A) The determination as to whether any headquarter 
assignment is established or temporary shall ha 
made by the District and proper advance notice 
thereof shall be given to Ihe employees affected. 
(B) The Distnct shaU nolrfy all employees at least 
twenty-four {24-) hours in advance of going to 
temporary headquarters lor one (1} nighl or mora 
for out-of-town work or shall notify Hie employees 
so affected prior to the doss ol the preceding shift 
worked, in the event that less notice than that 
specified above is given, except In case of 
emergency and except for the relief of employees 
ARTICLE II-11.12,13 
unable to complete oul-of-town work which they 
have been assigned due la illness cr olher 
personal reasons outside tiie responsibility of flie 
District. Ihe employee affected shall receive one-
half fa) time in addition to the applicable rate for 
the first eight [81 hours. Employees assigned to 
DUt-Df-town work during an emergency or to 
relieve employees unable to complete an 
assignment due to illness or personal reasons 
outside Ihe responsibility of the District. shall be 
paid their straight rime or regular rate during such 
assignment. "Emergency work" as used in this 
Section is meant to be that work necessitated by 
f lood, fire, disaster or other such unusual 
conditions. 
5action12. ftotice DI Return to Work 
Employees returning to work after »\\i illness, 
accident or unscheduled absence stall give to their 
supervisor at least eight (9) hours notice before 
returning to work. 
SHction 13, Change in Established Work Schedules 
(For provisions relating to shiftmen, see Article i l , 
Section TS> 
(A) Definitions: 
<1) 
{2} 
(3) 
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Work day — eight (0} hours per day 
regardless ol start lime. 
Start time — the time ol day the supervisor 
designates that an employee begin the work 
day 
Start Time Change — when the employee's 
start lime is changed within the conlines ol 
the current shift's time range. 
IS 
S'--. 
ARTICLE 11-13 
(4) Shift — <iayh swmg and graveyard shifts as 
defined in Article H, SecUgn 5 (Aj (B), and 
(C)i each having (den specific lime ranges 
(5) Current shtfl • the shift wilhm which the 
employee's start time liss 
IS) ShlH Change - when the employee's start 
lirrte is changed from the confines of their 
current shift's lime range to 'hat o* another 
shilfs time rang? 
(7) Shift Change Nolice - forty (40) hours notice. 
must he giv&n prior \a ihe start lime for any 
shitt change 
[S) Start Time Change Notice • twelve r i2j Hours 
notice must be given prior to any change in 
start lime 
(fi} When an employee's shift is changed lor a period 
of three {3> work days or l&ss, oh more than one 
hundred filty (150) calendar days, Ihe employee 
shall be paid one and one-hall (1%) times BhR tor 
that time wckerj during the changed period 
(CI Except In Ihe shift change ci icumstances 
described above and a &hi(i change notice is not 
given, the employee shall t * paid one and one-
half (1V?) times BHR for their first workday. On The 
second (2nd) and subsequent eight (S) hour wortr 
days on the new shilt, siraight lime r i les shall 
prevail. When shift change notice has tJeen given 
straight time rates shall prevail- The employee 
must have at least fifteen and one-hall (15V?) 
hours off between work days, when resuming their 
prior esiablished shift or shall receive one and 
one-halt {Wi) limes BHR for the lirst wort day. If 
the employee is r&quired to report lo work after 
ARTICLE I I - 13.14 
fifteen and one-half {15"/i> hours off, the straight 
time rate shall prevail 
(D) When an employee's start time is changed, proper 
start lime change notice shall be given. When 
start lime notice is not given, die employee shall 
be paid one and one half fivi) Times BHR for Ihe 
first two hours of that worfc day When start time 
notice is given, the straight time rate shall prevail 
(E) Deviations Iram established shifts or start times, 
with or without use of notice provisions, and 
wilhoul premium pay. can be matfe when such 
changes are mutually agreed upon 
Section 14. Inclement Weather 
{A) II is management's intent to utilize Ihe work force 
productively. However, rf weather conditions or 
weather-related conditions are such thai no 
scheduled work or training can be undertaken, 
employees reporting to worh shall be granted at 
least two (2) hours pay, unless notified before the 
close of their work day that no work shall be 
performed the following day It being underslood. 
however, that such employees may be held at 
headquarters lor trouble calls. Employees who 
report for scheduled overtime work on Iheir siith 
(6lh) ar seventh (7th) day but are sent home 
because ol inclernenl wealher shall receive two 
(2) hours ahow-up pay or pay lor actual time 
worked whichever is grealer. Employees shall not 
receive any pay if they call their supervisors or 
their supervisors call Ihern belore reporting for 
scheduled overtime work and are told noi to come 
in that day because of indemenl weather If they 
are unable to contact their supervisors, 
employees are advised lo report lo work anyway. 
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ARTICLE II -14,15 
{BJ Employees working on the job when Inclement 
weather occurs and wort; cannot continue will be 
paid a minimum otfour (4) hours. 
Section 15. Journeymen and Apprentices 
The following definition and regulalions govern the 
employment ol Journeymen and Apprentices in Ihe 
various trades of the District: 
(A) The lerm Journeyman shall apply to a worker who 
has served a lormal Apprentice program or the 
equivalent thereol in one (1) ol the recognized 
crafts established: by the District. 
(B) Ariprentlces, after serving their full Apprenticeship 
years, shall be retained at Ihe rate next below a 
Journeyman's rate, until an opening occurs for a 
Journeyman or for a period nol to exceed an 
accumulated period ol one (1) year, atter which 
time the employee shall be progressed to the 
status of a Graduate Apprentice, Thereafter and 
paid at the Journeyman rate on a special 
classification number. 
(C) The ratio of Apprentices to Journeymen shall be 
determined by the future requ i remen t for 
Journeymen but shall not exceed one (1) 
Apprentice to every one ( i ) Journeyman m each 
classification. 
(D) An Apprentice, other lhan a Graduate or 
Thereafter, shall work under the guidance of a 
Journeyman or supervisor who is a Journeyman 
in the trade and under no circumstances shall 
such Apprentice be entit led to temporary 
upgrades. 
ARTICLE 11-15,16 
(E) The District and its Apprentices shall abide by the 
rules and regulations of the Apprenticeship 
Standards and Affnmahve Action Plan for the 
recru^ng, selection and training of Apprenlices as 
established in the District by the Joint 
Apprenticeship Cornmiltee and approved by the 
Joint Union-Management Negohatrng Commfhee, 
including those which have been approved or may 
hereafter be approved by ihe Arizona Departmenl 
of Economic Security. These rules and regulations 
are a part of this Agreement 
Suction 16, Shiftmen 
(A) Shitlmen are Ihose employees who are engaged 
In the performance of duties relating to operations 
of a continuous nature requiring thai work be 
scheduled Iwenty-four (24) hours a day seven (7) 
days a week, on a scheduled rotating shirt basis 
At present, those employees who are considered! 
to be shiftmen are: 
(1) Operating employees of all power plants. 
including the railroad 
12) Maintenance employees in power plants 
where jobs are so bid and hill shill coverage 
of seven (7) days per week and twenty-lour 
(24) hours per day is needed 
(B) "Shift schedule" as used herein shall mean any 
work schedule established lor shifimen The 
Diatrict shall establish a schedule providing for 
rotation of shifls and days off 
(C) Changes In regular shift schedules shall be 
posted a minimum of forty (40) hours in advance. 
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ARTICLE [1-16 
(D) Except on emergency work, no shiftman snflH ^ 
required to work any split shift or split work week. 
(E) Emergency relief of shiftmen stall be delined as 
being caused by illness or oilier inability of the 
regularly scheduled employee to work twir shift 
due to no fault or action of the District In providing 
lor emergency relief of shiftmen, other employees 
from either rotating shift or relief shift (and not 
necessarily; working the same schedule or hours 
as the employee relieved} may be transferred to 
the relief duly A minimum of fifteen and one-half 
(l5Ya) hours off duly shall be allowed when 
transfemng other employees from either relating 
or relief shifts Except for one (1) short change par 
week, the employee shall be paid at the overtime 
rate (or the first stiifl worked if less than fifteen 
and one-half (15'A) hours off duly is allowed. The 
notice and sleep time provisions do not apply for 
emergency relief of a shiftman 
(F) When relieving shiftmen for a reason other loan 
emergency, as defined in paragraph {£.] above, or 
when changing a regular shifl schedule, relieving 
employees shall have a l least fifteen and one-half 
(15ft) hours oft duty and forty J40) hoU"s notice 
prior to commencement ol Bie first shift on a new 
schedule. Failure to give such lime off between 
shifts or such notrce shall cause employees lo be 
paid for Hie first shift on rhe new schedule ai the 
overtime rale. Whan a shiftman works his/her 
regularly scheduled days off, the employee shall 
be paid at the overtime rate, provided, however, 
when the employee returns to his/her regularly 
scheduled shrft after working his/her days off, no 
premium pay for a short change shall result 
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(G) Sleep lime for shiftmen is the period of lime 
beginning twelve (12) hours prior to the start of 
their scheduled shift and ending four (4) hours 
prror to the start of their scheduled shift. AH 
worked sleep time wilf be paid at two and one half 
[2'A) limes BHR 
(H) Resi time is tiie period ol time the employee shali 
be allowed off during Ihe next regular shift 
equivalent to Iheir sleep lime hours worked. 
Shiftmen except when providing emergency relief 
as described in paragraph (E) above are eligible 
for resi time. Rest time shall not extend past the 
end of the employees regular shirt and shall be 
scheduled al the end of the regular shift except 
when by mutual agreement, time off may be 
scheduled at the beginning of Ihe regular shift. 
(I) When a shiftman qualifies under Article II, Section 
16 (G) tar and is required to word rest time, the 
employee shall be paid two (2} times BHR. 
(1) A shiftman who is scheduled fo work on 
his/her first (tst) regufar day off and is also 
required to work his/her- rest time shall be 
paid at one and one hall times ( ivy 8HR 
excepl for rest time worked which shall be 
paid at Iwo {2) times BHR 
(2) A shiftman who is scheduled to work on 
hisflier second (2nd) regular day off shall be 
pad two {2 } bmes BHR. 
1.3) The words "regular" and "scheduled" for 
purpose? ol application in paragraphs (G}, 
(H) and {I] above are lo be considered 
synonymous. 
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(J) Shillmen shall be granted sleep lime if I' is earned 
poor ID a scheduled vacation day 
Section 17. Contracted Woik 
(A) It sh^H be the Prefect's policy that all lis usual and 
customary work shall be done by its regular 
forces and so to manage, conliaL and allocate lis 
work, seasonal and climatic condmons permitting, 
as to reduce to a minimum layoffs and Techjciiars 
•1 p b opportunities ol lis forces To thai end the 
Preset shall endeavor in goad faith nc4 to contract 
out WDrti usually and customarily performed by lis 
regular employees at a lime when such work can 
ba performed by them It is mutually recognized. 
however, thai from lime to time circumstances 
shall require the Project to contract oul certain 
word. Labor and Managemenl will periodically 
jevigw the projected workload lerecasi for the 
affected a;ea. 
(B) In the event it becomes necessary to award 
construction, maintenance or service wort of the 
type usually and customarily done by its field, 
shorj or clerical forces to a prlvale contractor, ihe 
Dlslrict shall notify the Union of such contracl 
work and the name and address o' the contractor. 
Such notification shall he made by the Labor 
Helfttions Department before oi concurrent with 
notification of successful bidder and prior to 
starling ihe contracted work 
ARTICLE NI -1 ,23 
ARTICLE III 
WAGES, DEDUCTIONS AND PAY PRACTICES 
Section 1, Wages 
(A) The wages fo be paid to employees covered by 
this Agreement shall be set forth in Exhibil "A." 
attached hereto end made a part hereof. 
(S) An employee shall be notified when his/her time 
record has been changed and Ihe change shall 
affect the amount of pay received. 
(C) Paychecks shall be available on Friday at Ihe 
Navajo Generating Station Employees not 
scheduled <o work Friday may pick up their 
checks at the administration building 
Section 2. Payroll Deductions 
Upnn the individual and voluntary written 
authorization ol any employee to assign a porijon of 
the employee's wages la Ihe UniDn, ihe District shall 
deduct from Ihe wages of such employees such 
amounts as are SD assigned and remit same <o the 
Union uniil such Lime as the assignment may be 
revoked by the employee. Such deductions will be 
made the first two pay penods ol each month. 
Section 3, Overtime 
(A) Except as here>nafler otherwise provided, the 
following work shalt be paid at the rate of dme and 
one-half (1%)BHR. 
(1) Work performed before or after eiglil (0) 
straight time hours rn any one <1( work day or 
forty {40) straight time hours in any one (1) 
work week 
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(2) Work performed on a regularly scheduled 
flay n" except in case? where the employee 
voluntarily absents him/herself trom the job 
during the week without notice and except as 
otherwise provided in Article Hi, Section 4. 
paragraph (Aj. 
(3) Work performed after si* (6) hours but before 
a meal Creak 
{BJ EMERGENCY 
Emergency overtime occurs when employees are 
required lo work overtime and have been given 
twelve (12) hours or less notice to report to work. 
11 is Ihe Pfaiect's policy thai during emergencies 
employees are required to fulfill ihe District's 
obligation to maintain and/oi restore service to its 
custorneis The District shall be exempt from trie 
obligation lo distribute emergency overtime as 
fairly as possible 
rC) SCHEDULED 
Scheduled overtime occurs when employees arc 
required to wart overtime and have been given 
more lhan twelve (12) hours notice. When 
scheduled overtime ie required, it is the policy and 
intent of the District to require those employees in 
the classification needed to accomplish said work 
function to work overtime Further when overtime 
is required, tf-e District shall make reasonable 
efforts to provide a fair dislribuiion of overtime 
work among employees in the same classification, 
based on their skills and expertise, within the cost 
cental and shift involved, in accordance with the 
following procedures 
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(1) A bi-weekly record of scheduled and 
emergency overtime hours worked shall be 
maintained by the cost cenier. The schedule 
shall lis! the employees by name and shall 
show the day(s) and estimated hours of 
overtime scheduled When an employee is 
asked to work scheduled overtime and Ihe 
employee does not make him/herself 
available, the employee shall be charged, for 
distribution of overtime purposes, with the 
same number of hours which ihe employee 
who accepts the work is credited with 
converted to straight time hours. Acceptable 
excuses for not responding and not charging 
as refused overtime shall include death in the 
employee's immediate family (mother, father, 
brother, sister, spouse or qualified 
dependents), jury duty, authorized vacation, 
recognized Union dudes, military obligations 
and verified Iflnesses. 
(2) When an employee's name is added to an 
occupational group in which the employee's 
name has not previously been included, The 
employee shah assume the highest number 
of hours posted for an employee in Ihe same 
classification and the overtime hours Ihe 
employee had previously been credited with, 
shall be canceled 
(3) Overtime work shall be dislnbuted as fairly 
as possible on a payroll year basis, among 
the employees in Ihe job classifications 
required lo perform such overtime work. 
(4) When an employee has not been given Ihe 
opportunity to work overtime as provided 
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herein, that employee shall be afforded tne 
next overtime aval la bis for which the 
employee is qualified, within ihe same payroll 
yaai 
(5) Except lor emergency overtime^ those 
employees who work Monday through Fnday 
tha i are requested 10 work overtime on 
Saturday, shall be notified by the end of Iheir 
shrfl on |he preceding Thursday, and those 
employees requested to work Sunday shall 
he notified by the end o l their shilt on the 
prec&ding Friday. Those employees 
requested to work a heyday overtime shall be 
notified two {2} days prior to f ie holiday (For 
provisions relating lo shillmen, see Article III, 
Section 7 (B)) 
{G) Crews or personnel may not he changed for 
overtime distribution purposes when, in the 
District's judgment, such changes shall 
adversely alfect job continuity, schedules, 
quality or costs 
(D) The maximum rate that can be earned under this 
Agreement for any reason or combinanon ol 
reasons is four (4) times the basic hourly rate. 
Each overtime factor shall bg additive and not 
compounded. 
|E) All time wofred in excess of sixty (60} hours m a 
work weak shall be paid at ihe double lime (2* 
BHfl) rata, Bi-monthly printouts o( overtime shall 
be posted on NGS bulletin hoards. 
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Section 4. Miscellaneous Pay Provisions 
(A) Sunday and Holiday Work 
Work performed on Sundays and Holidays shall 
he paid at the rate of iwo {2) times BHR n 13 
Understood that "SuntJay' lor shift workers shall 
be the second (2nd) of two (2) consecutive days 
on, and the lourth {Mh) of four {4) consecutive 
days off. 
(B) Call-out Time 
(If Except as hereinafter otherwise provided, a 
minimum af two f2) hours ar Ihe rate trf time 
and one-half (1'4) shall be paid any 
employee who is cal led out by duly 
authorized person or persons for the purpose 
• I working outside 'he employee's 
established hours of work If the c&ll-out 
period overlaps into the esiablrshed hours of 
work other than for emergency work, the 
employee who has been called out shall be 
paid el the overtime rate only for that time 
worked outside the employee's eslabllshed 
hQUTs of work 
(2) When called out to report for an immediate 
call-out, (employee must leport within two (2) 
hours ef call) Ihe employee's compensation 
shall be calculaied from the time the 
employee accepts the calkjul Irom his/her 
supervisor, or other duly aulhorized person. 
Employees accepting immediate call-outs mill 
be paid an additional one half ('/,) time for the 
first two hours. 
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ARTICLE IIL-4 
{3} Except as otherwise provided. employees 
who are required lo perform work due to call-
oui during olher than thair regular working 
hours shall be paid at the rale of time and 
one-hat {Wz) until the employee is released 
or ha enters his regular work shirt. When 
such cail-uui e>tend5 Into the employee's 
regular work shifl. he shall revert lo BUR 
unless meal or oilier premium penalties are 
involved 
{4) If an employee has worked more than eight 
(B) hour& of call-out overtime ^ork. and said 
work continues into the employee's regular 
shift, the employee shall conlin.ua to receive 
a minimum oi one and one half {VA) tunes 
BHRuniil released. 
\C\ Sleep Time iFor provisions relating to shiUmen. 
see Article II Section IE) 
{ 0 Sleep lime is the period of lime beginning ten 
(ID) hours prior to the slarlof Uieir scheduled 
ahilt and ending two [2] houis prior to the 
slarlof their scheduled shift. All worheo] sleep 
time will be paid at two and one hail {2Vt) 
l»mos BHR. Best time is time the employee 
shall be allowed oil during the nam regular 
shifl equivalent ID llle» sleep time hours, 
worked. 
(2) Resl time shall not extend past the end oi thp 
employee's r&auter &hilt. Time oil shall be 
scheduled at the end ol the regular shifl 
except whan by mutual agreement, time off 
may be scheduled a| ilia beginning of the 
regular shifl. 
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ARTICLE 111-4,5 
(3) Except as otherwise piovided. whan an 
employee qualifies under Article III, Section a 
(C) (1) and Is required lo work rest time, trie 
employee shall be paid two (2) times BHR 
(4) Employees scheduled to work ihair sixlh 
(6lh) day ( is l regular day off) and ara also 
required to work then rest tfme shall be pa>d 
one and one half (IV*) times BHR except fai-
rest lime wonVed which shall be paid at two 
(2) times BHR 
(5) Employees scheduled to work on their 
seventh (7th) day (End regular flay off) shall 
be paid two (2) times BHR. 
(D) Employees scheduled 10 wort; on rheir regularly 
scheduled days off shall not be enti'led lo sick 
leave if they become ill and ara not able lo report 
lor work. 
Sections. Pay tor Temporary Classilications 
(A) Qualified employees temporarily assigned lo a 
different hourly )ob that has higher pay ratefs) 
shall receive Die prevailing rate ot pay for such 
higher hourly |obs during the period ol such 
assignment, provided however, thai to qualrfy lor 
temporary upgrading, ar\ employee must be able 
to assume the lull duties and responsibililies of 
such higher hourly classification. For temporary 
upgrading purposes the prevailing rate of pay for 
jobs with progressionary steps is defined to mean 
the beginning rate for Ihe job. However, in no 
event shalf the amount tor a temporary upgrade 
as described above be less lhan three percent 
(3%) above the employee's current base hourly 
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ARTICLE III — 5 
rate nQr mora than the highest rale per hour lor 
the hourly classification ol Temporary assignm&nl 
(6) Employees in hourly classifications listed In 
Exhibit "A", (s*eepl summer students), who satisfy 
(he qualifications D| a higher salaried non-
supervisory classification and are able to assume 
the lull dLilies and responsibilities of a higher 
salaried classification, shall be paid Hires percent 
(3%) above the e m p i r e ' s regular hourly rata at 
pay tor the duration ol such assignment A higher 
salaried non-supervisory classification is defined 
as the "Salary Range Minimum" specified by the 
prevailing salary structure that exceeds the 
regular rate ol the hourly employee 
(C) Employees upgraded temporarily lo a salaried 
superwsory position shall be paid three percent 
(3*o) per hour above the appropriate Working 
Foreman, Thereafter ral? when the line of 
progression Includes the dassiltcatian of Working 
Foreman, Fi'gt {1st) Year and Thereafter, and lor 
oilier salaried supervisory |obs the empJcyee shall 
be paid at a rale of "iiree percent [2%) above the 
highest classification supervised, h is agreed lhat 
for purposes ol clarif ication of temporary 
upgrading at NGS, |he Mechanical Working 
Foreman tfaasilication apples to Ihe Journeyman 
classification ol. 
{1) Insulator—Sheet Metal worker 
(2) Metal Farjncatoi 
(3} Machinist 
(4) Mechanic, Auto General 
(5) Mechanic. Plant 
(6) Mechanic, Instrument 
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ARTICLE III - 5.6 
(D) Travel, in conjunction with a temporary upgrade 
assignment. (Joes not in i lself qual i ty Ihe 
employes lor temporary upgrading; therefore, 
travel time shall be paid at the employee's base 
rale, not at a temporary upgrade rate. Permissible 
exceptions are temporary upgrades to woikrng 
supervisory lype classifications, e t c . which 
involve performing productive type work duties of 
the higher classification during travel time As 
such, travel is incidental to the work being 
performed by the employee durmg the traveJ 
period. Under such circumstances, lha employee 
shall be paid thai portion of the trave* time during 
which Ihe employee discharged the productive 
type work duties of the hjgher classilrcation In no 
event shall traveling in itself be construed to be 
(he assumption of the duties of a higher 
classification. 
Section 6. Pay and Status lor Provisional Employees 
(A) An employs* hired to fulfill a provisional 
aasignment shall be paid at Ihe rate 
ealflbllehad for tha classification In which Mis 
employ** shall work. 
(B) Such employees shall become a regular 
employee before any seniority Is established. 
Such employe*! must submit bids for regular 
jobs In MWhar classification and are strongly 
encouragsd to hid on jobs in other 
classifications in accordance with 
Article V, Section 1, at any lime afler the 
employ" 'a original hlra date. (The six (6) 
month in classification requirements for .] 
bidding shall not apply to provisional J 
employees bidding on Appientlceshlp 1 
positions.) -I 
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(C) Prov is iona l em ploy M I sha l l accrue no 
seniority. Department seniority for provisional 
employees will be credited to them from their 
last hire date at the time Ihey receive a regular 
job, II that job is in the same department. 
If h i red into another d e p a r t m e n t the 
departmental seniority starts pi the time the 
hid is awarded. 
(D) Provisional employees ere eligible lor limited 
health and holiday benefita aa well aa those 
benefits required by law, 
Section 7. Pay and Status lor Temporary Employees 
(A) An employee hired for temporary employment 
such as seasonal and/or special assignments 
shall be designated "temporary employes"1 and 
shall b& paid at the rate established lor the 
classification in which the employee shall work. 
(Bl Such employes shall serve two hundred seventy 
(270) calendar days before any seniority and 
bene<it& are established, except lo Ihe extern 
required by law Such employee may submit bids 
for regular d as si Ileal ions in accordance with 
Article V, Section 1, at any time after the original 
date of hire Al the beginning o| the two hundred 
seventy-first (271st) day ol enjoyment, seniority 
and benefits shall be reinstated to the original 
date of hire, 
(C) A regular employee may bid and be accepted on a 
temporary assignment without loss of beneliis, 
provided the employee's regular |ob is filled by a 
temporary assignment or unless such bid is to 
prevenl ihe regular employee from being laid art. 
AHTICLEIII-S 
Section & Holiday Pay 
(A) On those holidays specifically enumerated in 
Article IV, Section 1, all employees, except as 
herein otherwise provided, shall be given the day 
of from work and paid holiday allowance of eight 
|G) hours pay at their regular straight time hourly 
rates. 
(B) Shiftmen, and those employees on non-
contin Jous munr-sliiH work may, by the decision of 
me supervisor and with forty (40) hours noilce, be 
given the day off if ihe holiday falls on on& of their 
regularly scheduled days to work or another day 
OH in lieu Thereof il the holiday falls on the sixth 
(6th) or seventh [7lh) day of their wort) week; ir 
mey ate required to work they shall be paid the 
holiday allowance in addition to the pay they 
receive for the hours actually worked during that 
week. If given less than forty (40) hours notice, 
the employee shall have the option of working the 
regularly scheduled shift or taking the holiday off 
(C) All employees required to work on a holiday shall 
be paid two 1kn.es (2) BHR for the hours actually 
worked in addition lo the holiday allowance. 
except as olherwise mutually agreed to in wiling. 
(D) In order to qualify for holiday pay allowance, 
except as hereinafter provided, every employee 
shall have worked a minimum of 1h<rty-iwo (32) 
regular lime hours, in Ihe work week in winch Dne 
(1) paid holiday shall occur, or Twenly-lour (24) 
hours in a work week in which two (2) paid 
holidays shall occur, unless excused from work by 
the District as a resull of earned sick leave, 
eamerJ vacation, unfavorable weather condilions 
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ARTICLE irk - 8 ARTICLE IV - 1 
or excused leaves of absence Holidays shall be 
paid lor lha first si* {fj) months of excused Leave 
Provisional employees shall receive pay for 
lined holidays even In the event they are III, on 
excused leave, or vacation during the week ol 
lha holiday. 
ARTICLE IV 
EMPLOYEE'S BENEFITS AND PAID EXPENSES 
Section 1. Holidays 
{A> The fol lowing days shall be recognised as 
holidays under Ihe ferma of this Agreement: 
New Year's Day 
* Martin Luther King Jr s Birthday, 
third Mondau |n January 
' Washington's Birthday, third Monday m February 
Memorial Day. last Monday in May 
July Fourth 
Labor Day, first Monday in September 
" Veteran's Day. November 11 of each year 
Thanksgiving Day. recognized national holiday 
Thanksgiving Friday 
Friday following Thanksgiving 
Christmas Eve 
Christmas Day 
(B) ' Tfie above three (3) holidays preceded by 
asterisks shall be considered "flexible holidays" 
and shall be treated far administrative purposes 
as vacation days, i.e., rules for use and accrual of 
vacallon under Article IV. Section?, shall apply. 
(C) Tne District shall selecl Friday \t the holiday falls 
on Saturday and Monday if ihe holiday falls on 
Sunday or elect lo pay the holiday allDwane? in 
lieu ot a day off by giving ten i"IO) days notice of 
Ihe alternate selection If Friday is already a 
holiday, then ihe Saturday holiday shall be lakcn 
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ARTICLE IV -1 
on Thursday. Likewise, il Monday IB already a 
holiday then ihe Sunday holiday shall be taken on 
Tuesday. These provisions do not apply to 
employees on work ol a continuous nature or 
multi-shift wor1* as def ied in Article II, Section 
6(B} who aftall recognize the holidays as shown 
abovg as Ih&y fall. 
(D) Holiday allowance eligibilily for legular part-time. 
temporary and variable employees shall be as 
follows: 
l i ) Regular part-time employees [as defined m 
Article II. Section 3(B)] shall be eligible for 
paid holiday allowance based on the number 
ol hours worked per week. An employee 
working twenty (20) but less than thirty {30) 
regular hours per weefc shall be entitled ID 
tour {4} hours ot paid holiday allowance, an 
employee working thirty (30) but less than 
lo ly 140) hours pei week shall be entitled to 
six 1 ^ hours d pa^d holiday allowance. In the 
event an employee is working lass tfian 
twenty (£0) r&gulaf hours per week, no paid 
holiday allowance shall be allowea. If the 
regular part-time employee is required to 
worti <jn the day recognized fle a holiday. Ihe 
employee shell receive trie appropriate rale 
ot pay for time worked on the retognlzed 
holiday, [ust as a regular lull-time employee 
working the same schedule would receive 
<2> Provisional employees [as defined Article 
II, Section a (C)l Are eligible to receive 
holiday pay lor all lined holidays. After 
one year, three (3) accrued floating 
holidays (24hours) can be used with pay. 
ARTICLE IV-1 .2 
(3) Temporary employees [as defined in Article 
II, Section 3 (C)J are not eligible to receive 
paid holiday allowance. II the temporary 
employee is required lo work on the day 
recognized as a holiday, the employee shal& 
be paid two {£) times. BHP lo* the hours 
actually womed. 
(4) Variable employees [as defined in Article Jl, 
Section 3 ([}}] are not eligible to receive paid 
Holiday allowance. If Ihe variable employee is 
required lo work on the day recognized as a 
holiday, The employee shall be paid two <2) 
times BHR for the hours actually worked. 
Section 2. Vacations 
(A) Each employee, except those classif ied as 
Regul&f Part-time, Temporary and Variable as 
covered in paragraph |B} who shall have been 
regularly employed by Ihe Project (or SIK {£) 
months o* more shall be given e vacation with pay 
equal lo their regular classification rate ot pay lor 
each period of continuous employment with the 
District m accordance wilti the tallowing schedule1 
Alter completion 
al 6 months 
After 6 months 
to completion ol 5 years-
After 5 years 
to completion of 13 years 
After 13 years 
to completion ol 02 years 
AQ his. 5 days' 
BOhrs. 10 days 
l£0hrs 15days 
16Q hrs. 20 days 
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ARTICLE LV - 2 
AUer 22 years 
la completion DI 27 years 200 hrs. 2'J day 
24DhfS. 30nayS Over 27 years 
L
 Note Tne word dav means ai &gni (8) hour day 
IB) Paid Vacation eligibility lor Regular Parl-ume. 
Temporary and Variable employees shall be as 
(OIIQWS 
(1) Regular Part-time Employees [as defined in 
Article II. Section. 3(B)] after" working one 
thousand forty (1040) Tegular lime hours 
shall be given a vacalion with pay equal to 
their tegular class if i carton rale of pay lor 
each period of continuous employment in 
accordance wilh the above schedule, except 
thai rhe number of vacation hours earned per 
pay period shall be determined by dividing 
me number of straight time hours worked by 
80 Depending upon the employee s length 
of service, the percentage derived &bove 
shall be applied to the full-time vacat'on 
accrual rata to determine The actual number 
of vacation hours per pay penod. 
{21 Prov is ional employees fas def ined In 
Article 11, Section 3 {C)] are not eligible lo 
receive paid vacation. Upon becoming a 
regular employee (hey shall be credited 
with their accrued vacation not to exceed 
one (1) years accrual. 
(Z) Temporary Employees-[as defined in Article 
Ik Section 3 {C\] aie not eligible to recede 
pa<d vacation. 
ARTfCLE JV - 2 
(4) Variable Employees—[as defined m Article II 
Seclion 3 (D>] are not eligible to receive paid 
vacation. A variable employee, however, wtio 
bids [see bidding restrictions, Article V. 
Seclion 1 (S)] and is accepted in a regular 
full-lime classrficalFQri shall have all regular 
time hours worked as a variable employee 
credited lo earned vacation on Ihe basis ol 
dividing total regular lime hours worked by 
one hundred seventy-three and three tenths 
(173.3) hours to determine f i e number of 
months lor vacation eligibility. 
(C} After becoming eligible for paid vacation an 
employee may request accrued and allocated 
vacation trie, provided however, thai in the evenf 
one (1f day's vacalion is requested a minimum of 
one (J) week's advance notice shall be required, 
and the employes snail be notified on the second 
{2nd) day alter such request whether the same Is 
approved or denied. In the event two (2) days or 
more vacation ts requested, a minimum of two (2f 
weeks advance notice snail be required, and the 
employee shall be notified within seven (7) days 
thereafter whether the same is approved or 
denied. The Project reserves the fight to cancel ot 
postpone vacations to meet operational 
requirements. Any used vacation time that was 
allocated but not earned will be withheld from a 
terminating employee's iinal paycheck. 
(D) An employee, at his/tier option, may request pay 
In advance with tfie employee's vacal ion 
application rf Ihe vacation time ts accrued. The 
request lor advance vacation pay shall require the 
same notice provisions carried >n Article IV, 
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ARTICLE JV-2,3 
Section 2 (C). 
(E) All vacation lime, eraepl as provided in paragraph 
(F) below, shaU be used nqi later than Ute close ot 
the second (2nd) calendar year succeeding the 
calendar year in which such vacation time is 
earned, unless otherwise aulhoiized by the District 
(F) No vacation poslponed or cancelled pursuant ID 
paragraph [0] above shall be forfeited and, except 
by mutual agreement, such vacation musl be 
used within Iha next calendar year. 
(G) When It is necessary to cancol a vacat ion 
approved uri^er nolice requirements listed in 
Article IV, Section 3. the Project shall reimburse 
the employee for any reasonable loss incurred as 
the resull of vacation cancellal lon. such as 
prepaid lodging, provided the loss is reported at 
the time ol vacation cancellation. 
(HJ In the event Q| an extreme emergency, by mutual 
agreement the District may pay an employee lor 
any vaca&cn lime accrued in lieu thereof. 
(I) Employees regularly assigned to worV relating 
shifts of ten (10) consecutive wortt days f o l d e d 
by four [4) consecutive days ofl may request 
vacation pay for tfie first (1st] scheduled day ofl 
when a schedule chang& would result in only nine 
(9) days' pay during a pay period 
Section 3. Vacalion leu Terminating Employees 
An employee leaving the employ ol the Pro|ecl for 
any reason shall be paid accrued vacat ion pay 
allowance. 
ARTICLE IV - 4 
Section 4. Sick Leave 
(A) Each employee, except those classified as regular 
part-time, temporary and variable, as covered In 
paragraph (B), who shall have been regularly 
employed lor si* (G) months, shall be eligible lor 
six {&) worti days approved sick leave with pay at 
their regular classification rate Each employee 
who shall have been regularly employed lor 
twelve (12) months shall be eligible lor twelve {12) 
work days approved eick leave with pay at their 
regular classification rate and shall be eligible for 
a hke amount of sick leave for each lull year of 
employment thereafter 
(0> Paid sick leave eligibility for regular part-time, 
temporary and variable employees shall be as 
•ollowa: 
{1) Regular part-time employees shall earn sick 
leave each pay period based upon the actual 
number ol straight time hours worked divided 
by SO. The percentage derived above shall 
be applied lo tha sick leave accrual rate to 
determine the actual number of sick leave 
hours earned per pay period. ParMime 
employees became eligible to utilize accrued 
sick leave upon the completion of 1040 hours 
ot continuous employment. 
{2) Provisional employ BE a [as claimed In 
Article II, Section 3 (C)] are not eligible to 
receive paid sick leave. Upon becoming a 
Regular employee ihey shall be credited 
wflh (heir accrued sick taave not to exceed 
one (1) years1 accrual. After one year, two 
(2) accrued persona] business days 
(16 hours) per year can be used whhpay. 
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ARTICLE I V - 4 ARTICLE I V - 4 
(3) Temporary Employees—are nol eligible lo 
receive paid sick leave. 
(4) Variable Employees—are nol eligible I D 
receive paid sick leave, except however, 
should such employee be accepted in a 
regular lull-time classification, all regular lime 
hours as a Variable Employee shall bft 
credited lo earned sick leave on Ihe Basis o[ 
dividing regular lima hours worked by one 
hundred seventy-I h roe and Ih 'ee tenths 
(17a 3) hours to determine the number o| 
monlbs lor sick leave eligibility. 
(C( To be credited with sick leave, an employee, 
regardless of thg shift worked, must see that 
notification is given lo their supervisor prior lo the 
beginnlngof their regular shift on each day of their 
absence from work because °f i l lness. Any 
deviation from this rule ntusl be lustrlled to Ihe 
supervisor. 
(D) Employees reluming lo work, after an illness 
necessitating ihe care of a doctor, shall furnish a 
doctor's statement that they are physically 
employable, containing ihe date the employee is 
able to return to their regular dirties, 
(El Employees may use up to their total sick leave 
accrued (or Ihe care of family members. Family 
members include employee's children, spouse, 
parents or any relative living with them. To be 
credited with sick leave, an employee, regardless 
ol tha shift worked, must see that nptiHcalion is 
give to their supervisor prior lo the beginning o l , 
their regular shift on each day ol their absence 
from work because at Illness. Any deviation Irom 
this rule must be justified to the supervisor. • 
(F) Upon completion of one ( i f year ol service, 
employees may use up to twenty-lour (24} hours 
of sick leave lor personal business providing: 
(1) The employee schedules the time off at least 
one (1) day in advance, 
(2) The District approves based on workload 
requirements and the District's assessment 
ol the employee's needs, 
(3) Pergonal business hours may no l be 
accumulated Irom one year to another 
MOTE1 Employees ans not required to provide the 
District with reasons lor Personal Business Leave, 
however, failure to (Jo so shall necessitate that the 
District act solely on Ihe inlormalion at its 
disposal. 
(G) Unused sick Leave shall ba accumulated Irom year 
to year up to a maximum of ninety (90) days, at 
the dose of any calendar year to be used only for 
l ime o i l due lo employee's i l lness, except 
however, that in case ol a death in Ihe employee's 
Immediate family, including father and mother of • 
spouse, up lo a maximum of live (5) days shall be 
granted and may b*t chargeable lo sick leave. 
[H) Alter an employee accumulates the maximum of 
seven hundred Iwenly (720) sick leave hours, 
<n«aty (90), eight (fl) hour days) sick leave days. 
unused aick leave subject to forfeiture because of 
a maximum accumulation shall be converted lo 
cash on a fifty percent (50%1 basis except upon 
termination, discharge or retirement The period of 
accumulation for the purpose of determining 
eligibility for conversion to cash shall be Irom 
January i through December 31 of each year 
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ARTICLE IV -4 .5 ARTICLE IV - 5 
(I) An employee meeting; pension el igibi l i ty 
requirement may apply in writing an a form 
prescribed by Human Resources Services 
Department tar retirement between si*ty (60) to 
ninety 1901 days in advance ct the anticipated 
retirement dare and shall subsequently receive 
payment ot one hundred percent (100%) of 
earned and unused sick leave accumulated to the 
employee s dare ot retirement 
(J) If an employee dies, the Company snail pay all 
unused and accrued sick leave compensation to 
the employee's spouse, it rnamed, olJierwise ro 
the employee's estale 
(K) NGS employees may use sick leave only lor llie 
transportation ot dependents residing with Ihern m 
such cases where the nature o ' the illness 
requires out-Qf-iown travel lor necessary medical 
treatrnenl. Upon Ihe pna< express approval of tfie 
Employee's supervisor. vacation oi personal 
business may be used in conjunction with tne 
allowed transportation time tor trealmeni, wailing, 
testing or overnighi slays. 
SecUon5. Leaves ol Absence 
(A) Ttie Disl'iel may, at its di$cradon, grani leaves ol 
absence withoul pay tor a period not to exceed 
one (1) year Alter completing s i* (6) monlhs leave 
in any one (1) year, an employee shall not 
accumulate any additional sick laave, vacation, or 
seniority nghls but shall relain any seniority rights 
accumulated up to thai lime during the balance of 
Ihe employee's leave. Urnon representatives may 
be granted Reused leaves of absence without 
pay when grievances, labor-management 
meetings, labor-negotiat ions, or Lfnion 
conventions require absence from their JOTJS 
instead of using accumulated vacation nme. 
(6) An employee on a .eave of absence in excess o( 
six {6} months lor sny reason other llian industrial 
accidenls occurring while m ihe employ of the 
Disdcl sliaN make arrangements witn the District 
lo pay in advance any premium costs necessary 
on group insurance and hospitalization 
(C) Under the following conditions, no leaves of 
absence shall be allowed1 
(1) To seek employment 
|3) To be employed elsewhere 
(D) Upon becoming available to return to work alier a 
leave ol absence m excess of sr> (6> months tor 
any reason other than industrial injury the 
employee shall be reassigned to his/her farmer 
position providing the position has not been IjHed 
with a regular assignment In ihe eve-it the 
position is so lilled. the employee returning from 
leave of absence sha'1 be placed in a position ol 
like, oi similar work, if a vacancy e>ists tor which 
the employee is qualified, provide-i however, if no 
such vacancy exists, tJie employee shall be 
granted an additional sixty {GO) days leave of 
absence dunng which time bidding privileges may 
be exercised 
IE) Position vacancies created due to iNness or an off-
the-|ob accident to employees shall be posied. as 
temporary and tilled on a temporary basis for a 
penod ol up to six (6) months Such employees 
reluming to work during this period shall be 
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ARTICLE IV -S 
reassigned to their former classification providing 
Ihey are capable of performing the duller or their 
former classification. In the even] the employee is 
not able to return to work within the six (5) month 
penod or is unable to perform Ihe duties of the 
farmer classification, the positron shall be bid as a 
regular vacancy, In such case, lha employee 
returning hom leave du& lo off-lfie-|ob accident or 
illness shall be granted an additional sixty (60j 
days leave ol absence to exercise bidding 
privileges Any make-up pay due the injured 
employee shall at all times be calculated on the 
basis ol the rate ol pay in effect on Ihe (tale or 
leave. 
(F) During the period an employee receives Worker's 
Compensation, the employee shall not 
accumulate sick leave or vacation lime after thirty 
(30) days but seniority shall continue lo 
accumulate through the period ol disability. 
(G) Industrial cases shall b& considered on leave lor a 
period not to sxceed one (1) year or until status 
changes by ruling ot the Industrial Commission, 
provided, that the emoloyee shall be sniffled ID 
use sick leave where no compensation is paid to 
[he employee for the lirst (1st) week of Injury 
(H) When a regular employee is being paid Worker's 
Compensation, the employee shall be paid an 
amount equal lo Highly paicent (80%) o l tha 
emplciyie's gross stajght time base earnings. 
Such additional payment shall not be charged 
against sick leave and shall continue to be 
reduced by payments under SRP's Group Long 
Term Disability Insurance and/or Social Security 
or applicable taxes. The Net Straight Time Base 
ARTICLE IV -5h5,7.3 
Earnings Is defined as gross base earnings less 
Social Security Tax, Federal Income Tax and 
State Income Tax, totaling twenly percent (20%) 
(I) When an employee has been absent lor two (2) 
worhing days and cannot justify cause or absence, 
•tie District may terminate said employee 
SactFon 6. Commercial Driver's Licenses 
Each employe v^° i s employed by [he District lor 
Ihe principal purpose of driving a motor vehicle shall be 
reimbursed up to a maximum of twenly-five dollars 
($25) of the cost of a commercial driver's License 
(CDL) obtained by such employee at the request ol the 
District. 
Section 7. Benefits 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as 
cause far the District to abrogate or reduce the scope 
at benefits, to HIE employees, existing at the time of the 
adoption oi this Agreement. Such benefits include: 
health care banellts (Dental, Hearing Aid, Medical. 
Mental. Vision), 401 (k) Plan, Life Insurance, LTD & 
STD, Pension Plan, Turtion Reimbursement and other 
negotiated benefits. Changes in employee benefit 
carriers shall be reviewed with the Union prior to 
inception 
Sections. Furnished Tools and Equipment 
{A} Tha Project shall lurnisri tradesmen ana their 
helpers all tools necessary to do the class of work 
previously done by these tradesmen and which 
cannot be done with their regular tools. 
(B) All employees required to work outside in rainy 
weather ehall be furnished raincoats, rubber boots 
and hats. 
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ARTICLE IV - R,9 
(C) Employees required to wort; m areas and under 
conditions thai are destructive of clothing ^hall be 
lurmshed on-the-job protective or substitute 
clothing a* Company expense. 
(L>) Employees (urnished tools, equipment, safely 
devices, foul weather geaf or clothing in 
accordance with (A>, (Bl ana (CJ above shall be 
held responsible for its care. In the event such 
tools, equipment devices, gear 01 tfoUimg are lost 
or destroyed due to negligence of the employee, 
the employee shall be required lo pay far same 
and deductions thereto re may be made horn the 
employee's pay. Nothing herein shall be 
construed to mean that the employee shall be 
charged lor suth tools, equipment, device?, gear 
or clothing damaged, broken or worn oijl in the 
performance of the employee's duties. 
(E) I! an employee wishes to purchase tools 
necessary to pertorm the employee's regular 
duties, the Project shall aaaisl the employee to 
s&cure the tools at a discount. The Company may 
permit Ihe employee to purchase these toftls. 
through the toot room{s) by payment ol a cerlilied 
check or money order andJor i l may make 
arrangements Tor "he employee ID purchase the 
tools directly from a Supplier outside ihe Company 
Section 9. Travel Expense 
LA) Employees being dispatched from established. 
headquarters to temporary headquarters shall be 
paid the regular Tate Tor time consumed in traveling 
and transportation shall be fumlshad by the District 
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ARTICLE IV - 9 
In the event that an employee is assigned lo a 
temporary headquarters and it is mutually 
advantageous for the employee to report directly to 
such temporaiy headquarters and/or work 
location, Ihe department head may, at his/her 
option, permit the employee lo use personal 
transportation <a travel to and from home and such 
temporary headquarters and'or work locations 
Mileage shall be paid for the total miles driven as 
The result of such work assignment which is over 
and above that which the employee normally 
drives to and Prom eslablished headquarters and 
home. Additional time consumed in such travel 
shall tie paid at the rate of time-and one-hall (1'4). 
In cases where the temporary headquarters 
asslgnrnenls result in less mileage and travel time 
tor the employee, no mileage expense, zona rate 
or travel time shall be paid 
It is understood and agreed that any employee 
who is- authorized to use a personal vehicle on 
District business shall be paid let the total number 
of rrule.5 driven in the vehicle lor such use. The 
rate paid shall be the allowable IHS maximum. 
(D) The District may require employees la use zone 
rates. £one rales shall be the lotiowmg. 
(C> 
Zone 1 
Zone 2 
Zone 3 
Zone 4 
ZoneS 
Zone 6 
Oto 14.9 Miles 
15 to 29-9 Miles 
30 la 44 9 Miles 
45 to 53.9 Miles 
GO to 74.9 Miles 
75 Miles * above 
S 750/day 
$12 50Vday 
143 OOi'day 
I57.00;day 
J71. SO/day 
1100 OO/day 
(E> If, In order lo reach the job sire, an employee must 
travel in a further zone ihan where the job site is 
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ARTICLE IV - 9 
located (the District to pre-approve the *aiite> Ibe 
rale tor that day shall be (be rale o| tbe higher 
zone In all alher cases the distance shall be itie 
radial mile distance lo the job &lle Irom ihe 
employee's regular headquarter except tor hydro 
system work where Ihe appropriate zone rale 
shsll be the actual road miles to the job srte trum 
an employee's headquarters 
(F) The zone rate in zones 3 and above shall be m 
lieu ol a'l meal allowances. The zone rale tor all 
zones shah be in lieu • ! all Iravel lime and per 
d-ifim. All missed meal Ixeaks will be paid as 
oullined in Article IV, Section 10 (A) 'meals' lor all 
zones. Working on rone over 90 miles shall be by 
mutual agreement 
ARTICLE I V - 1 0 
Section 10. Meal and Lodging Expense 
(A) 
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ARTICLE JV- fO 
(BJ Should an Employee ba required to be away from 
eslabrisherj headquarters lor more than one (!) 
day Dn District business, the District shall pay tfie 
actual costs of all meals beginning wrth tha noon 
mear of the first (1st) day until after the noon meal 
an the data ot return Meal costs must be 
substaii iated by presentation of an itemized 
receipl 
(CI When it becomes necessaiy beginning with the 
noon meal ot the fast (1st) da / at temporary 
headquarters to go elsewhere to obtain meals, tha 
employee, alter work hours and when no 
emergency exists shall be paid at the overtime 
rate: tor all lime span! in travel to and f'orn Ibe 
meal location, except the time actually eating 
Ealing time sJiall be paid only it employees arc 
required la resume work upon return lo temporary 
headquarters 
ID) The District shall pay tor actua" lodging expenses 
wth one (1) employee per room in public facilihas. 
(E) There shall be no mixing of acluaJ or per d*ern 
during any one (1) week period (Monday through 
Sunday) unless the temporary headquarters 
change d UN rig (hat week An employee who 
qualities tor (B) above shall have the following 
options excapi where facilities have been 
provded tor by the District 
(1> Per Diem—A per diem ot titty dollars <$50) 
per day snail be paid to Ihe employee in Ireu 
ot meals and lodging being provided for by 
(he District 
ARTICLE I V - f O . f l , 12 
(2) When lodging is p r i d e d for by the District. 
the employee shall pe paid an amount nol to 
exceed twenty-six dollars ($26) per day and 
(he employee shall provide his/her own 
nieafs 
(3J When utilizing per diem, the employee shall 
ba granted 'ive dollars (IS} for breakfast, six 
dollars (56) for lunch, and t,f!een dollars 
(Si5) lor dinner 
Section V- Expenses at Established Headquarters 
The District may hue an employee tor any 
estab/ishad headquarters, and under such 
circumstances, (here shall be no allowance 'or free 
board and looking as provided herein 
Section 12. Voluntary Training 
(A) Training a$ agreed to by boib the District and 
employees 'S a mutually beneficial ob|ec(ive 
Training assures the Proved ol its continued ability 
to sejve its customers wrth nlghly skil led 
manpower, familiar with ihe latesf technological 
developments, while at the same time 
strengthening or improving the employees value 
to the Project. 
(&'l To this end, it is agreed that1 
(1> Trarmng, which involves out-of-town and/oi 
Dul-ol-statp t ravel , away from Project 
facilities, shflll be compensated for at eight 
(B) hours straighi-trma pay per day (Monday 
through Friday), plus expenses 
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ARTICLE JV-12,13 
(21 Training at out-of-town Prefect facilities but 
not at an employee's assigned headquarters, 
shall be performed under the terms ol the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
(3) Employees being trained at in-lown Proiect 
facilities which are not lhelr assrgned 
headquarters, shall Travel on Iheif ewn time 
to and from work and time and mileage 
provisions ol the Contracl shall net apply 
(4J For in-lown non-SHP training {al or through a 
vender) ait employee shall be paid straight 
Bight i B> hours pay. bur shall travel en his/her 
own time without pay, mileage or meal 
reimbursement 
(5) Employee requested training tor upward 
mobility or |ob skill enhancement shall nol be 
compensated by the Company 
(5) Apprentices are exempt trom rhie bargaining 
table agreement and shall be compensated 
tor as in the past-
Seclion 13. Mandatory Tramrng 
Training alter regular working hours shall be 
compensated under the terms o( the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement provided the District requires 
lhat the employee attend such training. 
ARTICLE V - 1 
ARTICLE V 
PROMOTION, BIDDING AND POSTING 
VACANCIES 
Sect ion^ Promotion and Bidding 
(A) Bidding and promolians shall he on the basis ot 
qualifications. abilily and seniority and Navajo 
preference. When qualifications and ability of 
Navajo and non-Navajo bidders are suhstanlraUy 
equal, a Nava|o shall be selected. When 
qualifications and ability of Nava|Q only bidders or 
non-Navajo only bidders are substantially equal, 
seniority shall prevail Whenever the senior bidder 
is not selected to fill a position, Ihe approval of the 
department bead shall be obtained belore the 
decision on selection i3 announced 
JB) When a vacancy occurs or a new position or 
employment is created, axcepi In cases where a 
position is re-evaluated rnto a lower or higher 
labor grade and is currently fiJIed, or promotron 
Irom a tower to a higher grade or ciagsfficaliori is 
made possible in any department, notice ol such 
vacancy, new position, employment or promotion 
shall be posted by the District lor a period of not 
less than live (5) working days, during which time 
written bids may be submitted by employees in 
Ihe department concerned as well as employees 
ol aJl other departments of the Project, provided 
however, that the need to fill such vacancy, new 
position or employment shall be determined by 
the District. Departmental bidders normaUy shall 
be given prior consideration Depar tment ! / 
Dlslricl-wide or Pro|SCi-wide bidders shall be 
considered in accordance with the above 
procedures provided they have served six (6) 
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ARTICLE V - 1 
months in their current job classification and 
provided further thai the supervisor of the Section 
in winch the vacancy emsls may waive the si* (6) 
months crassrfication service requirement 'or a 
bidder when the vacancy fs a |ob which Is the 
normal progression trom the job the bidder 
currency hofds or when no bids are received from 
qualified applicants. Work assignments lor a\\ 
employees in each classification are outlined in 
[he approved job description in effect 
{Q Notification of Navajo Generating Slatioii bidders 
and appointments shell be made from such 
bidders possessing adequate qualifications within 
forty-five (45] days following the closing dale ol 
bid notice. rn the event thai the hid is i>ol awarded 
to a Navajo Generating Etalion employee and a 
qualified Navajo cannot be recruited and 
employed and Ihe failure ol Hie employees of Hie 
Power Operations Department or the Project who 
possess adequate qualifications lo submit any bid, 
Hie District shall make such appolnlments from 
non-employees Of the Project, provided bowevec, 
thai if such appointments are ncl made within a 
period ol one hundred eighty (ISO) days, the hid 
shall be considered closed and new Old notice 
shall be required 
(D) An employee's qualifications obtained while on 
lempor^ry assignments shall not give him/ 
her preference over an employee with more 
departmental seniority. 
(EJ If, in bidding promotions and temporary 
assignments, the question arises as to 
quafilJcarions and ability fn a choice between an 
employee with more seniority and one wilh less 
ARTICLE tf-t 
seniority, ihe District's judgment as to which 
employee has The greater qualifications and anility 
shall conlrol. 
(F) in cases ol sickness or Induslnal aocidenrs, and 
the job classification is unassignad, a temporary 
bud notice may be posted wrth the understanding 
thai when the sick or Injured employee returns to 
work, the temporary bidder shall revert to riis/ner 
previous classification 
fG) Should any eligible employee be prevented from 
submitting a bid through illness, vacation Dr other 
excusable cause at the lime such bids are called 
for, a bkl may he submitted lor such employee by 
Ihe Shop Steward or other person. Failure of an 
eligible employee to submit a bid shall no! Impair 
seniority rating or right to future bidding. 
{H> When employees bid on other jobs in their 
classification within thou department where only a 
change in location or shift is involved and no 
break-m is required, the senior bidder shall be 
selected Work assignments lor air employees in 
each classification are outlined In Ihe approved 
Job descriptions in effect. If a Ureak-in fs required 
or when a change in classification is involved, the 
vacancy shall he filied in accordance with Article 
V. Section 1(A). 
(f) The selection ol a Graduate Apprentice to filf a 
Journeyman vacancy shall be made by grouping 
the Graduate Apprentices into time periods Of 
graduation. ATI those with the oldest graduation 
date shaft be considered equal and selection shaN 
be considered equal and selection sharl be made 
out of that graduating class based on 
departmental seniority 
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ARTICLE V-1.2,3 
(J} A regular employes may not bid an provisional 
jobs except to prevenl a regular employee from 
being laid off. 
(K) When a iab opening is bid on by an employee 
already m the classification bid. the classification 
seniority shalf prevail over departmentaJ senronry, 
(L) When bidding from one job family to anoiher tob 
family, the job family seniority shall prevail over 
departmental seniority, provided that a Didder 
withm trie job famfly is equally qualified compared 
to the non-job family bidder Some job families 
intercalate with other job families. Therefore, ii is 
the District's prerogative lo make final 
determination as to what should be considered a 
job family. (Refer to Eahibrt • B"} 
Section 2. BreaV-in Period 
In (he event that 9r\<f employee is transferred to any 
position in which there is no previous expedience, the 
employee shall normally be given a thirty (30) day 
break-in period, which in no event shall exceed si*ty 
(6D) conlmuous work days, under the dnedron of an 
employee experienced tn such a position, and during 
such breati-in period the employee shall receive no 
increase m pay. 
faction 3. Pasting ot Vacancies 
A single bid notice shall be posied for each 
Classification" vacancy. The period of posiing shall be 
for five (5) working days dunng which, time regular bids 
5Kail be received from departmental as WBH as Proiect-
wide employees. Position vacancies which noinially 
result only in a change in shift or location shall be 
made Vnowin lo all department employees by 
appropriate notices on bulletin boards for thuee (3} 
**&& 
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work days Interested employees shall nolify the 
supervisor mvolved. If f ie positron fs awarded to an 
m-classification fas outfmed in the job description) 
employee, the senfor In-classification employee shall 
get tha opening. Any opening ID be filled by ctfier Uian 
an in-da&slfication empjoyee or any opening for which 
the award of the positron to an m-classiflcation 
employee is contested by anothej- deoarimental 
applicant shall be filled in accordance with Article V, 
Secfion 1 For (he convenience of the DistricE, 
temporary assigjtmenls may be made lor a period of 
forty-five 145) days until the bids are received and 
regular assignments are made 
Section 4, Employee Development Appraisals 
(A) Employees shall receive copies of the employee 
devalopment/appraisars which are conducted 
annually after rfie first full year of employment In 
the first year of employmeil appraisals shall be 
conducted at the completion of three (3) and five 
(5) months service 
(B) In addition lo their annual employee 
deue'opmenl/appraisals the employee's 
development/appraisal shall be brouyhl currenl 
upon receiving a b;d changing classification or 
work locaiion. 
(Q) If an employee disagrees with their employee 
development/appraisal, the employee may file a 
wntien statement enumerating the areas of 
disagreement^} and elaborate on the basis of the 
disagreementls). This statement shall be attached 
to the employee developmen^appralsal lo which it 
relates. Employee development/ appraisals are 
not gnevable under the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE VI 
SENIORITY 
* * " l * M ^ - ^ >M>*I\ & 
Section 1. Principles of Seniority 
(A) The basic principle of station seniority is herein 
recognized. The order of determining seniority 
shall be Nava|o Generating Station first, Power 
Generation second, and Project third, AJI seniority 
lor tha Nava|o Generating Station shall start from 
•he actual date of hire or Iransfer. 
(B) Each employee, except one on a temporary stains 
(see Article 111, Section 6) shall have a separata 
seniority Elanding in the departm&nt in which the 
employee is working. Departmental seniority shall 
equal the continuous length of service in rhat 
department. 
(C) Any Employee promoted to a salaried position by 
the District prior to January 1,1995, shall not lose 
department or Oistncl seniority and shall continue 
to accumulate departmental seniority up to a 
maximum ot 7 years additional seniority or the 
amounl ot seniority accumulated as of January 1, 
1995, whichever is greater, and maintain bidding 
privileges while holding a salaried position. Any 
employee promoted to a salaried position by the 
District after January 1. 1995. shall continue to 
accumulate departmental ssmonly and maintain 
bidding privileges while holding a salaried position 
in the department up to a maximum of 7 years 
additional seniority Employees bidding to salaried 
lobs in other departments after January 1, 1995 
shall retain but nol accumulate any additional 
seniority. 
Section 2. Probationary Penod 
AHTICLEVr-2 
(A) 
<B) 
No seniority shaJI accrue fo an employee until 
he/sha has worked for ihe District lor s i* {6) 
months, but after serving such probationary 
pened, seniority shall he computed from the date 
on which Ihe employee was hired (except 
temporary employees covered by Article ||J. 
Suction 6). During this period, however, the 
employee shaJJ have bidding privileges. The 
retention oJ employees during the probationary 
period is a| the sore discretion of the District and 
Ihe termination of such employees snail nol be 
subjecl to review Ihrough the grievance 
procedure. (See Article II, Section 2.) 
The six (6) month probationary pwjod will tm 
wa ived If the employee has wo rked as H 
provisional employee for at Fsasi s i r month* 
and ibfly receive a regular Job m (he same 
department and classi f icat ion. If hired Into 
another department or c lass i f i ca t ion , the 
probf lb t lonary t ime star ts at the t ime the 
regular bid la awardsct 
The probationary period for temporary employees 
begins at the lima the employee is accepted on a 
regular bid. 
(D) At least two counseling reviews shall be held at 
Ihe compfelfon ol three (3) and live {5} month's 
service with new employees during rha 
probationary period provided the District does not 
exercise lis nghls under the above clause 
(C) 
• ' ' • • . 
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Sections. Seniority lor Variable Employees 
Variable employees shall accrue seniority lor 
bidding purposes after having completed one thousand 
torty (1.040) hours of wortt or twelve (12) months from 
date of employment, whichever occurs first. 
Sectkxi4. Effective Date ol Seniority 
Seniority relerred to in this Agreement shall be 
computed as follows: 
(A) For all regular employees ol the Navajo 
Generating Stat ion, Project seniority is all 
continuous service with the Dishici. 
(B) Any employee iransfetring from the Association to 
the District shall not lose his/her accumulation ot 
Association seniority, vacation or sick leave. 
(Q Those employees Involuntarily transferred from 
Ihe Association lo thft District or from one 
department to another either as a result ol 
reorganization or lor the convenience ol the 
Project shall not lose any seniority. Years of 
service In Ihe Association shall be treated as 
service In the District and departmental seniority 
in their former department is retained for a period 
ol twenty-lour (24) months following Hie date of 
transfer for the purpose o l bidding and 
apprenticeship- The Union shall be notified ol all 
organizational changes and such changes shall 
be discussed with the Union before they are 
announced 
Section & Seniority Exceptions 
(A) Any employee elected or appointed [a maximum 
of four (4]j to oHice In the Union which requires a 
u\ 
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part or all of his/her lime shall not lose department 
or District seniority, and shall continue to accrue 
seniority in the last department in wnich he/she 
was employed by the District, as well as District 
seniority, while holding said office In the Union. 
(B) When an employee has been placed on a special 
assignment, mulually agreed to by Ihe District. 
and tite employee concerned, Hie employee shall 
not roae department or District sanionty and shall 
continue to accumulate seniority in Ihe last 
depanment to which the employee was assigned 
Section 6. Loss of Seniority Status 
Employees shall lose their seniority status under 
the following circumstances. 
(A) When an employee quits or Is discharged lor 
cause. 
(B) When an employee is laid Off for more than 
thirteen {13) months. 
(C) When an employee vtofatES Article IV, Section 5 
(C), Excused Leaves of Absence, and is 
discharged therefore. 
(D) When an employee lails, except for conditions 
beyond the employee's control, to relum lo worli 
after a layoff within len (10) days horn the date of 
mailing notice by Ihe Dlstrlcl to the employee at 
the last known address as shown oy the records 
ol the District, a copy of said notice shall be 
mailed simultaneously lo the Union. 
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ARTICLE VII 
LAYOFFS, TERMINATIONS. POSITIVE DISCIPLINE 
AND DISCHARGES 
Section 1. Layette 
{A) Layoffs shall apply to regular employees only after 
all Temporaries in lhaf same job classification, 
location and department have been Terminated. 
Layoffs wnuld result Irom lack of work. curtailment 
of funds, nf lorce due to changes "in operabons or 
reorganization, Written notification shall be given 
lo each employee affected fourteen (14) calendar 
days pnor to the effective date of layoff. Seniority 
shall not be accumulated during laycfl. 
(B) When layoffs in any department or departments 
are necessitated or deemed advisable, such 
layoffs shall be made in accordance with the 
following procedure: 
(1} Select employees In each classification to be 
Iransferred, demoted, or laid off, giving 
proper regard to qualifications, departmental 
seniority and Navajo preference. 
(2) The employment record of each employee so 
selected shall be examined lo determine 
whether or not the employee can quality for 
an equal job [Temporary or regular) in 
another division or a job in the ne' t lower 
grade, and whether or not the employee 
wishes lo be transferred or demoted to such 
a Job for which he/she might qualify. In order 
to qualify, the employee must have greater 
departmental seniority than The leasl senior 
person in the olher |ob, must be physically 
qualified to perform Ihe duties and must have 
ARTICLE V I I - 1 
experience in the other classification gained 
in Ihs employment of the Dislrict or ihe 
Association. 
(3) Employees who flre given alternatives of 
accepting transfer or downgrading as 
outlined In ftem (2) above shall be required to 
make tbeir decision as to such transfer or 
downgrading within two (2) working days 
from the dale on which they are notified. If 
Ihe employee accepts, such transfer or 
downgrading shall Become effective as soon 
a* practicable after notice is given but In no 
event longer than One (1) week after initial 
notice, 
(4> When exercising bumping rlghTs, an 
employee normally shall bump Into positions 
tn Ihe reverse order in which the employee 
h?ld them. In other words, Ihe employee 
shall fust exercise bumping rights info the 
Test posit ion held prior to Ihe position 
presentry held- Journeymen may bump into 
positions below them in their departmental 
job family (ae defined by the District) even 
though (hey have not held those positions at 
Ihe Project, provided that Ihey have had the 
necessary apprenllceshfp training even 
though it may not have Dean while with Salt 
River Project, and that Ihey have grealer 
departmental seniority than (he incumbent in 
(hat position. 
15) Each individual iransferred, demoted, or 
bumped according to the procedure outlined 
in the steps above, shall receive the pay for 
Ihe classification ta which he/she moved, 
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provided, however, thai where an employee 
is assigned or accepted in a classification 
wilh mare Than one pay step, the employee 
shall receive Die rale ol the highesl pay step 
(he employee previously held. 
{61 In the event of layoff. Graduate Apprentices 
and Graduate Apprentices Thereafter, shall 
be considered as Journeyman and shall be 
laid off in accordance with their departmental 
seniority within the Journeyman classification 
(7} Apprenlices selected lor transfer, demotion 
or layoffs shall be given the alternative of 
reverting to Tradeshelper gn|il such time as 
an opening occurs Jn the Apprentice 
classification When such an opening occurs, 
qualif ications and abil i ty being equal, 
prornolion shall be on the basis ol previous 
Apprentice seniority 
(8) Salaried employees may bump back into 
hourly positions Uiey have previously held by 
following the same procedure as outlined for 
hourly empJoyees 
(C) Employees placed en layoff status as tlia result of 
following the procedure outlined above shall not 
be expected to work during the fourteen (14) 
calendar days after date of layoff notification but 
such employees shall be required lo notify [he 
Project each work day during Ihis period regarding 
employment availability. During Hiis fourteen {14) 
day period, each employee laid elf shall be paid 
ten ("10) work days, plus any severance pay due in 
accordance with length of service as outlined 
below: 
Length of Service 
Wore lhan two (2} y^ais, 
less than frve (5) yasrs .. 
More lhan five [51 years, 
lefiath.anteri(10)years .. 
Wore lhan ten (10} years, 
less lhart fifteen (IS) years . 
More lhan fifteen (15) years. 
less than 20 years . . . 
More lhan twenty (£0) years . 
"NOTE T"B ward "da/' msara an 
ARTICLE VM *- I 
.Severance Pay 
<D) 
twenly (201 days' 
. .twenty-five (05) days 
. . thirty (30) days 
.. .Ihrrty-five (35) days 
— forty (40) days 
Uiphrt |Bj lour day. 
Payment ol the tan (10) working days, plus any 
accrued vacation, snaN be made at ihe "out 
processing" date fourteen (14) calendar days after 
layoff notificaliofl is received. Employees receiving 
pay for ten (ID) work days following receipt of 
layoff notice shall not be paid Unemployment 
Compensation during This ten (10) day period. 
Severance pay shall off paitf at the ofassrfrcation 
•ate last held, up to the number of working days 
indicated Jn the Sevsrance Pay Schedule above 
or until tfie effective date of recall, whichever 
comes first. Payment lor severance pay shall 
begin the first regular day after "out processing" 
and shall be paid on regular bi-weekly pay days 
until the number ol severance days due nave 
been pale* or unliJ Ihe effective dale ot recalf. 
whichever cornea lirst. In addftron to severance 
payh employees placed on layoff slatus shaN be 
paid one-hall {'/,) then accrued sick leave balnea 
on Ihfl out processing: date. Employees who are 
sblJ on layoff status at the end of thirteen (13) 
months shan be paid Ihe remaining one-hatf {%} of 
- ^ • . 1 , 
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Iheir sick reave balance. Payment ol sick leave 
shall be made at Hie classification rale last held. 
(E) Employees on layoir status shad conlinua to 
receive medical and life insurance coverage 
(employee and employee dependents) In eHect at 
the date of fayoff notification up to ihe maximum 
ol lour (4) months foltowing Ihe out processing 
dale. Ail costs shall be fully paid for by the Pioject 
Upon relnslatement ol employment, the payment 
of premiums shall revert to Ihe arrangement In 
effect prior to Ihe date ol layoff. Medical and life 
Insurance coverage shall be terminated upon 
acceptance of a position oulside the Project or 
may be converted to personal policies m Ihe evenl 
•f employment outside the Project or Ihe 
expiration of Ihe four (4) month period. 
(F) An eligible list of such laid ott employees shall be 
maintained by Hie District and Hie names ol such 
laid off employees shall be listed thereon for a 
period ol thirteen {13) months loll owing such 
layoff, and such laid off employees shall be 
rehired or re-employed during said period on a bid 
vacancy, qualifications and ability being equa', in 
Hie reverse order DI their layoff, prior to the hinng 
or employment of persons who had not been 
previously employed by the District. The District 
shall bring to the attention ol laid oft employees, 
eligible for re-employment in positions for which 
they are qualif ied any opportunity for re-
employment that may exist during said thirteen 
(13) months period by a bid nolice directed to 
such employees at Iheir last known place of 
issidence. 
ARTICLE VII-1,2 r3 
Employees en layoff status who are regnfarry 
re-employed during Ihe thirteen (13) months 
'allowing layoff shall mafnrgln continuous credited 
service under The retirement pPari- Sanlonly 
accumulated prior fa layoff shall pe reinstated, any 
remaining sick leave not paid on the our 
processing date shall be reinstated. The vacalion 
accrual rate shari also fle reinstated in accordance 
uvrth total length of service. 
(H) Should any unusual delay occur in making any 
appointment, promotion or rehiring, as provided 
by this Section, or where the convenience of the 
Distort shali be served, a temporary appointment, 
promoEiori or re-employment may be made by Hie 
District for a period not lo exceed thirty (30] days, 
provided that only one such temporary 
assignment shall pe made prior lo Ihe regular 
appointment, promotion ar re-employment and 
that Ihe employes, or employees, so temporarily 
assigned shall nof thereby obtain any advantage, 
pnorrly or preference over any other employee, or 
employees, to such regular appointment, 
promotion or re-employment. 
Section 2. Positive Discipline 
Records of disciplinary action shall be removed 
from the files of those employees who complete four 
(4) consecutive years without receiving any discipline. 
Discipline trill be for just cause. 
Sections. Discharges 
fA) Discharge shaN be for cause and effective 
fmfnedJalely upon receipt of written notice except for 
terminBtions due to unaccused1 absence which shall 
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ARTICLE VI I -3 .4 
be effective on the dale of Issue. The notice shall be 
mailed To the employee's las) known address, with a 
copy mailed the same day to the Union. Discharge 
severs al relationship between Ihe District and the 
employee, T h e l e n r i "1QI cause" shall be defined by 
law and shal Include, but not In any wise by way ol 
limitation, ihe doing Individually or In concert with 
others of any act forbidden by Article II, Section 2, 
hereinabove, or participating in or encouraging the 
doing ol any such ad Est forth herein. 
(B) Terminations and discharges, although severing 
all relationship between the District and an 
employee, do not deny any employee his/her right 
to seek recourse to such action through Article 
VIII, hereof, If filed within thirty (30) days after 
termination. 
Section A. Terminations 
Terminations sever all relationship between the 
employee and tha District. Employees laid off for a 
period of more than thirteen (13) months are 
automatically terminated. Temporary employees, when 
completing, job assignments within a two hundred 
seventy (270) calendar day period, are automatically 
terminated. 
ARTICLE VI" - I 
ARTICLE VIII 
GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURE 
{NOTE: A COMMON SENSE GUIDE TO PROBLEM 
SOLVING 
The Intent of this guide is to encourage solvfng 
problems at the lowest possible level In a timely 
manner, and to minimize Ihe number of grlevarices. 
Both stewards and supervisors must be prompt in 
handling problems brought to them by employees. If 
the steward and tha immediate supejviaor are not able 
to resolve the problem, the next level of supervision 
should be notified for further discussions. Stewards are 
encouraged to comact Union leadership for guidance 
and information. Likewise, supervision is encouraged 
to contact Labor Relations for guidance and 
Information, 
in the event the problem Is not resolved then the 
grievance procedure may be invoked.) 
Section 1, Grievance Procedure 
(A) All employees Ihrough the representative of the 
Union shall have the right lo a hearing on any 
grievance other than terminations arising under 
this Agreement provided a grievance Is Wed in 
writing on the designated grievance form lo the 
appropriate supervisor within thirty (30) days 
(1) The llrsl step shall be an inlormal hearing 
before the supervisor^), stewards) and the 
grievantJsK The supervisor shall schedule 
the meeting within ten (10) calendar days 
aflar receipt of The grievance. The gnavant. 
steward and supervisor shall define interests 
and work toward resolving the Issue In a 
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ARTICLE VIII-T 
manner satisfying these interests 11 Ihe 
grievance is not resolved al 'his slep the 
Union must request a formal second step 
hearing within twelv e (12) calendar days 
from fha date of the meeiing by notifying 
SRP Labor Relations in wFiIing (AH 
fQsolutions reached al me first step are non-
piecedent setting and do not affect past, 
present Of luture gnevanms) 
(2) The second step shall be a formal hearing 
before the heads of th$ departments to 
whom the employees involved are 
responsible 
<3} The third slap shall be a formal meeiing 
before the appropriate Associate General 
Manager or their designee ro whom Ihe 
employees involved are responsible. 
(4) In Ihe case of a complete lailjra to resolve 
The grievance the issue shall be presented 
to the Board or Arbitration as provided in this 
Art icle, provided tha i any Individual 
employee, or group of employees, shall have 
the right at any time to present grievances to 
the District and to have such grievances 
adjusted wilhoul the intervention or tha 
Union as long as the adiustmenl is nol 
inconsistent with the terms of this contract, 
and provided further (hat the Union 
reprasenlative has been given opportunity to 
he present at such adinslment Attorneys 
and persons other than the duly authored 
business manager, assistants and/or 
Stewards of tha Union shall not attend 
£nevance meetings on behalf of, or 
ARTICLE VIII - 1 
represent any gnevanl in a grievance hearing 
prior to arbitration, e-cepi when lestrfymg as 
a witness. Gnevants may represent 
Ihemselves. 
(8) A grievance may be amended if the dmendmenl. 
(1) Is direclly related 10 Ihe suhjecl of the ordinal 
gnevance. 
(2) is Hied between Ihe time the grievance is 
filed and tha Slep One meeting, and 
(3) is tiled within Itie ten (10) calendar day trme 
limit. 
IC} 
PJ 
A separate grievance could be fi led if the 
proposed amendment i& not germane to lha 
subject of tha original grievance or would 
significant expand the scope oMrie grievance. 
A gnevance involving a question of just cause lor 
termination of ar employee shall he filed wifhin 
thirty (30) calendar days from ihe date of 
lermination and processed through all steps within 
lorry-live (45) calendar days ol (he filing of the 
grievance unless mulually waived. 
Grievances involving issues other ihan 
terminations shall be processed according to ihe 
following schedule. Unless mulually waived, frrst 
and second steps (o be completed within sixty 
(60) calendar days and tinaJ step witnm ninety 
(90) calendar days of original date that the 
gnevance fs filed 
(F) In ihe event the requirements ol paragraphs (D) 
and (Ej above are not met, Ihe queslion shall tie 
conceded by the party thai has declined lo meet 
(EJ 
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ARTICLE VIII -1.2.3*4 
on any mutually agreed lo dais. In Hie even! Hie 
schedukes of paragraphs (D) and <E) above are 
mutually waived, such grievance shall be 
processed In accordance wiiii a schedule to be 
mutually agreed lo at the lima such requirements 
are waived. 
(G) Records of grrevance or investigatory meetings; 
shall be iaken and maintained by Court Reporters 
employed lorrJial purpose by SHP 
Section 2, Request lor Arbiijaiion 
In order lor a grievance to be considered lor 
arbitrator, il must be filed as such within thirty {3D} 
days after receipt of Hie IhiMj (3rd) step minutes. 
Section 3. ArtrtralBn Board Option 
Any difference that may arise under this Agreement 
between We District and the Union, as provided, which 
they are unable lo settle, may be referred to a Board of 
Arbitration. The Board of Arbitration shall be composed 
ol one H) person selected by Hie Union and one f l ) 
person selected by Hie District 
Section 4. Third Member ol Arbitration Board 
The District and the Union shall submit a joint 
request to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service lor a list of seven (7) arbitrators from the 
western Continental United States, tour (4) ol whom 
shall be non-residents of the State ol Anzona. The 
parties shall meet within tourteen (14) calendar days of 
receipt of the list and alternately strike one arbitrator 
from the list until six (6) have been stricken The 
remaining arbitrator shall be the third member and shall 
be Immediately noti f ied of the selectron. The 
ARTICLE VIII - 4.5,6 
proceedings shall be under Hie direction of the third 
arbitrator The parties, however, may elect to have the 
Issue heard and decided by a single arbitrator as 
selected above. 
Section 5. Scope of Arbilralors Authority 
(A) The decision of such Arbitrator(s) shall be final 
and binding on bolh the District and Hie Union. 
The Arbltrator(s) shall have no authority to change 
or add to this Agreemenl. 
(B) The partes shall jointly submit [o the Arbitrator^} 
the specific issues to be considered and Ihe 
Arbitrator^} shall not be empowered to decide 
any issues or questions riot submitted as herein 
provided. 
(C) Arbitrations are to have a decision rendered within 
sJtfy {60) days of the arbitrator receiving all briels 
or documents. 
Section 6. Expenses of Arbitration 
Each party shall tear the expenses of preparing 
and presenting its Dwn case and Ihe expense of its 
own arDhrator. The expense ol the third aibitrator and 
incidental expenses mutually agreed to in advance 
shall be borne equally by the parties. 
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ARTICLE IX-1-2 
Section 1, Recital 
ARTICLE IK 
TERM 
(A) To conlinue the Win-Win process du<jng iha life of 
the CoHective Bargaining Agreement and lo 
further the undemanding and cooperation 
fostered In the 1994 collective bargaining process1 
Nothing contained in this Labor Agreement shall 
prohibit 3RP and IBEW Local *266 from 
addressing and resolving issues of common 
interest during the term ol the Agreement. Said 
discussions and/or resolutions shall not operate to 
open the Collective Bargaining Agreement lor 
negotiations. All lerrns of the Agreement shall 
remain in full force and effect. 
(B) From time to time IBEW Local Union #266 and 
SRP may enter into agreement to rnodily some 
work rules for specific business units or areas 
Only those Union members in the alfected 
business unit or area will vote on those 
modifications. 
Section?. Contract Term 
This Agreement shall become effective December 
14,2007- lo and including November 15, 3005 and lor 
one (1) year periods hereafter, unless written liolice, 
requesting thai the Agreement be amended or 
canceled, is given by eithei party hereto lo ihe other at 
least ninely (90) days prior to any anniversary date. 
7B NAVAJO 
SALT RIVER PROJECT AGRICULTURAL 
IMPROVEMENT AND POWER DISTRICT 
SIGNED: 
WJNiam R Schradsf 
President " ~~ 12/14/20Q2 Date 
Attest: 
Terrill A Lonon 
Secretary 
T2/14/20O2 
Date 
Richard H Silverman 
GenerafManager 
Joseph A. GeJinas 
12/14/2002 
Date 
12/14/2002 Manager, Employee and Labor Relations Date" 
Chairman, Negobating Committee 
LOCAL LfNfON 266 OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS 
SIGNED' 
Terry L Miller 
President 
12/14/2QQ2 
Date 
Attest1 
Cfiarlolle Lewis 12/14*3002 
Recording Secretary 
Ramon H. Nunez 
Business Manager/Fina nciaf Secretary Dale 
Chairman, Negotiating ComrnitteeChairman 
Date 
12/14/7002 
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NAVAJO EXHIBIT A 
PARTI 
RELD AND SHOP CLASSIFICATIONS 
The occupational titles of the employees covered are listed in the attached Extubrt "A' and are 
part of Hie agreement Wherever occupational titles h the agreement indtcate either tiie masculine 
or feminine form, the titles are intended to Include all employes without regard to sex. 
Cades or occjpatinns deleled since 1986 for housekeeping purposes can to reactivated at any Lme, if 
deemed necessary by management al the former labor grade Out curreni rate of pay for Irial labor grade. 
Occ. 
Code ClassHlcation 
4135 Laborer, Studenl. NGS 
3420 Custodian, 1 st Year, NGS 
4127 Laborer, lslYe9r,NG5 
Occ. 
Coda Classification 
5800 OSM Specialist 1, NGS 
9603 Trades Helper, 1sl Year, NGS 
2419 Custodian, NGS 
4128 Laborer, Senior. NGS 
4580 Material Handler. Warehouse 1 
9604 Trades Helper, 2nd Year, NGS 
4SB1 Material Handler, Warehouse 2 
5B02 0S:MSpeclalist1.T/A,NGS 
9602 Trades Helper, NGS 
9728 Truckdriver 1, NGS 
9794 Uliftyman, Overhaul, NGS 
8800 Urlfhyman, Track, NGS 
12/14/02 
LABOR GRADE 1 
10-44 
LABOR CRAW 2 
13.88 
13.88 
12/14/02 
13.88 
13.98 
LABOR GRADE 3 
1513 
15.13 
16.13 
15.13 
LABOR GflADE 4 
16£5 
1S65 
16.65 
16,65 
16.65 
16.65 
Hourly 
10716/03 
10.75 
14.30 
1430 
Rates 
11/16/04 
11.07 
14.73 
14.73 
Hourly Rates 
10/16/03 11/16/04 
14.30 
14.30 
1558 
15.56 
15.58 
15.59 
17.15 
17.15 
17.15 
17.15 
17.15 
17.15 
14.73 
14.73 
16.05 
16.05 
I6.Q5 
T6.05 
17.66 
I7.ee 
17.66 
17.66 
17.66 
17.66 
5/1fifl>5 
11.13 
14.60 
14.60 
5/16/Q5 
14.60 
14.80 
16.13 
16,13 
16.13 
1613 
17.75 
T7.75 
17.75 
17.75 
1775 
17.7S 
E Occ, 
Code CfassrfiratKm 12/14/02 
Hourly' Rates 
10/16/03 11/16/04 5/16/05 
LABOR GRADE 5 
4582 Material Handler, Warehouse 3 20.47 
5106 Operator, Coal Handing Trainee NGS 1673 
Sa07 O&M Specialist 2h NGS 1873 
5368 Warehouse Specialist 1. NQS 1873 
5360 WarehaiseSpeciaJl6t1.T/A,NGS 2047 
7316 Serviceman. Equipment, NGS 19.45 
7321 Serwenwi, Pquip.FlrePrev'Prt)tect.,lstYr,NGS 16.73 
9729 Truc*drlve(2.NGS 1945 
£ 
TOM Crtemist.Plant.NGSJsiYear 
3747 Harder, Fuel. NGS 
5107 Operator, Coal Handling 1, NGS 
5108 Operator, Coal Handling 2, NGS 
LABOR GRADE 6 
2150 
2150 
21.50 
22.18 
21.08 
19.29 
19.29 
192& 
21.08 
20.03 
-19.29 
20.03 
22.15 
2215' 
22 15 
22,85 
2171 
19.87 
19.87 
19.87 
21 71 
20.63 
19 B7 
20.63 
22.81 
22.31 
22 31 
23.54 
21.33 
19.97 
19.97 
1997 
21.32 
2073 
19.97 
20.73 
22.92 
2292 
22 82 
23.68 
I 
Occ. 
Code Classification 
& 
5116 
5391 
5B12 
6032 
6565 
7322 
9730 
1035 
3031 
5109 
5115 
5392 
5029 
5624 
5828 
Operator, Auxiliary, Assistant, NGS 
Operator, Equipment ?, NGS 
C£M Specialist 2, T/A. NGS 
Operator, Train, Trainee, NGS 
Repairman, Plant, fstYear, NGS 
Hourly Pales 
13/14/02 10/16/03 11/16/04 
22,16 
21.50 
22.13 
2150 
2150 
Serviceman. Equip. Fire Prev/Protetfion, T/A, NGS 21.50 
TruckrJnver 3, NGS 2r.50 
LABOfl GRADE7 
Criemist, Plant. NGS, ThereaRer 24.25 
Fabricator, Metal, 2nfl Class, NGS 24.35 
Operator, Coal Handling T/A, NGS 24 25 
Operator, Aufcfliary, NGS 24.25 
Operator, Equipment 3. NGS 24.25 
0*M Specialist 3, Chemical Anelysl, NGS 2J,25 
O&M Specialrst 3, Mecrtantcal, NGS 24.25 
OSM Speoalis! 3, Mobile Equipment, NGS 24 25 
2255 
22.15 
2255 
22.15 
22.15 
2215 
22.15 
24.98 
£4.98 
24.93 
24,93 
24.98 
24 98 
24.93 
24 93 
2354 
22 81 
23.54 
22.81 
22.81 
22.81 
22 8T 
25.73 
25.73 
25.73 
2573 
2573 
25 73 
2573 
25 73 
5/16/05 
2366 
22.92 
23.ee 
22.92 
22.92 
22.92 
22.92 
25.66 
25.88 
25.38 
25. B6 
25.66 
25.36 
25.86 
25.86 

fc# 
K* 
-•.J 
^ ' -*-. 
' T M 
. , i i -
•a-
k&. *WMX: 
St •:• ^ 
# • 
Occ 
Code Classification 12/14/02 
Hourly Rales 
10/16/03 11/16/04 5/16/05 
5855 Maintenance Specialist Heavy Equip JAuto. NGS 29-28 
5656 Maintenance Specialist, CfiM Man, NGS 29.28 
5857 Maintenance Speciahel, Machinist. NGS 29 2S 
5E5B Maintenance Specialist, Metal Fabricator, NGS 2928 
5859 Maintenance Specialist, Plant Mechanic, NGS 2928 
5862 Railroad Specialist Train Operator, NGS 2928 
5S63 Railroad Speoalisl. Track Equip Oper/Mech, NGS 2928 
5371 HVAC Mechanic, NGS 2928 
6028 Operator. Track Equip Mechanic, T/A, NGS 29.28 
6030 Operator,Train.NGS 2928 
6201 Plant C&M Man, T/A. NGS 29 28 
LABOR GRADE 10 
1 
2715 Electrician. Plant, NGS 
5190 Operator, Control. NGS 
5852 Electrical Specialist, NGS 
5854 Instrument 8 Control Specialist, NGS 
3043 
30.43 
30.43 
30.43 
3018 
3016 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
30.16 
31,34 
31,34 
31.34 
31.34 
ai.ae 
31.06 
31.06 
3106 
31,06 
3106 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
31.06 
32.28 
3228 
32.28 
32.2B 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
31 22 
31-22 
31.22 
31 22 
31.22 
31.22 
31.22 
32.44 
32.44 
32,44 
32.44 
£ Occ Carte Classification 
5B61 Operations Specialist, NGS 
9286 Technician, Instrument, NGS 
12/14/02 
30.43 
3043 
Hourly Rates 
J ft 16/03 11/18/04 5/16/05 
3134 
31.34 
32.2B 
32.23 
32.23 
33.05 
33 20 
34.04 
32.44 
32.44 
LABOR GHADE 11 
3320 Foreman, Electrical Working. 1st Year, NGS 3T.29 
LABOR GfiADE 12 
3323 Foreman, EtectrlcaJ Workir>g, T/A, NGS 33.09 
Footnotes: 
1. When a Senior Laborer is accepted on Ihe position of Trafleshelpar, they win continue to ba oati 
at Labor Grade-three (3). ^ 
33.37 
34.21 
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C I 
Classification 
Cleft, Statistical 
Occ 
Code 
178! 
1782 
1783 
1784 
Step 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Minfmum 
Time 
In Steo 12/14/03 
LABOR GRADE 0 
1 /ear 1591 
t year 16.30 
1 yaar 1769 
Thereafter 10.51 
LABOR GRADES 
LABOR GRADE 10 
Handy Rales 
10/16/08 1V1&04 
16.39 
17.30 
1B.22 
1507 
16.8S 
17.82 
1877 
19.64 
5/16/05 
18.98 
T7.9i 
18.86 
19.74 
z 
I 
Footnotes: 
1 AH vacancies will be posted al (be Step 1 rate 
2 All clerical employees accepted by bid on a job of a higher labor grade will be promoled lo Itie 
new job a" trie nexl highur rale of pay listed for the new |ob which is above the cunent rate of Ihe 
employe*. 
! 
o 
3. A clerical employee accepted ti</ bid on a job ol an equal or lower labor grade than his/her 
present pb is to De translerred to the new job at Hie same slep as Ihe employee's currenf step, 
however. In no cases will the rale ot pay be above or below the ra[e{4) listed lor Hie new 
dassitical'Dn. 
4. An employee temporarily assigned to a higher classification and who satisfies Article III, Section 
5, paragraph (a) shall be paid Ihe beginning rate of pay fisted (or me classlficafion of temporary 
assignment An employee will be paid 3% per hour above his/her regular hourly rate of pay if Hie 
beginning rate of pay listed for lha higher dasslficaflon of temporary assignment FS less than 8% 
par hour above file/her regular hourly rate, 
5. (a) Progressionary increases for fulHime employees In a progressionary dassjficaHon shall oe 
determined from dale of hire, transfer or pmmollDn into the position. 
(b) Progressionary increases lor pail-Hme employees in a progressionary classification shaN 
be determined based upon the number o l straighl time hours worked from date of hire, iransler 
or promotion jnla the position For purposes of progression, 1800 hours will equate !o one (1) 
year of work 
'- i 
& 
- •J 
NAVAJO EXHIBIT A 
PAflTM 
APPRENTICES 
Hourly Rates 
12'14tfr2 10/1&03 il/16/04 5/16/05 
AUTO MECHANIC 
0103 Pre-ApprefiTice, NGS 
0104 1 si 1000 Hours, NGS 
0105 Zridl 000 Hours. NGS 
0106 3rd 1000 Hours, NGS 
O107 4111 1000 Hours, NGS 
QT09 5lll1MOHDLirS,NGS 
0109 6lh 1000 Hwrs, NGS 
0110 7th 1000 Hours. NGS 
0111 BTri 1000 Hours, NGS 
•112 Graduate Apprentice. NGS 
0113 GraduateAppranlioe.NGS T/A 
1665 
1726 
18.41 
T9 55 
20 70 
21,84 
22,99 
24.13 
25.28 
26-42 
29 28 
1715 
17 78 
16.96 
30.14 
2132 
22.50 
23.67 
2435 
26.03 
27.31 
30.16 
17.66 
16.31 
19.53 
20.74 
21.96 
23.17 
24.33 
25.60 
26.82 
26.03 
31.06 
17,75 
16.40 
19.62 
20.84 
2ZX3S 
2339 
24.51 
2573 
3695 
28.17 
31-22 
— H * 
™ . Hourly Rales 
Code Ctessilieaten _ _ 12/14/02 ip/iamg n/le/04 5/1 &05 
0664 Prfl-ApprsrrWce. NGS 
0665 1st 1000 Hours, NGS 
0666 2nd 1000 Hours. NGS 
0667 3rd 1000 Hours, NGS 
0668 4rfi 1000 Hours. NGS 
0669 SUilOOOHours.NGS 
0670 6lri 1000 Hours, NGS 
0671 rtlllQOOHours.NGS 
0672 Slh 1000 Hours. NGS 
0673 Graduate Apprentice, NGS 
(1674 GradifflleAppredfcB.NGS.T/fl 
0713 Pre-ApprenliCB, NGS 
0714 fstlOOOHouis.NGS 
ELECTFtfOAN-PlANT 
16.65 
T726 
18.76 
2D 27 
2177 
2327 
24.77 
2628 
27 78 
29.28 
30 43 
GENERAL MACHINIST 
ie.es 
17 26 
T715 
17.76 
19,33 
30.58 
22.43 
33.37 
35 52 
27.07 
28.61 
30. re 
31.34 
17.15 
17.78 
Oct 
Code Classification 
17.66 
18.31 
1990 
2T50 
23.09 
24.69 
26.28 
27r67 
29.41 
3T06 
32-26 
17.66 
18,31 
17,75 
16.40 
20.00 
2i.et 
23.? 1 
24.81 
36.41 
2B02 
29.62 
31.22 
32.44 
17.75 
ra.40 
i . 
fc 
&; 
Br 
£ 
,m 
M 
-3 
CO Oct 
Code Classification 
0715 2nd 1000 Horns, NGS 
0716 3rd 1000 Hours, NGS 
0717 4th 1000 Hours, NGS 
0718 5th 1QGQ Hours, NGS 
0719 athi 10QQ Houis, NGS 
0720 7lh 10QQ Hours. NGS 
0721 Bill 1000 Hours. NGS 
0722 GraduflleApprentice.NGS 
0723 Graduate Apprentice, NGS, T7A 
0771 Pre-Appronlice, NGS 
0773 1311000 Hours, NGS 
0774 2nd 1000 Hours, NGS 
•775 3rd 1000 Hours, NGS 
0776 41h 1000 Hours, NGS 
0777 51h 1000 HDUIS, NGS 
Ore 
Code Classification 
077B Otfi 1000 Hours, NGS 
0770 71ti1000Hour9.NGS 
0730 fflh 1000 Hours. NGS 
0772 Graduate Apprentice, NGS 
079? Graduate Apprentice, NGS. T7A 
Q600 Pre-Apprentice, NGS 
0B01 1sltOOOHoure,MGS 
DB02 2nd10OOHDjrs,NGS 
0803 3rd 1000 Hours, NGS 
0804 4tll 1000 Hours, NGS 
CS05 5th 1000 Hours, NGS 
OB06 6rfi 1000 Hours, NGS 
0607 7tri10OOHours.NGS 
0608 BthlOOOHoucs.NGS 
0609 Graduate Apprenlice, NGS 
12/14/02 
18.41 
19.55 
2070 
£1.64 
22.99 
2413 
2528 
2642 
29 26 
RELAWAN 
1665 
17.26 
1876 
2Q.27 
21.77 
23.27 
12/14/02 
24.77 
26.28 
27,78 
2926 
30.43 
PLANT MECHANIC 
1665 
17 26 
18.41 
1955 
20.70 
21.B4 
22.99 
24.13 
25.2B 
26.42 
Hourly Hates 
10/16/03 
16 96 
2014 
21.32 
22 50 
2367 
24.65 
26.03 
27.21 
3016 
17.15 
17.78 
19.33 
20.68 
22.42 
23.97 
11/16/04 
13.53 
20,74 
21,96 
23.17 
24.39 
25 60 
26 62 
26.03 
31.06 
17.66 
13.31 
19.90 
. 21.50 
33.09 
2469 
Hourly Hates 
10/16/03 
25.52 
27.07 
26.61 
30.16 
31.34 
17.15 
17.76 
1636 
2014 
2132 
22.50 
2367 
24.65 
26 03 
2721 
11/16/04 
26.26 
2757 
29,41 
3106 
32,28 
1766 
16.31 
19.53 
20.74 
21.96 
23.17 
24.39 
25.60 
26,62 
28.03 
5/16/05 
19.62 
20. B4 
22.06 
23.29 
24.51 
2573 
2635 
26.17 
31.22 
17.75 
1640 
20.00 
2161 
2321 
24.61 
5/16/05 
26.41 
26.02 
29 62 
31-22 
32 44 
17.75 
18.40 
13.62 
20.34 
22.06 
23.29 
24.51 
2573 
26.95 
28.17 
• ' - -
? 
O K 
Code Classification 1214/02 
Hourly Rales 
10/16/03 11/16/04 5/16/05 
0910 Graduate Apprentice, NG5, T/A 
1015 
1016 
1017 
101B 
1019 
1030 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1025 
29.2B 
METAL FABRIC ATOH 
so.ie 31.06 31.22 
Pre-Arjprenlice, NGS 
1st lOOOHoure, NGS 
2nd 1000 Hours, NGS 
3rd 1000 Hours, NGS 
4ln 1000 Hours, NGS 
5Bi 1000 Hours, NGS 
6IH 1000 Hours, NGS 
7lh 1000 Hours, NGS 
eth 1000 Hours, NGS 
Graduate Apprentice, NGS 
Graduate Apprentice, NGS, T/A 
16.65 
17,26 
1B.41 
1955 
2070 
2194 
22.99 
24.13 
25-38 
26-42 
2929 
17.15 
17.78 
18.96 
2014 
2132 
22-50 
2367 
24.85 
20.03 
27.21 
30.16 
1766 
16.31 
19.53 
2074 
2196 
23.17 
24.39 
2560 
26.62 
28,03 
31.06 
17 75 
16.40 
19.62 
20.64 
22,06 
23.29 
24.51 
2573 
26.S5 
26.17 
31.22 
I 
Occ 
Code Classification 
Homly Rales 
12114J02 1Q/1&03 11/16/04 
1070 Pre-ApprentJffl?, NGS 
1071 1st 1000 Hours, NGS 
1072 2nd1000Hours.NGS 
1073 3«M0O0Hours,NGS 
1074 4Qi 1000 Hours, NGS 
1075 5th 1000 Hours, NGS 
1076 6lh 1000 Hours. NGS 
1077 7!h 1000 Hours, NGS 
1079 Btti 1000 Hours, NGS 
1079 Graduate Apprentice, NGS 
1080 Graduate Apprentice, NGS, T/A 
5/18/05 
TNANC 
1665 
1726 
1641 
19^5 
2070 
21 .B4 
2 2 » 
24.13 
25-2B 
28.42 
29.28 
EUAN 
17. T5 
17.76 
18.96 
20.14 
21.32 
22.50 
23.07 
24.35 
26.03 
27.21 
30,18 
17.66 
18.31 
19.53 
2074 
21.98 
23.17 
24.39 
25.60 
26.82 
28.03 
3106 
'7.75 
18.40 
19,62 
20.84 
22.06 
23.29 
24.51 
25.73 
26,95 
28.17 
31.22 
-, 1 
NAVAJO EXHIBIT B 
DEFINITIONS OF DEPARTMENTAL SENIORITY 
1. Definitions. 
(a) Department Navajo Generating Station 
(b) Section- Operations Section, Maintenance Section, Engineering Section, Railroad 
Section, Stores and Purchasing, and Administrative Section. The lotal of these forms the 
Department 
(c) Classificahon: A single Job as defined by a specific job description. 
{d> Jot) Family A group of jobs starting at a law labor grade (entry leveJ position) such as 
Trades Helper where, through t ra i l ing and experience, the individual, pased on 
qualifications, is accepted as the best qualified lor the next higher position of Mechanic. 
Apprentice, and later Uirough the bid procedure, Is selected for the highest pasilion in the 
|ob family as a Mechanic, Plant. 
2. Examples of the Job Families: 
Fuel HaihUer 
Asst. Auxiliary Operator 
Auxiliary Operator 
Asst Conrral Operator 
Control Operator 
'O f lMSpecJ T/A 
'OSMSpec? T/A 
'OaMSpsca.T/A 
' Oper Spec Trainee 
' Operations Spat 
* MulEi-skfll 
Entry LeveJ Position 
Mechanic, Apprentice 
Mechanic, Plant 
Entry Lever Position 
Metal Fab. Apprentice 
Metal Fabricator 
Entry Level Position 
Erect. Apprentice 
Electrician 
Tntctafrlver 
Equipment Operator 3 
Equipment Operator 4 
' « i H l £ i J T — ' K l t ^ l i i P P r f ^ l . - i - -w' 
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NAVAJO CONVERSION TABLE—12/14#a Ihm 5/16105 
(Monthly Rate Equals Hourly Rate Times 173.33 
, ^ _ ^ _ _ Hours Per Month Rounded to Nearest Dollar) 
DEC, 14, 2002 OCT. 16.3003 NOV 16, 2DQ4 MAY 16,3003 
HOUR 
639 
10.44 
13.37 
13 38 
14.16 
14-93 
15.13 
15.60 
15 ST 
16.65 
16.80 
17.26 
17.69 
MONTH 
$1,106 
Si ,810 
12.317 
$2,406 
$3,454 
$2.5B3 
$Z,622 
$2,704 
S27SB 
$2,ese 
$2,912 
$2,992 
$3,066 
HOUR 
6 56 
10 75 
13.77 
14 30 
14 5B 
153fl 
15.56 
16-07 
ie.39 
17.15 
17.30 
17 78 
16 22 
MONTH 
J U 4 1 
$1,B63 
32.387 
$2,479 
$3,527 
$2,666 
$2,700 
$2,735 
12.641 
$2,973 
$2,999 
$3,082 
$3,153 
HOUR 
6.7R 
1107 
U 15 
14.73 
15.05 
15 64 
16 05 
1655 
16 66 
17 66 
17.62 
1831 
TB. 77 
MONTH 
$1,175 
51.919 
$2.4SB 
$2,553 
$2,603 
$2,746 
$2,782 
$2,369 
$2,92$ 
S3.061 
$3,033 
$3,174 
$3,253 
HOUR 
&ai 
11 13 
14 25 
14 60 
15.TD 
1592 
16.13 
1663 
16-96 
17 75 
17 91 
18.40 
1B86 
MONTH 
41.1*0 
$1,929 
$2,470 
$2,565 
$2,617 
£2.759 
$2,796 
S2.882 
$2-940 
$3,077 
$3,104 
$3,189 
$3,269 
NAVAJO CONVERSION TABLE — 12/14/02 thru 5/1&05 
{Monthly RaW Equals Hourly Hare Times 173.33 
___Hour&pgr Month Rounded to Nearest Dollar! 
DEC. 14,2002 
HOUR 
18.41 
fSSl 
18.73 
f3 76 
19.45 
19.55 
20.27 
20.47 
20 70 
21 50 
21 77 
21 84 
22 IB 
MONTH 
$3,191 
$3,206 
$3,246 
$3.2$? 
$3,371 
$3,309 
$3,513 
$3,548 
$3,588 
$3,727 
$3,773 
$3.7fi6 
$3,844 
OCT 16, 2003 
HOUR 
111 9fi 
19 07 
1929 
19.33 
20 03 
20 14 
30.88 
21.03 
21 32 
22.15 
22 42 
22 50 
22 85 
MONTH 
$3,286 
$3,305 
S3 344 
$3,350 
$3,472 
$3,d91 
$3,619 
$3,654 
$3,695 
$3,839 
$3,6&6 
$3,900 
$3,961 
NOV.1fl,ZtfW 
HOUR 
1953 
'9.64 
19 87 
19.90 
20 63 
2074 
21.50 
2171 
2196 
22.31 
23 OS 
23.17 
23 54 
MONTH 
|3,385 
53,404 
$3,444 
£3.449 
$3,676 
$3,595 
$3,727 
$3,763 
$3,806 
$3,954 
$4,002 
$4,013 
s».oao 
MAY 6.2005 
HOUR 
19 62 
19 74 
19 97 
20.00 
20.73 
20.64 
21 61 
21.32 
22 06 
22.92 
23.21 
23 23 
23 &|i 
MONTH 
$3,401 
$3,422 
$3,451 
$3.46? 
$3,59? 
$3,612 
$3,746 
$3,762 
£3.324 
$3,973 
$4,023 
$4,037 
$4,101 
? 
^ £ 
n 
DEC. 14,2002 
HOUH 
£2 99 
23.27 
21 13 
24 25 
54 77 
25 za 
26 ?e 
26.42 
27 7S 
29.23 
30.43 
3129 
32 03 
MONTH 
S3.905 
$4rD33 
£1,192 
$4,203 
$4,293 
W.3S2 
$4,555 
$4,579 
&j,ers 
$5,075 
$5,374 
S5,4j3 
15,562 
(Monthly Rate Equals Hourly Rate Times 173.33 
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